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FORWORD
(

The inbreeding use of computers by Government and private organiza-
tions for the storage and manipulation of records of all kinds--perSonal
as well as of a business nature--has placed computers anq the systems in
which they reside in,an extremely sensitive position in 5Sur society. The
needs of the'individual as well as Government and private organizations
require that this data and their resident systems be accurate and reli-
able. These needs also requi0 that this data and these systems be
given adequate, protection from threats and hazards. The establishment pf
secure computer systems is the way in which the\computer community as-
sures'the users of such.systems that all of these requirements are'be,ing
met.

The auditing and evaluating of computer systems for adequate
i

secu-
.

rty has been a natural outgrowth of this widening interest in this
area. Controls that provide computer security and of interest to both
the financial and internal auditors and has been mace a subject of 'spe-
cis]. consideration by organizations such as,the Institute of Internal
Auditors, the Arberican Institute of Certified public Accountants, and
the EDP'AUditoes Associtation.

The National Bureau of StAdards, with the.suppoit of the U.S.,Gen-
,

eral Accounting Office, sponsored'an invitational workshop in March of
1977 to explore the subject of "Audit and Evaluation of Computer Securi-
ty." Leading experts in the audit and'computer communities were invited
to share their thoughts and develop a consensus view on ten aspects of
the subjeCt. These Proceedings are the results of that meeting.

To all those concerned with the audit and evaluation of computer '

security today, we at the National Bureauof Standards offer this series
of consensus reports for'your,consideration. The-views expressed dd not..
necessarily reflect.those of the National Bureau of Standarda, the U.,4S.
General Accounting Office, or any of the organizations that sponsored an'
individual at the workshop. liowever,these reports do reflect the compo-,
site thoughts of a group that deserves yobr serious attention.

. .. .
.;,,,.

.

.

'''''

IA c(ACDri:;;-4:1>
M. Zane Thorntdn .

e,

Acting Director.
Institute for Computer
Sciences and Technology



PREFACE

-* 4
The National' Bureau of Standards (NBS) initiated a Task Group

within the Federal Information PrOcessing Standards (FIPS) program in
1973 to develdp standards in Codputer Systems Security. Task Group 15

(TG-15) was composed of representatives from private industry aswell 83
Federal, State and local governments. The NBS'Invitatiopal Workshop.on,
Audit and Evaluation of Computer Secuty was organized as one phase:9T
a two-phase project defined by the Ta k Group in phis important area of,.

computer security. These Proceedings are the result of phase one. 'The,..../5-
second phase will be toadaptthis information to the needs of Fe.'eral

agencies in the form of 'Federal Information Processing Guidelinks. This

latter effort will be carried out by a working group convened for this
purpose and will result in a FIPS publication by NBS. 4:

The General Chairman and organizer, of the Workshop was.Robert G.
Mciienzie of the U.S: General Accounting Office. As leader of the TG-15

project on computer,security auditing, he initiated and planned the
Workshop Phd co-edited these Proceedings. Mr.,McKenzie is an audit
manager,at GAO and has cond cted a number of reviews of computer Securi-
ty of,proposed and on- going systems in the Federal Government:

I

The General Vice-Chairman of the Works114 was Zella G. Ruthberg of

the National Bureau of Standards. As NBS coordinator of the TG-15 secu-

rity audit'project, Mrs. Ruthberg worked cloSely with'Mx. McKenzie on
the planning, acted asfhe Workshop arrangements chairman, and is co-
editor of these Proceedings. She has conducted'a wide range of projects
In computer science at NBS and most recently has become active'ii the
managerial procedures required for computer security.

1.

Mr. S. Jeffery,,Chief of the Systems ankSoftware Divdsion of the
. Institute for Computer Sciences and Technologl of NBS, headed the NBS

staff at the Workshop. Mr. Jeffery has been active in the formulation

of policy concerning the effective utilization of computers within the
Federal Government and is manager of, the computer program at NBS. This

program provided the needed technical and adminfdtraAve support for

this .Workshop.
'

I would like to thank all of the particitpants in this Workshop,
the Chairmen and Recorders of the sessions, and the thre indilidUals'

named above for the subceps of the Workshop. Tire products to be derived

from the Workshop and subsequent efforts in this area will have far-
reaching,' beneficial'effects.on the use of computers throughout the
country.

-Dennis K. Branstad

Chairman, TG-15

ivt

J.
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ABSTRACT ""

'

The National Bureau of Standa rds, with the support of the U.S. Gen-
.

eral Accounting Office, S'ponsorbd an invitational workshop on "Audit and
'Evaluation of Copputer SecuritY,"'held in Miami Beach, Florida on March
22-24, 1977. Is puiTose was toexplorethe state -of- the -art in thik
area and define appropriate subjects for future research. Leading ex-
perts In th,e. audit and computer communities were-invited to discuss the,

csubjeC.t in one of ten sessions, each of which considered a different' as-
pect. A consensus report was prbduced by each of the ten:-sessions and
these reports form the body of these Pro4edings. The ten topics're-
porked on are: Internal 'Audit Starda dS, alifications and'Training,
Security Administration,"Audit Consid tions in Various System Envirph
ments, Admipistrative andA/Physical Cohtrolp, rogeam Integrity, DatavIn:
tegrity, Comm ications, Post-Proce 'rig Audit Tools and Techniques, and
Interactive udit Tools and Techniques.

* ,

'KEYWORDS: Audit standards; audit technic', 1, audit tools, audit
-training,,communications security, co "e'r cpntrols, computer

1 security, datA inVgrity, interepti 6-audit, internal audit, 'post-
proce6iping.audit, brogram integrity.'
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EXECUTIVE SUNMARY

On March 22;1-24 1977- an .Invitational Workshop on Audit and Evalua-
,

tton of Computer Security was held by.the National Bureau* bf Standards

405) in Miami Beach, Florida. The WOrkshop was planned and carried out

by NBS with. the support of-the,11..S. General Accounting Office OW:
ThiS Workshop ia the first' art of a two phase effort, originating

KPlih.Tqsk Group 15 (TG-15 of the Federal Information Raocessi::,..§.tan- ,,

darn's Program, in th Computer Security Audit area. Tft. oals of

,
the Workshop were to consolidate-the state -of-the -art information avail-

able in the field and to define areas for future research.' The goal Of

theisecond phase of this effort will be to adapt this information to the

needs ,Federal agencies in the form of Federal Information Processing

,
.Gpid91-06 s. It is expected that thiaiatter task will, be carried out by

a w4 -s group, convened for this piirpose.

Und1r4the direction of Robert Ge:0McKenzie of the U.S..General Ac-
countingibffic6 and with Zella G. Ruthb'erg as the National Bureau:of

Standards liaison, an informal task team within TG-15 planned the- .

Workshop, format and subject matter. The result was a relatively,small

invitational topic area workshop to coverten non-mutually exclusive ma-

jor arias of coorcern'in computer security audit.

(With inpuis from the tgtk team as we]l as the Institute of Internal

Auditors, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountant-, and

the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, an outstanding group of

session Chairmen, Recorders, and 4tendeea, drain from the audit arid 'tom-

puter coripunities was selected. The three -days at the Workshop allowed

/these people to develop the'basis for/the ten reports'oontained in these '

/' Proceedings. The following material/ summarizes theaglteq reports. The

reports are ihdependent4of'one another and may be read ikany,order.

/ Note that the reports toward the beiinning of the Proceedings arelibne

management oriented and the later,ones-mo0'.: technically oriented.
4

1
:

.?
4. - .-.

,
,

au
\k.

1 SESSION INTERNAL /may STANDARDS-'

.

.

In response to their charge'to develop a proposed statement, of au- -

dit standards for computer sectTity,, this grolip first Defines 'the

7larger subject of internal audit of a computer system, and"tilen defines

.computer security fdit. It characterizes this audit as covering an-

, countability,, prim rily in the areas of comliance.and program results.

It Qoncludes that the GAO pamphlet entitled " tandarda for,Audit of

Governmental Organizations, Programs,_,Activitigs-and'Fections" fOrms a

sound foundation for internal audit standardS for EbP'audit and that all

tgat is needed are supplemental standards such ds A CP/1!a SASS to define
.-

:.additional tasks that the auditor must perform in computer security

audit to meet these basic' standards. Three/areas re iritified for

.
J ,

a .
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s\"...4 thede supplemental sta4rds: . "\

.

i 1- . Systems Development-, %,-. . .

2. Operational System's (Applications Conrols),
4

$.1
! and .

.
, i--

3. Physical'Securityand General Controls.
. 4 ,,

s

In the area of.Systems Development, audit involvement would assure
that pland are made fOr controls against theft and error, apopri%te
audit- trails, conformity with management objectives, and with the law,
huilicient documentation, appropriate design approval mechaniSms, and

au-

qt
and economy. 'In the area of Operational Systems, au-

cApt would check that the application conforms to standards.aie the la-
, test design specifications, and that ehe internal, controls and reliabil,
ity of data are sound. In the Phys'ical Security and General Controls

. area, audit would verify that the organizatio `structure the physicar
. ;

facilities, the. -personnel management he bac -up ARetrility, and the
software/hardwarg;-controls all, help meet mans ement's objectives.

., s
,

The recommendations for action%by this ession were:-
1. that GAO review these supplementary standardshand consider
adding them to their other standards; A'
2. that these supplementary standards be reviewed and endofEed
by, the Federal Addit Executive Council;

and ,
.

3. that NBS,consider these supplemental standards for incitSion

in a FIPS guideline in the area of audit for computer security.

SESSION al QUALIFICATIONS AND.TRAINING .s .

Mr kVeSPOnSe to the question, "What are the gUalifications and
A ,training'necessary to csndypt.audit of computer security?," this group

draws up an outline of ehe,broad body of knowledge needed to perform a
y computer-securityaudit. Some of the considerations that shApe their

reply are that

,.: .. 1) computer security involves all Controls'needed to ensure the,in-
tegrity, accuracy) and reliability of the acquisitionp, processing,

storing, and dissemination of information; -0
--.,

2) persons performing thA audit should have an initial degree in
(but not limitedto),such disciplines as accounting, business ad-

1 mpistrat4on, engineering, operations eesearch, computer sciencd,

or economics plus a solid supplementary foundation in. management,

.
auditing, data prccessing,'nd/or telecommunications; %.

3) audit of more dbmplex systems- require so many of thve discipz

lines .that,,an interdisc' inary team should probably IA used; ''

-,, 4) training is availabl it can be installed in all the standard '-
(

educational channels; .

--.5) costs dannotbe estimated because there are too many Vapiables. .

in-going,from one organization to the'next; .,

. . .

and



)

1-,
-1

-:
. 4

6) the re are4at least/hree levels, of knowledge needed for the

Imrk: . ' /
a) general management ant auditing concepts;,

-b)data processifig and telecommunications ekpertie, : t.

et. Fry ,1,..

#... -.
c) a compileheneive AntdgratiOft of thefirst two obtained ;;-.,'

through further training and experience. ,Y
The broad categories in the outline of the common body of knowildge are:

s
. 1. Computer systems, operations, aneksoitware;( '.

.

,. -

2. Data.procOsing techniques; -, .

It. Management of the data processing fill-lotion; P.

4. §ecuriti of the data processing function; ' ..

5: Risk analysis and threat asseaddent; .41

6. Manageinent concepts and practices.;
,.,u

7. Auditing concepts and practices-; At
8. Additional qualifications needed'tO evaluate computer'fecurity.

A brief discussion ofach of these categaFies is given. The final out-

line contains a listing of the major disciplines appropriate for each

category.
o

L

SESSION .011./SECURITYADMINISTRItT/ON

This session responded to the question, "What audit-approaches and
techniques can be used in' an evaluation of the security,administration

function?" Initially this ,group bisc6ses ttie ]dal badis- for estab-:-

lishing a Security Administration Functpn.in a'Edderal , '- .

organization- -the Brooks Act (PL-89-446)'and the, Privacy Act of 1974.

It Also proposes that the Security AnOtinistraeion Function must be de-

fined in detail so that audit of that function becomes a standard com-

pliance type review. The bulk of the rest ot-tne paper is devoted to

defining the.Security Administration Function'..: 0

An important related issue, mentioned,in the early part of the pa-

per concerns. the need for internaiional,privaay lawloompatibility.-
`Privacy legislation has already been passed in Sweden and Ggtmany and, s

pending in Norway, Denmark, and France. International organizations
will be finding this'an important issue in the years, ta come. The r9..: -.3-

-..!,

port has an Appendix outlining the Germaf privacy'law. . .

'

J.A

.!A

Som of the important points made abou A he SeUrity AdTinistration
4--.._,

are that .
' , 9.

.1.-Res onsibility for safeguarding.an arganizftion's data and in-

form ion resources belongs to those individuala,- having phy6ical

, oust dy and accountability for iti.e. all levels of,lipe manage-

ment
k

. .,.. 0

2. T e Security Adminigtration Program is a staff function and

should consist of developing policy ar monitoring- overall

effeitiveness: . Ifs .,
.

3. ylanning for security administration should be earn
. .2

out at

. ,

1 sN

`If xxi
2 ,./
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ilthree anagement levels: `"\ .

.

t
- a) broad policy levelusing top management input,

b) an tntermediate ,pilicy level developing implementation' in-

., -_-_,
structions, 1

4 :-c) t67implementation level odeveloping schedules and re,sou're.e.

"- requfrementS:-.
4 4. Management controls to ensure that security objectives are

achieved fit into three categories -- policies thAt'are formulated,
at-the top,-,procedures for administrative, physical, and technical
security measures,'and practices for the standard management ac-
tivities. , .

4

5. ADP securitycontrols shouleinclude a) administrative safe-
guards in the.form of-contingency plans, security documentation,

4 authprization control lists, program access controls, personnel

.rules; b) phydical security safeguards such as area restrictions,
'"......0 asaster back-up, storage libraries, disppsal procedures.: and c)

...1-'
'.technical security in the form of a security system to handledata

,

and files, program libraries, operating system(s), teleprocessing;

and encryption. .
.

6. Training is needed fon systems people as well as users.

An example of a suggested security system for an on-line system' is then
A.

given.
S

The final requirements of the group are that the Audit and S brity
Administration functionsshoult be independent of one another and at

the Audit function reports to the agency head. Giv4n this set.of condi-

tions and the clear definition 0 the Security Administration function,

theaudit of this function is then a:compliance review.

SESSION a AUDIT ONSIDER T NS ICI VARIOUS SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTS

The question this session. considered was, ,"What are the considers-
.

tions to be given to the audit of computer s9burity in variNis system

environments?" This group identifies four cdnceptual modules for the

development of an open-ended str tured modelof computer, security au-

Y dit. These are:, 4

, i e'-'' 1. Defining three vital audit components--access control-) accuracy,

and'avIilability.
.2. describing a morphology of systems and environments: Physicatl

components, systems structure, and people,- The .5rstems are

described by, five identifiable dharacteristics --number of users,

/
types of service, system organization, user access,- and application

mix.
3. Defining a methodology-- a Computer autitmodel-- which estab-

lishes a scorecard value fqr each parameter'capable of beck audit-

0.
4, Perfrting a model validation by testing the model with four ex-

c. ampps. .-,

4
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This group declares that an auditor, goes through a set of stets
parallel to those executed by a design team. ..lt then roc, s to out-
line the design teamaotivity, i.e. to definej.equir'em nts, objectives,
and sensitivity;' to specify the physical, system, and administratiVe
parameters; to specify possible,pontrol techniques; to make four judge-
ments concerning. each control--

.1. cost, . .

2. effectiveneg s in maintaining access control, '

3. effectiveness.in maintaining accuracy,
-'

4. effectivenessin'maintaining avail4bility, 0,

giving each of the three effectiveness aspects of the control a theoret-
ical score of 1 to 10 and using 5,11 faur to make dec .sions on whether: or
not to use the control. The next design team activities then are to
select a:subset of these contra to provide the desired level of pro-
tectiop; to incorporate these cols intothe environment, to reassess
the system, and iterate until all requirements are satisfied. The
parallel operations performed, by an auditor would be: to review the ob-
jectives, requirements, and sensitivity; to determine the actual en-
'viroriment; to identify the control techniques being used; to perform a
cost:and effectiveiess analysis, this time sing hardware and'toftware
techniques.to give each control. its compo4 e pcore; and.to prepare a
report on_the findings. The group developed a tabulation sheet for
recording these findings for any particular system. 'The peer has four
system examples on the tabulation sheets to illustrate this approach to
computer security. It also points out that there are currently no stan-
d rd methods for evaluating a control, i.e.egiving it a score of 1 toy ---e

' 10 This is the area that needs a considerffble amount of future effort.

SESSION ON ADMINISTRATIVE SAND PHYSIGAL.CONTROLS

This ,c,91.1p responded to the question, "What are the audit ap-
proaches and techniques for evaluation of administrative andiphysical
controls in an ADP` environment, including contingency planning, etc.?"
The group initially establishes the thesis that the concerns of data
security and the responsibilitiesiof the auditor are complementary since
both deal with the protection of resources within ..tlpf data processIng
mission. The areas of concern to the auditor all have problems associat-
ed with them. Some of the more important areas mentioned are

1. the need fpr a* workable definition of security
2. the need for an explicit statement of security policy
3. the need_fOr'accepted standards of good practice
4. nthe eed to know what tests and. examinations are appropriate
5 the'need to know the hazards that a system is surject to.

The remainder of the report;covers suggestions for the auditor.

First, four general areas of intereptto 'the auditor are discussed
and the '71lve non - mutually exclusive audit approaches to data processing
secu discusSed in detail. The four general areas are

Audit focus, and materiality--Security protective measures shbuld

4
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. yield "an acceptable level of risk."' The auditor should review. ..614

11 tions.
.

.. .1/4

that this is the case, particularly'for the most sensitive app14.4a-

N, , t

'2-. Standards of practice and their documentation--Five references
are'briefly diScuased"for their contributions in this area., The
best single one is stated to be "Cbmputer Control Guidelines" and
"Cdmputer Audit Guidelines" by the Canadian Institute of Chartered
AccOuntants.

..,

.

3. Security audit report--An outline of a security audit report is
given in two parts- one part addressed to higher management_and the
second to the auditee and hig management.

,.,
, -

,11.. Best traditional audit techniques--These are:
, -

Selective' protection--review key resource protettion,
Test--use actual tests where possible', r

Intervidwi-with all involved employees and management,
Technical cooperatives (co-op)--use talent from other
organizations and locations:

, '.
The fife audit approaches are each discussed. under the headings Concern,.
Purpose, Approach, and Scope.. They are:

1, 1. Sptem-Development and Maintenance Practices Audit

2. Application Review
S. Installation Security Review
4. Security Function (Data Base/Communication Environ-
ment) Review
5. Compromise Attempt.

.4.

The report concludes that the issues for the DP, community lie in
adapting to the new technalogies(increasing portability of storage
media, mass storage, and distrittted systems), satisfying the need for a
single compendium of audit concerns and techniques., and improvement and
change y management in programming application development and system

. development. :

1

SESSION ali'PROGRAM INTEGRETY

This session'responded to:the question "What are the_audit ap-
proaches and techniqueS,fdr evaluation of program integrity, in an ADP

Mronment?" It empet.gbizes that program'integrity must be considered
ver the entire life cycle of the program. Program integrity concerns:
1) correctness in fulfilling requirements and doing nothing else; 2) sa-
tisfaction of trained user expectations.; a) usefulness in fulfilling an
intended mission; and 4) the ability to be evaluated so that a level of
trust in/the program can be established.

Program integrity assessment is a multi-dimension problem. Determining
' when in the life cycle to:audit is one dimension. Other dimensions inr7

elude the severity of the security threat and the methods employed dur-
ing development to achieve integrity.
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The methods/for achieving program integrity can be Put into three
categories:

,

1. those that give evidenCe the program is correct, .

,. . those that show it is robust and willyerfOrm.a,dequatelx in the
fade of unexpected events,' . . .

3. those that show it is trustworthy and developed accoPd with,
.good Oactce.'

A discussion of methods in each of these categories is included, in the .

paPe'r.' 4. i'''f
Th0 recb54endationt from the grOup are:.

For existing sotware: ' . -. .

.
: '.

1. Be-cautious in assuming program integ y exists.-
2. Use the limited' existing tools, guide by a careful risk
management analysis..
3,. Raprove physical,and adiginittrative controlg and thus reduce

.

- the effect of lack of program integrity-. . ...

.Reduce the exploiter popul,atioh by ,access controls. : :
5. Reduce asset exposure by removing assets fromthe .e'y8tem:when

. they are not-in use. i.4

*
.

- For futur;g software: % -9

1.1 mprove the program piodUction-process. -
.

2. Assure program -integrity compliance through the entire life cy-
cle. -1

\Ia
. 1

. 1

For organizations: ,.

1. Perform a self-assessmeht of itslthreats and its invoIvementit
the life cycle of the prograMs it uses. ..

2. Create guidelines Dor the d6velopment and-acquisition of -,,..)

-software that is auditable for program integrity.

-...., SESSIOON DATA.INTRGRITY-

The question addresqed by this group,was, "What are the audit ap-
proaches and techniques for evaluation of th4' data integrity in an ADP
environment?" The group decided to limit itself to considerations of

$

those safeguards.having a direct bearing oll'4ta integrity audit; assum- ,

ing that physical, operational, administrativ4, and software
measures--all necessary fbr data integrity- -would be handled by other'.

? !
sessions. thi'901,group defined data integrity a's the statethat exists
when data ir(within defined limits of reliability) accurate, con- _

siarent, authorized, valid, complete,, unambiivaous, an0 processed ac-
cording to spdgifications in a timely manner. The objectives of a data 4-

integrity audit are evaluation of compliance with and adequaOyof exist-
ing policies and procedures, And recommendations of corrective actions.

.

1
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To achieve this objective, one needs to evaluate the

areas: %,1
e.reliability of the data source
o source data preparation
o data'entry controls
b data idpUt acceptance controls,

110 data validation and error correction

o processing specifications
e, oulsput and distribdtion contrels-__-

and .

o aufttability:

t
wing .

i
The group then outlined activities for producing a comprehensive

audit work plan, and briefly discussed a variety of methods for data ip-
. ,,,

tegrity auditing. Some of those included are:
o checks with users on accuracy, completeness, and consistency;
o possible....sEmplinglechpiqdes;

(:) parallel processing;
odntevated test facility (ITF);
o System Control Test Review File (SCARF);

o tracing tagged transactions;
o test.d.cks;
o questionnaires; .

a procedural walk-thrtoughs;

electivity 1

SESSION QN COMMUNICATIONS

a

'This group.responded,to the question,"Whaterethe audit ap-
proaches and techniques for evaldation of communications'in an-ADP-en-

vironment?" They limit their discussion to guidelines for a data com-

munication security,audit of a computer system that uses a data.communi-

cation network. This audit applies'to the hardware, software, and pe6-
ple.involved with the data communications of, the computer system. The

group recommends that such an audit should be made on sensitive aPplica-

4ions and the genei,a1 data communications system, with the frequency be-
ing directly related to the sensitivity of the applications or system.

4;ot Yhe general approach for this type of audit should be a transaction-flow
analysis, tracking transactions both from tke input terminal through the. .

network to the computer, and in the reverse direction (computer to tv7

minal).

A specific tool developed by the group for conducting this type au- .0

dit is a resource/exposure/safeguard matrix. This matrix contains a :

list of ten system resources down the left hand'side, a list of six ca-
tegoi-ies of expoSure across the top and an eadmeration of appropriate

safeguards that might be in place for each combination of resources and

exposures. The auditor's job would then be,to determine what ar he

actual resources of.the computer. system (terminals, distribut d

1
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intelligence, modems, local loops, lines,
multiplexors/concentrators/switches, front7ena processor, computer,
software, 'and people); and to see what-safeguards are in place to
tect-these resources against the possible exposures.(errors and omis-
sions, disaster and disruption'S, loss of integrity, ditscosure, defalca-
tion, and theft Rr resources). Eacn of the seventeen safeguards in, the
report (as well as the resources and exposures) are defined. In adq-

, tion,"for.each safegugrd there is a statement about what the auditor
should do with respect:to his review of this safeguard.

The paper pointy out its own limitations--that the:safeguards are
not all-inclusive, will only assist in achieving security but not
guarantee it; may not apply to all applications, and on reflect the

. current state -of-the-art methods.

SESSION ON POST- PROCESSING AUDIT TOOLS AND' TECHNIQUES

The question this group addressed was, "What are the post -
processing audit tools and techniques available or needed for the effec-
tive use of the various system journals and logs in an audit of computer
security?" They initially describe the general objectives of such an au-
dit.as determining the existence, cope, and adequacy of controls in the

-,:\light of level of protection requir d. They note the specific objectives
as establishing the existence of uniqueness of transactions, transaction

. integrity (completeness, accuracy, anc authorization controls), probess-
ingaintegrity, distribution control's, recoverability controls., and vio-
latthn Controls. The terms "computer security", "computer security au-
dit", "post-processing'audit", "logg", "tools vs. techniques ", and -
"transaction" are defihed_to enhance the clarity of the document. ,. .

\__

\ /

This group then describes-what it considers to be the essence or a
post-processing security audit. Such an audit is always concerned with

o INPUT
o PROCESS
o OUTPUT
and .

o ACCESS to any'Of the above three. k

The objectives of a security audit'can be achieved by looking for
. information detailed in a log on any of the above components. This log

'would ahoy five bagic'types of information:-
1. WHOidentifies initiator of an action,
2. FUNCTION -- describes the processing activity,-

3. WHAT--identifies objects of processing activity,
4..STATUSrefers to FUNCTION and associated initiator and affected
objects, ,-.--

5. TIME--gives it a date-time stamp.
isAn example is given of the. security information requirements for an EFTS

system.
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Post-pfdcessing techniques are then described under the-basic four

components of an audit. For Access and input one would use logs of

successes, logs of failures, and a log. continuity check. For Process-,

there are manual checking,.control totals, test data, integrated test
facility, tagging, extended record maintenance, traci g, mapping, recom-
pilation, parallel simulation, and' retrieval prog s. For Output there

are output llstings,of. dispositions and author atiol%lis,tings.

The conclusions and recommendations f the group were:
1, Existing software tools offer m ch but could ,be made,easier to
use by

a) pilblishing a catalog of t ese tools for the auditor.'
b)'creating facilities to easily combine the use of two of
these tools. ,

2. Needed techniques are
a) a method for maintaining the security of the security log.
(Some possibilities are using present operating systems, or

using a special tamper proof recording device to record all
activity, or a complete hardwiremonitor similar to a cockpit
flight recorder).
b) higher level software to access and manipulate logs.

SESSION bN INTERACTIVE AUD4T TOOLS AND TECENIOUES

This group responded to the questionk "What are the interactive au-

dit tools and techniques available or needed to permit on-line auditing
of computer security?". This session explored a subject area which is in*

the very early stages of development. The group defines its overall'goal

as "The development of an auditing approach for the use of on-line or

interactive techniques to achieve performance assurance'in computer sys-
tems.", and its specific objectives as

1. Define the scope and requirements fonteractive tools and
techniques.
2. Review and define auditability and control characteristics in
computer systems.
3. Describe tools and techniques available anatspecify needed ones.
4. Develop criteria for the use of 'these tools in specific systems

environments and define -the required,interraces (e.g. with'Data

Base, Operating Systems).

In order to achieve these objectives the group first defines a

number of terms, the most central one being 'interactive auditing'-an
activity consisting of interactive audit programming and interactive au-
dit processing., Interactive audit for computer security is then put
'into the larger framework of Performance Assurance (PA) (defined as'as:
suring that a computer system is performing its intended' functions
within a specified degree of accuracy, timeliness, and data security,
and that it is not performing unintended function's). Performance 'as-

surance is initially described in terms of the functions performed by
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several aifferent kings of people, including the Certified Public Ac-
countant., senior organizatiaal management, internal auditors, the qual-
ity assurance,functiop, and operational management. HoweYer,-theePA
function is 14Fgely discussed-in' terms of four activities:

1. Setting,PA,objectives relating to ,
*

,a) the nature and purpose-of;the testing, -,

b) the nature of the computer system being tested;
2. athering.information needed to review, evaluate, or establish'
systems, procedures, and controls;
3. Performing PA analyses and evaluations suitable forthe nature
arid complexity of the system application;

4. Designing and performing PA:test pracedures aa result of the
analyses and evaluations.

Existing audit tools and techniques to accomplish the above .PAac-
',

tivities are'divided into two classes, batch and interactive, nithati.-
vantages and, disadvantages of each being gluten. AVaIlalile batch tools

are utility programs, test decks, audit modules, integrated test facili
ty (ITF), test data generator; snapshot (with tagging), tracing, SCARF,
audit softwarefilackages, and parallel simulation. Enteractive tools'are
Audit Command Language.(ACL) andAtional Automated ACcounting Research
System (NAARS). The benefits of interactive tools'and techniques are
discussed. Allaudit tools and techniques are tabulated by PA activi-
ties plrformed. y

A comprehensive dismission of needed toolseand techniques is then
given. They are divided into,five broad categories:

1. near real-time error detection and correction,"
2. monitOring of adequacy'of controls,
a. measurement of design accuracy,
.4. program modification control,
and

5. monitoring system trouble indicators.
This part of the report outlines a large number of tools that need
development in order to make interactive auditing a reality. These
tools and techniques are also tabulated by PA activities performed.

. The broad recommendations of this group are that'further delibera-
tions and research are required in the following areas:

1. Specifications of design and,performance requirements for in-
teractive audit tools and techniques.
2. Designs of interactive audit tools and techniques-for interfaces
with operating systems and.data- base management s stems. .

3. Behavioral audit research to study audit behav or in an interac-
tive human-machine' mode of operation.

4. Deyelopmentof a comprehensive audit and con rol theory to guide
PA professionals in their activities and software designers in the

development'of apprOpiate audit tools and techniques.



PART I: INTRODUCTION

1. HOST WELCOMING ADDRESS

S., Jeffery

National Bureau .of Standards

r

.

\

I'd like to welcome all of you to the"-NatiOnal Bureau of Standards'
Invitational Workshop on Audit and Evaluation Of Computer SecuPity.
This will be a memorable meeting because of thequalifications:of those_
here today, as well as the broacr.scope Of organizations and disciplines

.-, they, represent. . .

It ik, interesting t'o note that 33%,of'the Workshop attendees
represe \filearly a dozen Federal agencies and organizations. The

F ederal encies include: the General Accounting Office, the Department

of Health, Education, and'Welfare,Ah_e Departmeht of Defense, the Gen-
' eral Services Administration, the Department, of Agriculture an , of

course, our own Department of Commerce.

Although we have an impressive list,of persons from these various.
Government agencies, I would especially like to Welcome Frank S. Sato,
the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defehse .for Audit; Donald L. Scantle-
bury, the Director of the Financial and General Management-Studies Divi-
sion of the General Accounting dffic'e; Howard T. Davia, the Director of
the Office of Audit at the General Services Administration; Donald L.
Eirich,' Associate Director of the Logistics and Communications Division
of the General Accounting Office; and C. William Getz, Regional Commis-
sioner of the GeneraLServices,Administration, Region 9.

Their respective experience will provide an impokant addition to
the rich mixture of knowledge here today.

The remaining 67% of the attendees come from accounting firms,
software and hardware organizations, private industry, and universities.

We ha a solid contingent from the accountin world with six firms

repreSente . There are Seven software houses and o main-frime
manufacturers; in the university area, three U.S. u versities; and in

the private sector, twenty-two fiPms drawn from such diverse fields as

banking, utilities, the fuel industPy, insurance, res rch, publishing,
a credit,bureau, the photographic industry, and law en orcement--as
represented by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police:

1 -1
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A second cut at tWattendee list for this Workshop can be made
from the point,of view of sktils and knowledge represented. The audit

aspect of this Workshop is goveed by persons from the American Insti-
tute of Certified Public Accountants, the Institut, of Internal Audi-
tors,,the EDP Auditbrs Association; the Association of Government Ac-
countants, stx large.accounting firms in.the private sector, and audi-
tors from various Government and private organizations.

The computer aspect of our Workshop is represented by persons en-
gaged in developing control software and techniques for industry, for

./
Government, and for unil.Krerbitis pith a strong contingent of leading-

edge researchers in all thpie areas.

It should be clear from all that I'have said that we have an unusu-
al array of talents assembled for'this workshop.

.

I think that this-is the first .time that such a breadth and depth .

of a sties has been-focused on the subject of.abdit and evaluation of
compute ecurity.

.

d like to thank our Chairman, Mr. Robert G. McKenzie of the Gen- \
eral AOcounting Office raj:: his pfforts in-guiding the evolution of this
.Workshop. He was instrumental in selecting the topics for discussion in
he'various sessions and Session Chairmen, and provided constant gui-.
dance in the selection of Session attenlipes.

My thanks also to Mrs. Zella G. Ruthberg of my own staff who has
worked with Bob McKenzie throughout the planning. She has also been
responsible for coordinatinall arran ments for finding and obtaining

these fine, accommodations..

Our specific interest in this .Workshop is to accumulate sufficient
information to form the basis for Federal'Information Processing Stan-
dards and GOidelines in e area of audit and evaluation of computer
security. ,

The Institute. for Computer Sciences and Technology of the National

Bureau of Standards has the responsibility of providing,Federal agenbies
vath standards and guidelines for data processing, and it is expected
that the Proceedings of this Workshop will be the precursor to such a
guideline.

Consideringonsidering the broad spectrum of abilities assembled here, these
Proceedings will undoubtedly be a valuable document in itself, to be
used by all thoseworking in the internal audit areas.

0

Again, let me thank you all for your interest in coming, and I want

to wish you every success in'your efforts.

1 -2'
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2. EDITOR'S COMMENTS ON THE SESSIONS AND THE REPORTS

2.1 Some Definitions of Terms .

Each attendee was furnished a copy of FIPS PUB 39, "Glossary for
Computer SysteM Security," in an attempt to maintain uniformity of
technical terms in the repofts of the various sessions. A number of the
sessions chose to redefine a few terms and use others not included in
the Glossary. In most of these cases, the definitions as used by, the
session participants have been included as an integral part of their re-
ports. The following is a discussion of a few terms considered to be
essential..

Computer security audit. An independent evaluation to determine
(1)` the accuracy and reliability Of.the data maintained on or generated
by.an automated data processing system, (2) the adequacy of protection
afforded the organization's assets to include. hardware; software, and

data, from all significant anticipated threats or hazard's, and (3) the
operational reliability and performance assurance of the,automated data
processing system.

Internal audit. An independent apprlaisal activity within Ao'orsan-
ization for the review Of operations as a Service to management. The

overall objective of intarnal auditing is to assist management in at.,
taining its goals by furnishing information, analyses, appraisals, and
recommendations pertinent to management's duties and objectives. The

need for effective internal auditing in the ederal agencies has been
recognized by the Congress in a number of laws, particularly th- udget

and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 which requires the head o each

agency,to establish and maifltain
; '

internal control designed'to
effective control over and accountability for'all funds,
property, and other assets for which the agency is
responsible, including appropriate internal eudit."-

2xtermalaulikt. Frequ tly considered synonymous with financial
audits conducted by certi ed pubTis accountants. Financial audits are
objective examinations of inancik/statements, accompanied 6Y the ex-
pression of a competent o inion concerning the fairness of the pr:esenta-
tion of those financial statements. However, a broad definition of
external audit would simply be: An audit of any type conducted by indi-
viduals independent of the organization under review.

1-3 3).
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2.2 Observations . L :

4
Audit andmaluation of computer security is a very complex subject

that must be considered from a total system perspectiVe. It involves
the evaluation of, all of the controls necessary to assure computer secU-
.rity as defined Under "computer security. audit" in section 2.1.

P

The total security system that y such assurance consists of
controls that can be grouped into various categories, such as physi al,
procedural; operWonal, teahnical, etc. Howeyer, it does little god
to have strongcontrols in one area ,ifthe controls in 'another areei-
ther weak and unreliable dr can easily be circumvented. The end r sult
could be the name - - -a disagter. In view-of this and the known interre-
latiopship between various categories of controls, it is necessary that
all controls be evaluated prior to rendering an opinion as to the ade-
quacy of computer security within any automated data proceSsing'System.
Therefore each part'of these Proceedings should be considered.with equal
weight when' developing a program for such audits.

) '11 / /

/

, ,

2.3 Reading the Proceedings

he reports of the ten sessions are independent of one another and

ay be ead in any order. Note that the reports toward the/beginning of
the,Proceedings are more management oriented while tpese toward the end
are more technicakly oriented. A detailed Table of Contents/ has been in-
cluded as an aid to locating sp4cific materials. Major recommendations
and conclusions of -the, sessions can be found in the Executive Summary at
the beginning of these Proceedings'. The account of why the Workshdp was
held, how it evolved, and how the session reports were generated can be
found dn Appendix B.

(
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WNALD L-/ ADAMS-
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. American Institute of Certified Public Accountapts.
---.

Biographical Sketch

\ I t

A

Donald L, Adams is Managing Director of
_Administrative Services at the American IA-
'="stitute of-Certified Public Accountants, with

responsibility for-internal applications of
the computer as well as development of its
use in the accounting and auditing practices
of members. His administrative responsibil-
ities include Personnel, Purchasing, Office
Management, Printing and Shipping. Long' a

member of AICPA, be has served on a number of
its committees in the computer ar.ea-r-:44-:ti.

cluding the chairmanship of the EDP Auditing.

Committee. He isa former member of the
Computer Committee of the

former.
YorlOState

-Society of CPA's.

gfore coming to AICPA 01.4 June'.1973,

Mr. Adams had for three years been Assistant
Direct r of Data PrOcessing at.the investment

j banking firm, Salomon Brothers. Prior to that, he had been Manager of

Compliter Auditing at Peat, Mar ick, Mitchell & Co. He has been in-

volved in computer auditing sin e 1960, has written many articles on
\he subject, and, has lectured extensively in the United States; Canada

and Europe. Ue is Editor of the monthly newsletter, EDPACS (EDP
Audit Control & Security). He studied at,Ma§sachusets'Institute of
Technology and Syracuse University; earning the B.S. Degree Magna Cu

Laude from the.latter iftstitution in 1959.
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/ Keynote' Address
0(

Proceedings of the Workshop on Audit
and Evaluation of Computer Security

=

Donald L. Adams

1. INTRODUCTION

trice, MOIL WOO. .
"

.These workshop sessionsare quite valuable. They are brief and
limited to h stated period of time. This, is a positive factor in
insuring that they accomplish their goals{ Since the time is limited,
there is a constraint on,the'amznt of debating that can take place.
This is bound to .e elp. -In many other,Meetings, we seem to be
able to, debate opic virtually forever. Having a limited time 6

period means you have a better chance of getting something done. It

alsomeans that you d. ot .have time to conduct a survey. Thank nod!
. .

et p .

)

It seems that any time a commrttee,addresses a particular prbilem,
the first thing the,r want 'to do is conduct a survey. They always
seem to be searching for that one elusive nugget of truth that might
be buried out there somewhere in the world' Hopefully, a survey
might uncover that gem of wisdom., However, I have never known acase
where this thappened.

X ,

Mos of us went to school when the scientific method wasi7ery
much in vogUe. As a result, using the scientific approach to problem

' solving akes us feel comfortable. Unfortunately, accounting.and 6 ..'1'

auditi g are not sciences. They are at best Imperfect art forms.
In con ence the application of the scientific.method is aimistake.
A group, such as the one that is attending:this workshop, is, hand
picked to be a cross section of the most knowledgeable pOple working
in the particular field. It is a good b4"-tat there i not

'a single important thing going on in the fields of'auditing and '

evaluating computer ,security that is not knoWn by at least one person
attending this workshop. That is where the true value of these

,

workshops domes into play. Knowledgeable people get together, pool
their information, and produce a document that will inform. others.
',Used properly, this is a very cost effedtive way of ,distributing
knowledge! It should, be used more often. , x

.

,

?. .414 APPROACH TO THE-WORK5HOP

The'butline of the topics to be covered, in this workshop includes
ten basic areas. It is 'a very ambitious program. About year ago,

2-2
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I was involved in a similar effort in regard to the-Data Base

DirektiOnsWorksbop. It might be useful to reyieW the approach we used

in trying to meet our workshop objectives.. The first hour was spent

in brainstorming the major topics to be covered. At the end of the

'hour we listed the projects and voted to. select the..five.that werk

most important. A'time budget was established for,each of them. If

we allotted.five hours to a topic, we discussed it for five hours and

. then =dyed on to -the next one. The approach worked quite well-and it

may prove helpful to some of you over the next.few days.

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED TOP /CS

I would like to fer a few comments about each of the session

3.1, Internal Audit St ndards

It iTdifficul or certified public accountants to establish

audit standards. t is even harder for internal auditors to attempt

that task. External auditors share a comilion goal. They are_looking

to express an opinion on the financial statements y6f an organization.

Internal udjtors have a muchmore variable chart4r. Their role and

the scope of, heir activities are both established by. management.

It is difficul for an outside group to dictate standards for they

internal audit function. In tlils particular workshop the approach

to be taken in est ishing'sfandards depends. on how you.define

security. From e material-that Vas distributed in advance, it
apilears a very broad definition will be utilized. To the ektent-that
this group is able to develop useful standards, it will be a very

positive forward step.

3.2 Qualifications and Training

0This,is another challenging topic. It is very difficult to de fine

the qualifications and training required in the fieldof computer
security since ther is no accepted commonbodY of knowledge. Perhaps,

a precise definition would be premature. Professional qualifications

and stands evolve very slowly. They are comimg,'but it certainly

will be a bile before a consensus formed. It is Very hard to

predict en we will be able to have meaningful standards for
profess onal qualification in a specialty such as computer security.

The gro eking on this t ?plc should try to keep their recommenda-
liens at the general level.. It would be a mistake to try and
establish eAtrict set of qualification and training standards this
early in the game. It would be better to start slow and bu4.1d upon

that foundation.

0
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3. SecuritLAdMinistrtition-

,
.

This is a relatively new area as it relates to EDP. A thorough
discussion of this topic should prove td be quite useful. There is
a need for a definition of the duties, responsibilities, and organi-
zation of the security administration fUriCtion. While thispaterial

I
may only be of interest to very large o anizations, it will certainly
be helpful:, We need to develop audit a roaches and techniques'that
c.. an-be applied to a review of the security admirlistration functift,
so guidelines in this area will be useful.

3.4 Audit' Considerations In Various System Environments

The environment has a decided impact on audit con@iderations,
but what is that imp

d
et? This is not an easy question to answer.

This group will f' they have been given a very tough assignments.
Within the-current state of the art we canne<Loe. too definitive
in Providing guidance. To date, no one has done Much, if anything,
in this particular area. Some.thoughtful consideration of this topic
should.prove to be extremely helpful and will serve as a useful
starting point for further work. ' .--,

if

3.5 Administrative and Physical Controls.

This seems to be a strange combination of topics. External
auditors would not lump these t1.50 together, but it may be useful

to consider them.in tandem.' Yet, it may prove to be a time/consuming
task. Adminestratig4r physical controls cover a very wide
iange of topics. T oup has been directed to place their emphasis
on those areas that are not well defined in the existing literature.
They may find it,difficult to identify controls that are new or
unique. cz

3.6 Program Integrity 0

Audit approaches and techniques to evaluate the security of
operating systems, data base management systems, and application
programs are to be covered. The members.of,this session will consider
the problems involved in establishing integrity in these three areas.
It is easy to consider the problems, but defining the audit techniques
to evaluate integrity will beiguite a challenge. Tlae,results of this
group's deliberations will certainly be of interest,

3.7 Data Integrity C's

This is a more familiar topic. Auditors, particularly external
4 auditors, have been deeply involved in reviewing and evaluating

data integrity for quite some time, The group has been asked to
'identify and discuss data int.egrity techniques that are not well
covered in current literature.. This may prove to be a tough assignment.

.2-4 3F,
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.The literature is quite complete an d it'will be surpris'fng if the group

can develop very much that is new in this area.

3.8 Communications
P

Most auditors lack an in-depth eXPertise in the field of
communications security. The developments of electronic funds transfer
systems and distributed, processing systems'will make this topic One.

that is of considerable importance. Even if effective security is
implemented in all other aspects of a system, the entite.ball game
could be lost through a data communications security Lult. Guidance
in this area should prove to be of immer* help to the audit-comblunity
in defining some of its future tasks'

.

3.9 Post Processing Audit Tools and Techniques

A great deal of information is recorded on the jodrnals and-logs
maintained by most of today's computer systems. Auditors face a
major problem in determining what. information is available and
deciding how to get at it and .use it to accomplish and audit. The

group has been askeld to address the topic of the need fOr new techniques
in this area. They,may conclude there is little need for new techniques.
Most of the tools that an auditor requires are available. They were

'reear
developed for use by systems personnel. The :auditor needs to develop4
a familiarity with what is availaSIJ and to gain experiepce in its
use. The group addressing this topic would accomplish a ,Kuat deal if
they are able to highlight the'areasguditors should explore and. at
the same time, provide guidance as to he tools they might employ.

3.10 Interactive Audit Tools and Techniques

In this particular area, the needs of the internal auditor are
quite different from those of the external auditor. Internal
auditors usually work with more of a managerial emphasis and they
are more likely to have a need for oh-14ne analysis of data. CPAs

on the other hand, usually perform their work as oVa particular
point in time. Their needs are usually more static in nature. How-

ever, that may change. The growth of EFTS'and distributed prodessing
may make interactive aUditing'a more important area. 136th /internal,

and external auditors will be interested in the deliberations of
this group.

4

,SUMMARY

The sestion theme, Audit and Evaluation-of Computer Security,
is a timely one. The topics that have.been proposed for discussion

e are all of current interest and deal with alleas that are_of impokance
to the audit community. To date, the known financial losses related

4
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to data security failures are quite.small. 'However, 3,ogically, these
--josses are bounetO increase. Consideration of the topiCs outlined

for this workshop will provide a better basis for deCning our current
problems and developing the technicities we will need 0 cope with an c,1%,

expanding'techndlogy.

41:11i
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'EDITORS' NOTE

A breitbiography of the Session Chairperson follows:

Mr. Willtiam E. Perry is the -Director of EDP and Research for the
Institute of Internal Auditors and serves as staff liaison forthe In-
ternational Committees on EDP Auditing and Research. Prior to joining

the Institute, he was Supervisor of Corporate Computer Auditing for
Eastman Kodak Company. He_has also held positions with Arthur_Youbgb&
Company, Ft. Richie, and Price Waterhouse & Company.,_* 1Sl'a graduate
of Clarkson College, bolds %MBA from Rochester Institute of Technology
and a MEd from the University of Rochester. He is a Certified Public
Accountant (NY) and a Certified Internal Auditor. He is a member of the
Computer Services Executikie Committee and the Auditing Advanced EDP Sys-
tems Vask. Force of the AICPA, a member of the Board.of Directors of the
American.Federation of Information Processing Societies, and past com-
mittee chairman of the GUIDE International PL/1 Committee. He was a

professor of data,prOcessing at Monroe Community College. His most re-

cent publications include: "Pre-Occurrence Auditing--Building Control
Into.the.Audit Program,":_Bank Administration (Jan. & Feb., '75') and nu-

merous contributions to EDPACS on subjects of EDP audit and control.

The charge given to this session was:

INTERNAL AUDIT STANDARDS: Develop a proposed statement of audit
'standards for computer security considering (a) the role of the
internal auditor, and (b1 application of traditional audit stan-
dards.

Computer security is a very complex subject that must be considered from

a total system perspective. ft involves all the controls necessary to
ensure (1) the accuracy and reliability of the data maintained on or-
generated by an automated data processing system, and (2) the protec-
tion of the organizational,assets to include the hardware, software; and
datp from all anticipated threats or hazards.

This session is to consider the responsibilities of the internal auditor
in evaluating computer security throughout the developmental and opera-
tional life cycle of an automatic data processing systems The AICPA's

Statement on Auditing Standards No. 3 entitled, "The Effects of EDP on...,
the Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control" should be con-,-6

sidered for use as a departure 'point for this session.

The consensus report that follows was developed and reviewed by the 'ma-
jority of the membership oftthis session.

42
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Supplemental Standards for Internal Auditor's Expanded
Role in Reviewing Computer SysteMs and their Development

A.Consensus Report

William.E. Perry, Fred L. Lilly,, D. L. ScantleburY,/
.I.Ken Pollock; T. Q. Stevenson, Frank S.. Sato

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Adtomated Systems Effect on Environment

'.The computer has substantially altered the methods by which data
processing systems operate and are controlled and audited. The oppor-
tunities for personal review and clerical checking have declined As.the
Collection and subsequent uses of data.are changed. The changes, are

the result of moving from manual procedures performed by individuals
familiar with both the data and the accounting process to.high Volume,
automated techniques performed by individuals unfamiliar with both the
data and accounting practices.

The introduction of data procesiing equipment frequently requires
that the recording and processing functions be concentrated in depart-
ments that are separate from the origin of the data; it may, however,
eliminate the Separation of scime.ofthe'responsibilities that previously
characterized the record keeping function. A trend toward the integra-
tion of operating and financial data into organization-wide information
systems of data bases also eliminated independent records that might
previously have provided a source of comparative data', At the same

such integrated information systems can become the basis'for more
vital and timely management decisions.

Computerization has reduced substantially the time available for
the review of transactions before their entry ,into the accounting
records. As &result, in poorly controlled systems the opportunity
for discoyering errors or fraud before they have an impact on opera-
tions may be reduced, especially in the case of real-time and data base
systems. Thishas increased the importance of inter/al control pro-
cedure [1]. It also affects the work the auditor must 15e7Torm. An

important aspect of this work is reviewing the adequacy of computer
security.

1.2 Computer Security Defined

Computer security is a very complex subject that must be considered
from a total system perspective. It involves all the controls necessary
to endure.(1) the accuracy and reliability of the data maintained on or
generated by an automated data processing system, (2) an appropriate

43 .
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degree of protection of the organizational'asSets to include the hard-
ware, software, and, data from.all significant anticipated threats.or
hazards, and (3) the economy and efficiency of computer operations.

Computer 'security does not include (1) the justificatio0 of a
computer system, X2) the full range of meeting all management objdctives,
and X3) determining an acceptable level of risk for an jzation,'.
but all are areas, for audit involvement.

1.3 ;Discussjon of Audit Infolyement in Computer Security

\
The-concept of accputability-.1S inherent in government and non-

government audits. Any audit could encompassthe three, elements bearing
on accountability, which are:

1. Finance and, compliance

2. Economy and efficiency

' 3. Program results

. From the,standpoint of the auditor reviewing security, the elements
'of both compliance and program results are within bounds. (Efficiency

and economy may be.adversely affected by a tight computer-security
requirement.) There may be specific standards or regulatory require-
ments governing security aspects of an operation which should be
reviewed or compliance, and in evaluating the program results of an
operation, security may be an important factor. SiMilarly, in audits
performed by CPA firms and the GAO,,attention is given'to the adequacy
of control over assets, and this may wel l involve the security controls
over information-held by the organization. Internal auditors should
be ooncerneddwith the adequacy .of control of organization-held infor-
mation.

-A separate auditing standard Der se to cover the auditor's, work in
this area.is not warranted. However, another mechanism is needed to
draw the auditor's specific attention to the problem.of computer "7

security and make hiaware.of his responsibilities.: 'The mechanism may
include items such as a commentary, clarificatidn, or interpretation of
existing standards.

The AICPA. used this means when it issued Statement pf Auditing
Standards (SAS) No. 3 ."The Effect of EDP othe Auditors' Study and .

Evaluation of Internal Control." The basic..CPA audit standards'which
have served so well without'mbdificationlfor so long were not changed
with the advent.of the computer,, but the SAS amplified'and interpreted
the stqndards as it related to EDP,- We have chosen to use the term

"suppldmental,standard" in discussing the expanded role of the internal
;auditor in this area.

I.
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1.4 Changing Auditor Requirement

When internal auditors function in a computerized environment,:
their audit responsibility needs to encompass the following:

1. Provide guidance to data processing and user personnel
,for creating the mechanism for auditable'systems,

2. Determine that internal controls in computerized appli-
-cations are operative and effective by reviewing and
testing tQse controls.

.2.0 SUPPLEMENTAL STANDARDS FOR COMPUTER INTERNAL AUDIT WORK

-

General
. .

A computerfZed env.ironment does not creat need for new audit

standards. The ',Current internal audit standard as set.forth in the

GAO pamphlet."Standards for Audit of Covernmental Organizations,

Programs, Activities, & Functions," are basically appropriate for apdits

of the data processing function. What is needed are supplements tot

those standards that'specify the additidnal tasks the auditOr must

perform in a computerized environment to meet the basic s,tandards.

Three areas have been identified for the pul-poes of su6lemeniing

those standards. These are audit involvement in: ,

1. Systems development

2. Operational systems (application controls).

3. Physical Security and general controls,

2.2 Suppleplental Standard for Systems Development

The,internal auditor shall be involyed in the development /of new

.data processing systems or significant Abdification of exist*. ()Iles

with the objectives of seeing that such systems:

1. Include the controls necessary to.protectadathst theft

,,and'serious error
.41

4

2. Provide the audit trails needed for'anagpment, auditors,
and operational review, 4604

3. Faithfully carry out the policeS management has prescribed

for the system-

4 r
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4. Will provide an efficient-and econom__ ical system

, -
4,

_

5. Are incAformity with applicable legal requirements'
t ..

6. Are documented in a manner that will provide an understanding
of the syited required'for maintaining and auditing the system (t

.

2.2.1. Commentary

0 the system development process includes the definition of proces-
sing applications to be carried out by a computer; design of the pro-
cessing steps to be folloWed, determination of the data input and files
that mill be requiredepa d specifications for individual program's

input data and output. \

Auditor involvement is important in the design of an application.
It is needed because the design Must provide for necessary control pro-
cedures and produce the reports and data files which will be needed.for

audit purposes after the system becomes ope ational.

le.ta
. .

.

Requirements for an EDP system should be blished by management

and it is the auditor's responsibility to determine whether or not these
policies are being carried out in the design and whether or not the
design conforms with applicable legal requirements. This will require

the auditor to ascertain the nature of the requirements set by manage- .

ment, and whether or not the requirements are being met.

.

. The ailditor should ascertain that an appropriate approval process
is being followed intevelopMent of new systems an making modifications

td existing systems. In doing this the auditor shduld consider, the need
for approval of systeRAesign by data processing management, user groups,
and other user groups whose data and reports may be affected., 0

The auditor should also ,determine whetheror not management.rew res.
documentation sufficient to define the processing that must be performed

by progpms in the system, data fides to be processed, reports be

prepare a for users, operatipg instructions for. use by compute oberators',

and user group instructions' for preparation, and control of ata, The

auditor should dso'ascertain whether or not management p licy provides

f6r.testinTsuffidtent to give aSsprance that reliance can be placed in
the system before the-system is used for production urposes.'

The auditor should review provision& for keturity,required by man-

agement to, protect data.againSt unauthdrized>atcess and modification.
The auditor should' also consider whether the benefits of the system juse

.tify its costs Whenever the benefits cap 'e quantitatively measured: In

.,, all cases, the auditor.shomld be alert to whether the system des* will
provide for an economical and efficient system and should investigate

instances in which i,t appears more" economical or efficient metAtil can

be used.

3-6- r?,
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After reviewinfmanagement poliCies, the auditor should examine
approvalS, documentation, test l'esuRs, and cost studies and other data
to.determine the extent to which management policies'are being followed.
The auditor should keep a close association with the system'cluring the
development,phase [21 but should not become a part of the design team- -

except to tWextent ofrecommendimj controls--in order to maintain
proper objectivity.

The auditor should report,in writing on both the adequacy of the
,policies and the extent to which those policies are being followed as
determined by the lauditors examination. The auditor sOuld specifir
caly,comment on all findings which require corrective action and should,
to the extent possible, stmit recommendations,for appropriate action.

2.3 Supplemental Standard for Operational Systems (Applicattop Controls)

The inte rnal auditor, should review the installed data processing
applications to determine reliability in processing data in a time4y,'

accurate, and complete manner.

Audit'objectives should'be to:
1

1. Determine whether the'instal application conforms to stan.:

dards and the latest approved design specifications, anti"
I

2. Disclose possible weaknesses in the installed application
!through periodic audits deigned to test internal control
and the reliability of the data produced.

°

2.3.1 Commentary

The transition from mechanical data proc'tving (MDP) to electronic .

data processing (EDP or ADP) occasions the netd.fo'r revision in tradi-

tional audit stanOrds. More specifically, the complexity and far-
reaching scope of EDP systems require that the internal audit give .

greater attehtiok to th4 system which processes data, as well as to the .

data; the theory be4rig that, tf the system is secure, the data processed

and reported will be reliable.

Supplemental standard one deals with the internal 'auditor's involve-
ment in the development of the-system specifications for the purpose of

assuring that computer security has been adequately considered--with
an,appropriate risk analysis--and that'the more traditional .internal-

controls bver,data proessing are included.

Audit compliance with supplemental standard two iirovides assurance
that the approved specifications, with all built-in internal controls,
etc., have been installed as intended on specific applications..

41
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It further provides that the auditor institute period internal.
audits designed -td probe the installed ,application ftr weakne ses,
changed circumstances in risk exposure, etc., with the.inte on of
Stimulating corrective modifications of specifications,and improving
the instilled applications. In these periodic audits, th internal
auditor's consideration of internal controls is particularly.important.

,.Also, the auditor must be mindful, when conducting periodic tests 6f
the installed system, that there are no guarantees that the system will
continue to 1operate in accordance with the latest approved specifi-
-tations.

As a part of the testing of reliability of data produced, the
auditor will normally examine supportirig documentation for selected

;transactions and test the clerical accuracy of the manner in Which
transactions have been, entered and summarized and to test compliance
with control procedures. In addition, auditors may wish to test
selected data files to identify possible excepii4onconditions and
accuracy of data conversion or cature. If the data records are -

maintained in machine-readable cantion, the auditor should, where
appropriate, make use of computer assisted audit techniques in testing
data records.

Because of the significant potential for fraud and other irregu-
larities in computer systems, the internal auditor must be alert to

"'the potential of f41.1d. Although auditing for fraud should not
`necessarily be the primary objective, the current environment di tates
that detection of major frauds should be one of the.objectives.ointernal,auditing.

r
2.4 Supplemental Standard for Physical SeCurity and eneral Controls

The,internalauditdr should be involved in review of the general
icontrols present in data OrocesSing systems to assure that their exis-

tence and operation are in'accordance with management direction and
legal requirements:. and are operating effectively to provide security
over thedata being processed.

2.4.1' Commentary

, The auditor should dist 'between general EDP controls, which
are normally applicable to all p cessing being.carried out within the
installation, and application controls (covered in Section 2.3), whi0
may vary between applications and are therefore. reviewed on an indivi-
dual app.lication basis. In reviewing general controls, auditors review
and evaluate ,controls in several area's, and consider the 'effectiveness
of the general controls in performing the review of application-controls.

t .

Authority and responsibility must be delegated within the,o4ni-
zation. in such a manner that the objectives of The organization can be
m with efficiency and effectiveness. The auditor should review the' .

rgrganization, delegation of authority, responsibilities, and sepafation
,

e -
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of duties in theorganization to determine whether or not functional
lines Of authority are designed to meet the organization's objectives,
and whether or not the separation of duties provides for a relatively
strong level of internal-contro. Separation of duties should rovide

for separation between program and systems development functions, com-
puter operations, control overAnput of data, and control group respon-

sible for maintaining application controls. ,'

*

In reviewing the separation of duties, the didito should evaluate
the control strengths, and reporton any weaknesses resulting 'from
,inadequate separation of duties. The separation of duties may be .

enhapced by policies requiririg periodic rotation of duties and mandatory

vacations. The auditor should alto review Whether-such policies are

being followed.

Adequate physical facilitieS and other resources (Such s ade-
quately trained personnel, supplies, and, power) are necessarrfor the
organization.to meet its processing objetives. The auditor should°

.review these facilities to determine whether or not the organization
Ma's adequate facilities fo'r meeting its needs.

s .

Personnel management including supervision of personnel, moti-
vation of personnel, and professional development is an integral part
of the successful management of the data processing function. The
auditor should review these policies, to ascertain whether or not the
necessary management policies exist and determine whether or not they

are. properly followed.

The audlttr should review proyisions for Ohysicalsecurity of the
computer Hardware, computer programs, data files, and personnel to
ascertain the extent of Security being maintained. This review should

include not only the computer equipMant present in the central proces-
sing facility, but also extends to computer terminals and other-peri-

pheral equipment. In reviewing physical security -of.computer hardware,
'the auditor should consider the extent to which there are adequate
contingency plans for continuity Of processing in'the event of a 0-s-

ruption of data processing functions. This should include not only
provisions for.hardware backup but detailed plans for making use of

bapkup equipment, transporting personnel, program, forms, and data

files to an alternate processing location, and other contingency plans

necessary for this mode of operation. The auditor should also consider

the extent tqwhich this contingency plan has been exercised.

n reviewing physicalssecurity over files, the auditor should de-
termine whether or not data and program file libraries are maintained by

. personnel who do*not have access to computers and computer programs,
whether or not the library is secure, whether or not computer operators
and other personnel have access to the library, and provisions for k

backup of files (including,off-site backup). In the case*.of fins nor-
mally maintained on-line, °the auditor 'should consider the extent to
Which these files are protected by authorization controls within the

<we'

A
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operating system and whether backup copie,s of files are maintained on a:
regular basis. As a part of the review of procedures for maintaining
backup copies Of riles, the auditor should--review procedures for
ensuring that backup files are properly identified, labeled, and con-
tents verified to ensure that the backup medit'im is complete and accurate.

Since compu;:er systems are most often°'controlled by systems soft-
.

ware and-particularly operating sys&ems, and since systems softkre
provides fbr file handl ing-capabil ires, multiprogramming capabilities,
file "1e1 checking, and many other authorization controls, the systems
software( is an integral part of the 'control over computer procesing.
The auditor should be aware of the type of controls which the
operating system and other systems -svf-tWare can exercise and should
ascertain the extent to which those contrors.have been, implemented,.
As a .part of this review, the auditor should be aware of the factAhat

. personnel responsible for maintenance of the syt'tems software, And -

other persons with the 'abil ity to make unauthorized modification's to
this software, may either intentionally oraccidentally cause specific

ntrol .features'within that software to become ineffective

Computer hardware frequently has capabilities designed' into it, for
detectionof erroneous conditions related to hardware malfunctions
rather than, program malfunctions'. The auditor should be aware Of t
extentto which the installation rel)es'upan these hardware controls,
the extent to which the operating "3/stetiv -uti 1 izes these control s, 'and"

the manner in which hardware errors detected in a system are reported
\ within the Atallation as well as procedures for taking corrective ,

action. , .

I'
2.5 `Other' Audit :Rig uti'vethen ts

'The .auditor siiould 4review the oFganiz4tiOn ' s economic justification
andanalysis for, procurethent of all data processing equipment. This
will incy tp-vough review -of the costbenefit analyses developed-. 4 , .L____

y_ the data pri,ossiti9 s ff ,in. conjunction:with users of systems that,
1,. . cs.are to be °pe-sled. The st justifi ation dev obeci` by, management ,

should encom4ss-4 reasonablele\iel 6f risk an ysis to assure that .th
equipment be) n? rchasedo'is ;in ,f..it, commensArate with die needs and
probabilAty of oosurer loss. FOr examplg', it iayQ be that the
requirements to comply: with, the Prijocy Ac nit necessitate atioption of
special techniqu to prevent accidintal'or. in,-efrtio4a1 disclosure of
data. This may hey accomplished iin M number .0f-Ays;..the.met.4od chosen
should be that which is Most cost effective 'fo'r the intended'purpose...

OV Cr3.0 RECOMMENDED COURSE . A

4 ia -

,

Tile...auditor should review the organg izaltion' s ADP:, system acquisition
document for ils 'Standards. ihesg specifications t4en 'should be com-

'a--, pared to any applicable ones of the organiWon and to what is ActUally ,
-\ . ;

© ..
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implemented on.the ope ''ating equipment and software. Any deviations
should be documented by an approved waiver or other release.

*
The fdllowing three actions are suggested for fostering the

acceptance and implementation of the previously'stated three supplemen-
tal internal auditing standards. (

,,

W1. That GAO revie these standar'd aneconsider modifying )
, s .

.

their standards pamphlet according 4, or issuing .

separate supplemental material encompassing the
supplemental standards.

.

2. That the supplemental standards be presented to 4
the Federal Audit Executives Council for review
and eAdorsement.

6

3: That NBS consider these suppleme al standards
in preparing FIPS guidelines for s stems development,
opertioifal systems, physical security and general
controls. e

4.0 REFERENCES
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WITORS' 'NOTE
. .

A brief biography of the. Session Chairperson4forlows:

Mr. C, 0.-Smith is an Assistant Director of the Logistics and
ComMunications Divigion of the:tlftited Stated General Accodnting Office
in Washington, D.C. Hk has, over:20years of broad and in -depth eperience
working with alllevels oroperating and management personnel within
Federal, state, and local governments, and private industry. He is.

.

responSible for planning, directing, coordinating, andparticipating in'
world-wide evaluations of information handling'operations!involving
administrative, Scientific, and military applications of computers. His

work has'concentrated on assessing all aspectS of information handling'
inclabing system and program project.planning, management analysis,
design, implementation, and ~operation on a world-wide basis. During the
past 10 year he has.focused on a wide variety-of different systems and
/programs including but not limiF0to command and control, payroll,- .

accounting, logistical, and,marlogement information applications%
Previously he.specialized in assessing the performance of individual data
processing installations. His degrees are in Accounting (California
State University-Fresno, B.S.) and in Business Administration and Manage-
ment Information 'Systems (The American University, M.B.A.). He is a
Certified Infernal Auditor (CIA) and member 9f the Institute of Internal
Auditors, the SociOy foroManagement Informftion Systems, Military Opera-

., tions Research Societ , and the EDP Auditors Association, Inc. His most
recent pertinent publ cation, with H: J. Podell and B.. Knowles, is
_Management Auditing D- omputer Operations: A Tutorial, N6w York, IEEE,,
Inc-., 19l ix.----- --1------4'

./
The charge given to this session was:

QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING: What are the qualifications and
J

traininenecessary "to ,conduct audits of- computer secarity?

The first general auditing standard of the AICPA is as follows:
"The examinoidon is to beperformed by a person or, persorNhaving adequate
technical training and proficiency as an auditor.' (SAS No. 1, section
.150.20). SA6 No. 3,'para'graph 4, expands.on this standard by stating that,
"Situatiopsinvolving the moricomplex EDP applications ordinarily wiol
require-thA the auditor apply specialized expertise in EDP in performance
of the necessary audit procedures."

The task of this session Ls, to identify and define the 'specialized

110ertise necessary to conduct evaluations of computer security together
with the training and experience needed to achieve the appropriate level
of expertise. Consideration should be given to the full spectrum of
controls from the evaluation of simple physical safeguards to an analysis
of the protective features of system software.

The consensus report that fdllows was developed And reviewed by
the entire-membership of this session.
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IMITRObUCTIM

The computer is rapidly becoming'ne of our most useful tools.
',In the slightly more than two decades since its introduction, the

computer has made a profound change in many facets of our lives. It
assists us in predicting the outcome of our elections; it guides our.

astronauts in space toCompensate for man's relatively slow reaction
time; it controls the, flow of our traffic on the streets, on rails,
and in,the air; it is used to help diagnose our ills;.forecast our
weather; compute our bank balances; and hundreds of other chutes which
we could not even undertake before its advent:

Predictions on.the future use of the computer are many and varied
because the ingenuity of man knows no dimensions of time when dealing
with the possibilities of pressing back.the frontiers ofhis ignorance.
Since the expected growth in the useof-the computer. will contine to
be nothing less than phenomenal, managers and other users will tend
to become much more dependent -on the computer than they have been in
the past. As these individuals become more'dependent'on the computer,
opportunities for its misuse and abuse increase. As tile
opportunities for computer mi`tuse and abuse increases, managers and
those individuals who will audit and evaluate computer Operations,
particularly computer security, must be highly qualified and well
trained: These individuals Must bfamiliar with the symptoms,of
potential disaster so that efficient and effective corrective action
plans may be-initiated, implemented, and maintained before their 7 ,

computer systems become,a nightMare of error and "financial loss. In ,

addition, these individuals must be famijiar with the methods used to
protect data frpm all anticipated threats or hazards.

For these reasons, the basic question-addressed during this
session of the workshop was "What ar the qualifications and training
an individual needs to condtct reliable audits of .computer security, ?"
Specifically, this task consisted of identifying'and defining the
spectOlized expertise necessary to properly conduct evaluations Of
computer security together with the requisite training needed to
achieve that level of expertise. Stated more simply, What is the
common body of knowledge needed to do 'this work?

CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
DEVELOPING'A COMMON'BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

for our purposes, the panel considered computer security froM
a total system perspective; that is, computerdsecutaity involves all
the controls necessary to .ensure the -integrity, 4ccbracy,,and-reli-ability,of the data that is an, integral part of an automated data

' processing system. This perspective inclUdeS--all the controls
established over the acquisition, prRbessing, storing, and dissemina -,
tion of information. The panel temqered,their consideration with the
knowledge that they were'unaware of any fbolproof system of evaluating.
.computer'security that will prevent an unauthorized or illegal, inter-

.
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venton or penetration of an automated data processiril system by a

sophisticated professional and technically qualified intruder.

When considering-the appropriate Jevel of expertise necessary to
conduct these audits, the panel first attempted to identify the common
body of knowledge that an-individual must"have before becoming involved
in this work and then gave extensive consideratidn to:the complexities
of the environment in which the ihdiOdual would conduct the work. The

/panel assumed that the individualjsl conducting these evaluations could
have their basic education and experience in any generally recognized
discipline such as, but not limited to; accounting, business adminis-
tratibn, engineering,, .operations research, computer Science, or

economics. Each of these disciplines already has a specified body.of
knowledge identified.or associated with it. Since individuals with
varyinIg backgrounds and experience can be expected tb conduct these
evaluations, the panel could not assume that everyone undertaking this
work would be a fully-qualified professional auditor. Regardless of

an individuals' basic education and experience, audits of computer
security demand a solid foundation trt the concepts and practices of
management and auditing supplementedAy a solid foundation in the
fundaMentals of data processing and'telecommunications, including an
appreciation of hardwarea0 software capabilities and,,Ximitations.
Depending, on the type, nature and scope of the:audit,4an individual
will require varying degrees of knowledge arid experience in computer
operations, software performance', and information flows into, through,
and out of the automated data processing function.' The more complex
the system being evaluated the more comprehensive technical knowledge

willrbe required. For example, if a major segment of the audit is
to ascertain the integrity of a computer program or a, series of áow,-
puter,programs the auditor, among other things,,shguld be thoroughly
familiar with the severity of the potential or reaq threats that.can
be mounted against them. As outlined in Part VIII of_the Proceedings,;
these threats_include but,may not be limited to the following:.

A. ACcidental disclosure

to. Natural failure of either or both hardware and software

2. Humari error

B. ?Casual unauthorized access

1. Brpwser discovered flaws
2. Exploiter (intruder) seeks flaws

C.. Deltberate'attack

1. Thief creates flaws (plants imp-. doors, modifies code)
2.. Conspiracy (the conduct of a planned attack)

3. Irrational employee

Frequently the skills needed to conduct this type of'audit do

not reside with a sfggie individual. In this tituatien multidisci-

a
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pfinary audit teams could be used. A multidisciplinary team contains
all the skills and experience needed for a specific audit. The multi-
disdiplinary team approach has been used very successfully by both
governmental-and Ran-governmental organizations.

In addition, it was the panel's view that they should not overly
concern' themselves with "who will conduct the audit and that they
should concentrate their efforts on identifying the common body of .

Knowledge needed to do the work. Further, the panel did not concern
themselves with "who would.provide the training." It was the panel's
view that universities; colleges; theCivil Service Commission; the
Interagency Auditor Training Center; the- Institute for Professional

Education, Inc.; and a myriad of other institutions and professional
organizations either have or could develop courses,, seminars, or
workshops that would meet:the training and educational needs included
in that common body of knowledge.

Finally, the panel did not attempt to ascertain.the costs involved
in developing the needeelevel of experpse because too many variables
are involved, For example, the, costs associated with developing the
needed level of expertise will vary substantially depending on whether
the organizafi-On-7--- develops, the capability i by training their
own employees, partially develops the capability in-house by-training
a few selected employees and supplementing this capability 12y-tempo-
rarily hiring the additional expertise from a source outside the
organization, or hires, either tempdrarily or on a continuing basis,
the, needed expertise froT'an outside source such as a consulting firm:
since each organization and each individual will have different '

training' heeds, an organization must develop its own program to obtain
and maintain the-ommon body of knowledge needed to effectively audit
computer security. Perbaps,a major concern here is not how, much does
it cost to deVelop the needed level of expertise, but whether the
organization can afford not to develop it in the light of the in-
creasing number of detected and reported cases of computer misuse and 3,

abuse. 1 ;
When developing the common body of knbwledge needed.for.auditing

computer security, the panel was confronted with two basic problems.
First, there is the problem of enhancing the baSic knowledge and
experience of'thosewho will conduct tie audits;-and second, there is
the problem of determining the extent pf the technical training needed,
by each individual pa'ticipating in the audit. 'Experience has shown ,

that there are at least three levels' of knowledge required for,t0s
work. .There is a general level of knoWledge required in the disci-
plines of management and auditing concepts and practices. Individuals
graduating from a recognized university or college with a degree in .

business administration or accounting-will usually have reached this
level' of knowledge:s. These individuals'Wilf *Orally lack a sOlid
foundation in the fundamentals of data procesSing and telecommunications
and will have to acqUire this,knowledge.throUgh. additional training,

4-5 ,50
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The.second level of knowledge requires an individual to develop
a solid foundation in the 'fundamental's of data processing and tele-
communications including an appreciath4n of hardware and software
capabilities andl4mitation. An indiVidual graduating from a recog-
nized university or college with a degree in a discipline such as
computer science will normally have attained this level of knowl dge.
Such an indtvidual may lack a solid foundation in management and
auditing concepts and practicesiand will have to acquire this knowle
,through additional training.

The third level of knowledge involves the development of a
comprehensive technical knowledge and the related experience to audit
themore sophisticated aspects of a computer system. For example,

this level of knowledgtwould be required,when evaluating the vulner-
,

ability of an operating system,(monitor, executive System, etc.) for
unauthorized access by a browser or skilled exploiter seeking flavis
in the system.

With these requirements in mind, the panel outlined the common
body of knowledge and the'related qualifications and training they
believed to be necessary to conduct reliable aUdits of computer
security. The outline beginning on page 4-11 has'been preceeded by a
brief description of the importance of each part of that body of
knowledge.

L. For purposes of guiding the reader the outline has been divided
into eight parts as follows:

o

1. Computer,systems, operations, and software
2. Data Processing techniques
3. Management of the data processing function
4. Security of the data processingfunction
5. Risk analysis and threat assessment

,

6. Management concepts and practices
7, Auditing concepts and practices
8. Additional ,qualtfications needed to audit computer

security

I. COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OPERATIONS, AND SOFTWARE

The topics..Covered in this section are intended to provide a broad
theoretical foundation necessary for an individual to understand the
interrelationships and interactions of all parts of a computer system.
The foundation provided by these topics will give an individual a.
familiarity with the way computers operate and the interrelated and
essential function of software. Thest.general principles may be
applied to any type of system regardless. of whether it is a bat0,
interactive, on-line or distributive,system. fd

4-6
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2. DATA PROCESSING,TECHNIQUES' ,

Dramatic adVances in data processing techniques have taken place
within the past two decades and each year brings still faster and more
efficient methods for processinedata. :Programming.languages have
proliferated, data management has become more efficient and file
processing techniques have made it possible'to store and retrievevast
amounts of data. This rapid evolution of data processing requires an,
individual not only --tO have a basic understanding of data processing '\
techniques, t to Maintain currency in this rapidly changing field..

The topics in this section cover, in a pneral Way, the essentials, ,

of data processing techniques. They cover the' -techniques currently

in use in the.field,.and mustipe maintained with an on-going program
Of education because of the speed with which new developments, are
taking place.

3. MANAGEMENT OF.THE.DATA PROCESSIN,G"FUNCTLON

Good management of the data processing function is one of the
key,elements in providing reliable security of compute operations.
In addition to being responsible for day-to-day operations, these
managers must also concern themselves with a myriad of other detailS'
ranging from the physical layout of their, operations to the reliabil-
ity of the software used to process data The importance of these
tasks cannot be overemphasized. The interrelationship of these tasks
and their contribution to the management of on-going programs must be
understood by -the auditor. .t

The topics in this section infrodUce the "auditor" to the basic
areas of responsibility associated with managing the data processing
function. These topics also assist the "auditor" in-Placing the data
processing function into appropriate perspective within the organi-
zation as a whole. In this respect the computer .is the processor of.
information not the creator or user of information at least in a
managerial sense. Finally, these topics-wtll help the,oUditor under-
stand the contribution this function makes ,in the management of on-
going programs.

4. SECURITY OF THE DATA PROCESSING FUNCTION

Although there are no security:techniq4S so foblproof that they
.

will prevent a determined and technically skilled intruder from,pene-
trating a comput6r system there ate certain measures tkat can be taken
fo,discouragwenetration. These safeguards will vary from installa-
fion to installation depending on a number of factor's such as the
sensitivity or classification of the data, the clearance level of
personnel, and perimeter control to name a few. An individual must
be familiar with security techniques as well as the sensitivity of
the data in a computer system to be able to make 'reliable evaluations
of how adequately the data is being protected.. The development,of a

Iv
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remote access _capability for computer systems, has'added to the.'

difficulty of maintaining effective security.- Part ()fan individuals'

task will be to assess th! adequacy of'security for all components of

a compiler system. .

The topics contained in the outline are intended as a starting

point, a listing of those security measures that should be used. This

.listing is not intended to be exhaustive of those measures only .il-

lastrative of them and should be used as a base on which to devise
new and more effective methods and to build a greater knowledge of

.this subject.
4

01,11

25. RISK ANALYSIS AND THREAT ASSESSMENT

Managers and individuals evaluating computer operations.must be

able to recognize the symptoms of potential disaster. Knowing the

-probability of the occurrence of a particular threat is a major faCtOr

in evaluating the type and nature of the security procedures that will
be most effective against it. Threats may come from any direction

such as natural hazards (floods or fire)'br personnel who may acciden-,
tally or deliberately interfere with the proper operation of a computer

system. In order to be able to evaluate security techniques and
procedures an individual must be able to assess the extent of damage
that could result from a disaster. Thus; an individual should have a

bask understanding of risk analysis techniques in order to make
realistic assessments of potential damage.

The list of .topics in this part of the outline are intended to

provide the basic unde nding of the risk analysis techniques needed

to do this work effect' el

6. 'MANAGEMENT CONCERTS AND PRACTICES

Most authorities view the task of managing slightlydifferently.
Perhaps this difficulty is due to the different environmental situations
in which they have Worked or perhaps it is due to their own tempera--
mental characteristics which have led them to develo0 certain,methods
of managing which; for them,bhave proven to be effective.

Part of the difficulty also maybe due to the'factjhat'the art
and science of managing has been undergoing considerably change since

mid-century. Mathem4tical and statistical concepts, the computer,
and the developing'behavorial sdfiences, to name a few, have had a

tremendous, impacton the concepts and methods of managing. There hre

no simple formulas or pat answerts for managing. Managing is 'much too

complex a task for that. However, even though authorities view the

task of managing differently they! are unanimous'in their endorsement

of the
of.

associated With the task. Those,topics have been in-

cluded in the panel's outline of the common body.of knowledge needed

to audit computer security.

'4-8
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7. AUDITING CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES

The techhiques of auditing and the related topics form the
foundation for condbcting evaluations of computer security. Auditing,

per se, is almost as'old ascivilzation. It was used in ancient
Egypt,the Roman Empire, and,of course, the great mercantile estab-
lishments of the Middle Ages. The common areas of audit action

1brbughout, itS history haVe been examining,'verifying and reporting.
Auditing has become a key factor in controlling every kind of organi-
zation and its importandejias only increased since the advent of the
computer. For example, Jack Brooks, Chairman, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatiwes recently stated .that the lack of
utilization reviews was one'of the basic problems in .the 'Federal z-

o.Governmehtl. I

Since the advent of the computer, the potential threats to hich

information can be subjected, whether 'by accidental discloses s,
casual but unauthorized access or by deliberate attack have increaled

tremendously'. Thus, the need to continually audit computer security
cannot be overemphasized.

The topics included in this section of the common body of
knowledge arethose most commonly associated with the field of
accounting. They provide both the auditor and the non-auditor a
Solld foundation in the principles and'practices of auditing an es-
sential ingredient to the team conducairg eyaluations of computer
security.

,

8. BASIC QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED
TO 'EVALUATE COMPUTER fECTAMY

*
The qualifications identified'by the panel represent those

experience factors an individual should possess in addition to a solid
foundation in management, auditing concepts ,and practices, data

processing, and related telecommunications.

1It was the'general consensus of the panel-that an individual's
basic education and experience must be supplemented by approximately
one additional academic year Or eqUivalent of education in the subjects

ta be the essential components of the common body of
knowledge needed for this mork. This.additjonal education, represents

,about 400-500 classroom hOurs of effort. For purposes of,comparison,
each classroom hour was considered to" be 50 minutes'in duration. A

one semester -three unit college course would meet three times each week

for,14-16 weeks. Such a course would represent 42-48 classroom hours

1

'Administration of Public taw 89-306 Procurement of ADP Resources
by the Federal Government; Thirty-Eighth Report by the Committee-on
Government Operations together with AdditiOnal Views, Hou.Se Report

No. 94-1746,0ctober.1, 1976. ,
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of work. Also, it may take an individual one to five Siears'of on-the-
job training or practical experience in auditing computer security be-
fore they become highly efficient and effective in this work._

SUMMARY

.
Since the computer is rapidly becoming one of our Most useful-

tools'and the predictions on its future use are many and varied, it
becomes increasingly important that managers,and. other users are

able to rely on the products it produces. As these individuals
become more dependent on its use they will tend to rely more heavily
on the information provided them by individuals conduCting audits of
tkir computer security, so that their, computer operations will become
an ally rather than a nightmare oferror and financial loss. For

these reasons the indiViduals conducting these audits must be highly
qualified and well trained. The common body of knowledge outlined
below is intended to be a basis for developing the needed level of
expertise.

4-10
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OUTLINE

COMMON BODY OF KNOWLEDGE
NEEDED TO AUDITtOMPUTER SECURITY

4

1. COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OPERATIONS, AND SOFTWARE
A. Theory of uStems (as applied to information systems)
B. Theory of computers 0
G. Theory of data-comminications

'2. DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES-
A. Information structures
B. Programming languages
C. Sort and search techniques
D. File creation, maintenance, and interrogation
E. Storage devices
F. Data management systems
G. Integrated systems ,.

H. The.dynamics of developing, modifying, and maintaining

computer software

3. MANAGEMENT O1 THE DATA PROCESSING FUNCTION
A. Organizational structures
B... Personnel selection, training, and management .4

C: Operating and organizational,policies and procedures '

D. COmputer operations
t. Analysis, design, and programmingfbnctions

4. SECURITY OF THE DATAPROCESSINGFUNCTION
A. The computer center 0

B. Remote sites
C.:Systems including operating, application, and tele-

communications software t

D. Policies and pr'ocedure

E. Personnel
F. Data handling
G. Recovery capabilities
H. Tests of internallonIxols

5. RISK ANALYSIS AND THREAT ASSESSMENT
A. Physical facilities
B. Remote sites
C. Software

,p. Information

.

6. .-MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS ANY PRACTICES

A. Management tasks, responsibilities, practices, and ethics

- B. Business administration
C. Principles of organizational structures

D.. Concepts of general management
E. Management of the human resource

4-11
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7. AUDITfNG CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES
A. Introductory accounting

- B. Intermediate accounting
C. Advanced accounting
D. Cost,accounting
E. Municipal and governmental accounting
F. . Auditing

a 8. ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED TO AUDIT COMPUTER SECURITY

Individuals selected to conduct audits of computer
security, in addition to the common body of knowledge.
outlined above, should have the following qualifications:

1. Sufficient experience to be able to plan, direct,
and coordinateaudits of large complex functions,
actfvfties, or.progranZ,

2. The ability to assign tasks to individuals on the
.team and to identify the specific disciplines'and
' expertise needed to perform the work, and

3. The ability to donduct'conferences and to_preparIT,

present,°and processhe report describing the
results of the work.

Is-

-
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PART V: SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Chairperson.: Malcolm Blake Greenlee

. Citibank

David L. 'Costello

it Bank of America
Linwood M. Culpepper.
Department of the Navy

DonaldeL. Eirioh A' A 1

U.S. General AccountfRg Office

. A

Participants:

.ThoMas Fitzgerald A

Manufacturers Hanover Trust 1

lr
Wallace R. McPherson, Jr., Recorder

. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare

. ti

.4

From left to right:; Linwood M. Culpepper, Donald L. EirIch% Maitolm

Blake Gregnlee,-
Thomas Fitzgerald, David L. Costello, Wallace R.

McPherson, Jr.

Note:0 Titles and addresses-of attendees cad -be :found in Appendix A.
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EDITORS' NOTE

A brief biography of the Session Chairperson follows:
,

.

, Mr. Malcolm Blake Greenlee is an Assistant Vice-president in the
Comptroller's Division at Citibank. HiSresponsibilities.include the
'development of corporate policies and standards for dale center con-
struction, operational.risk analysis,. physical 'and communicationsgtu-
\rity, and privacy. He is also responsible for assessing:risk and the .

development and emplacement of procedures to offset new operational
risks. His career began in 'research and teaching at Purdue University
in 1956: He was associated=with Johns Hppkins Universtty from 1957 -
1968 in positions including Senior Physicist, Program Manager,for sat-
ellite navigation equipment for Polaris submarines, and Program Manager
atthe Applied Physics Laboratory for a variety of systems. , He served
on ,the staff of the Mitre Corporation and as a-faculty member at Ad-
vanced Management Resear'th. Since joining the Citicorp organization in
1969, he has held positions as Program Manageer responsible.for all as-
pects of installing a world-wi.de automated payment's system and Manager
for all technical activities ofCiticorp's subsidiary, Transaction Tech -
nology - East. He received his BS in Physics and Mathematics ftom
Purdue, with graduate Studies in Physics at Purdue and Maryland. He re-

v ceived his MBA.in Finance and Administration from George Washington
University. He has published several books and holds several patents.

The charge'ptyen to this session was:.

SECURITY ADMINISTRATION: What audit approaches'and techniques can

be used in an evaluation of the security administration functionj'

A security admirlistration function haspeen.established,in a rubber ,of

organizations to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the physical,

procedural, and technic141 controls within an infotmation processing

system. Such functions have been established at various organizational

levels and assigned different_responsibilities. Some are staff and

others line with either a centrali2ed on detentralized concept betng

employed.
. , .

. .

This session
,

is to define the duties and responsibilities of such a

functiion in a large organization and its most effective prgariizational

structure. Further, the audit approaches,,and techniques to be used in

. ,sjOrli e*aluating such afunction sAuld besidentified.

,
. -

°. ' ,

The followingfonsensus report was written and reviewed by the entire

group.
0
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General A .

k
. .

Federal Information Processing Standdrds (FIPS) are
coordinated and issued in accordanCe With the provisions

of the Br6oks Act (PL 89-306) to provioi,e_guidance for
inforniatiomprocesbing systems within U.S. federal govern-
ment (and related agencies) in aroms such as

safeguarding. the system,

- providing for continuity of operations, and

- safeguarding the information being pucessea.by
the system.

Legal requirements for tie handling'of persdnal4nformation..

are imposed by the Privacy Act of 1974. This law may be viewed

as an embodiment of the desires of U.S. citizens to have certain

prudent measures' put in place to safeguard their implicit right-

to-privacy. Organizations falling under purview of the Act

tend to be very large and decentralized. Thispaper describes

one method of coping with compliance with these public wishes

expressed by law, implementation of a Security Administration

Function. The implementation described is based on standard-

ADP auditing requirements utilizing the technology base provided'

by the Federal Information Processing Standards.

Given a well defined security administration function, the
audit of that function becomes a standard, compliance type review.
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1.2 Privacy Legislation

1.2.1 The Privacy Act of 1974

Public Law 93 -579, knowh'ad the Privacy Act of 1974 was
enacted into law to protect the privacy of the'collection of
increasing amounts of personal information. This individual

- data is being aggregated in the face of increasing availability,
of personal information made possible by technological improve-
ments and the data requirements of an expanding governmental
structure. Agencies falling within the purview of.his statute
are required'to establish appropriate administrative, technical
and physical safeguards. Agency rules for carrying out these
requirements, are defined in the Privacy Act of ,1974 (5 USC 552a).
Implementation of these rules is being accomplished by many
aginciei/departments by adding management structure at each
organizational level at or above,the data center user. The
structuraTerforms the Securit Administration function.

1.2.2 Laws in Other Cou ries

The United States is but one of the many countries that have -

passed or are'consid ing public and/or private sector pri-
vacy legislation. n particular, legislation has passed in

o. Swe en'
o G "any, (Federal and the State of Hesse),

stn it pending in

o .Norway'
o 'Denmark, and,
o France.

Implications on systems design that must be addressed be-
ause of the extra-territorial features of these laws include

o trans - border information flow
o national sovereloty issues
o liability issues for interruption, of information ,

`flow in time or in anticipation of war, etc.
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1 2.3 International Privacy Law 63mpatibility

The Council of Europe (with U.S. State Department and the
Office of Telecommunicationi.Policy) has begun an effort to

harM;dnize requirements of conflicting laws. I( is hoped that

this harmonization by treaty may occur in the not-too-distant
future to alleviate the systems implications,in e present

(and pending) environment.

While the security administration function is implicit
in many foreign laws (as in "1974"), the German law explicitly
requires that a "Federal agent for the Safeguarding of Data" be
appointed and provided staff to organize, manage, carry out and

report on security administration. Private sector firms must

have a' similar structure, Because of the similar requirements
of theGerman Law and the Privacy Act of 1974 and the clarity,
of definition df-the function, duties, etc, of the "agent"
within that law, a precisliof the duties of the "agent" is attached.

4

1.3 -Organization of this Report

This report is ,organized in three chapters and one

appendix. Apr

-Following this Introduction chapter Chapter 2 (Security Adminis-

tration) discusses the planning, management control, ADP security
duties and'functions of the security administrator.' CRIApter 3
(Auditing-the Security Administration Function) recommends the organi-

zational. requirements for the audit function and the audit approach
0

to.be used.
*

The appendix contains a precis of some pertinent require-
.

ments of the Federal German priVacy law.

2. SECURITY ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

2.1 Introduction

The concerns expressed in Chapter I have giyen rise to the

need for the organization function of Security Administration in

Federal Agencies (This may be relati3ely new for many; Agencies).i

,
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While Security Administration includes the traditional concerns
for data integrity and protection of the organization's inIorma-'
tion resources from modification, loss or destruction, it must
also concern itself with safeguarding the -information from dis-
closure or improper use. Thus, Security Administration should
constitute an integrated.program for protection of data in the
organization's custody. We.are here concerned with the prin-'
ciples of Security Administration applicable to ADP systems.
In general, a separate Security Administration function may be
practical only in large organizations.4-In smaller organiza-
tions, the function may be combined with other functions and
jobs.

The selion panel meMbers believe tEat the responsibility
for safeguarding the organization's data and information
resources should be the personal responsibility of individuals
hav tfih ical custody and, ccountability for it. Moreover,
the cy Act of 1974 imposes a personal liability on anyitli
officer and employee, with,criminal penalties, for improper
and wilful disclosure: Thus, me believe that security of
infOrmation is properly a line responsibility, extending up
and down the chain of command. To segregate.this,,responsi-
bility from other custodial, processing and supervisory
responsibilities, and place it .solely upon a separate security
administration entity, seems patently impractical except
perhaps in unusilal circumstances.

OP
It follows then,,thanecurity Administration) should

be a,staff function (independent of the DP line organization) sup-
porting management at appropriate organizational levels and .

the central office. Security Administration should be .

responsible for developing overall policy and monitoring, on
a continuing basis, the overall effectiveness of the security
program.

2.2 , Planning by Man Ak

Planning for security administrat n is carried out at three
levels within the organization. At the est level, broad policy
statements are developed which address spc issues as:

1Note: Viewed in this context; 'Security Adm nistration! ps

used thrdughout this paper is probably a mis omer'and might
better .be designated Security Program Admin :tration."

O
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o What are the steps which must be taken prior to the
approval of an ADP installation?

o How are exceptions to established policy granted?
o How is compliance with established policy determined

initially and during the life of the installation?
How is policy maintained and updated as a result of
operational experience?

,.At an intermediate level in the organization, more detailed
instructions which implement the policy are developed. These'

instructions address such issues as:

a What factors' must be considered in perfo ing the risk,

analysis for an ADP system? Of these factors, which
are to be taken as input and therefore immutable and
which can be taken as output?

o What are the checkpoints,in the implementation of,a
system and what documentation must be completed at each
checkpoint?

o What types of repores,atre required, .who prepares the
reports, and who received the reports. Reports may be
required for various levdp of security breaches. For

ekample, each level of brOchmay require a report'
to a different level within the organization.

o Who within the olrganization is responsible for'each

aspect of security? These aspects include personnel
screening, audit trails analysis, security brfach
reporting, eta.

At a lower level within the organization, the actual implemen-
,

tation of instructions is accompliihed, At th* level, the func-
tionstions perforMed include preparation

.

of:

4'

o a schedule ofmplementation of instruction, and
o estimates of the resources required for implementation.

2.3 Management Control
.

Management control consists of the exercise of those controls
which are traditionally necessary to en ure that the security objec-
tives of the organization are achieved, i cluding:

c,
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Policy - the statements of management objectives for:

o the/protectiiin oforganization interests,
o organizational data,
o ADP resources, and

the prevention of abuse of these resources, in an efficient and

cost-effective manner. They shouO provide clear direction in

such matters as:

o what information is to be protected,
o the levels of Troteetion to be accorded,
o -what officials have authority lo diSclose'br release

Information and to whom, and
o disciplinary measures for violations, etc.;

Such policy should generally be formulated at organize-7.a

tional levels above the Security Administration function or at
The least, with full participation of,top management. The

'policies will comprise the basis for the security program.

Procedures.- descriptions of the processes and the instruc-

tions for carrying,4ut management objectives. They must be suf-

ficiently detailed for implementation, at-subordinate supervisory
levels,'af those administrative, physical,and technical security
measures and controls described in the succeeding section. They

should include the nature, 'timing, and recipients of reporting and/

or exceptions thereto. Procedures' should not be limited to the

execution of the ADP function, but should extend to the security of
data and ADP resources.employed'by organational users of. these.

resources. Such procedures should be disseminated only after
review and concurrence by the Security Administration staff.

fi

Praetices such other activities thateare,dictated by
traditional management principles including:

o .ade quate supervisory review or control, '

'o employee activity monitoring, 6-

o quality control,,

cL investigation of known or suspected violations of
the syStem, and
initiation and enforcement of'disciplinary actions.

t..
.
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ADP Security

2.4.1 Administrative Security

Yr

A

The 'security administration function,mustiinclude the res-
ponsibility for devdlopment and maintainance of administrative
safeguard standards, including:

o 'Security Ipplementation Plans based on analyses of the .

existing physical, technical, and administrative'safe-
guards, and consideration of determinations by system
managers of

.11\

- the vulnerabilities7of thpir data and resources,
_land

-lithe protection necessary tosafeguard against
these vulnerabilities.

Plans must detail the actions, resources and scheduling
necessary to implement necessary addftional safeguards.

o Contingency Plans that show the action to
'ever-an error

14,
unauthorized disclosure or

privacy safeguard procedure's is detected.
cover notification and where appropriate,

corrective action.

be taken when -

violation of
The plan must

recovery 'or,

o Disaster - Emergency Processing Plans which include the
'capability of protecting and recovering all personal-data
for which the facility has a safeguard and'back-up res-
ponsibility. The plan must provide for continued com-
plianCe with all security dafeguards:

o Facility Security Profile Documentation which documents
in a 'Single file:

-.procedur es to be followed by all personpel and
organizations working for or interfacing with the
facility,

. 4r- location and format, of all security records such
' as logs and audit trails,
- results of all internal and external security
inspections,



z

results of any risk analysis performed,
copies of the facility security impletentation

plan, and
copies of any contingecy backup and disaster plans:

o. Authorization Control Lists which include

lists of Arsons authorize to enter the facility,

authorized terminal users, nd

authorized terminals.

All lists must be maintained cu rent.

o Programming Modifications, Tes ing And Validation

Controls which require:

- restriction of data and system specifications to
only those individuals who have a "deed -to-julow",

procedures to control modifications which.require
testing before any program changes become opera-

s -2

/ -
tional .

.
,

testing of new systems.or modificatiohs t o systems
..

using simulated test data,

-. validation of functional adequacy and rbliability
.

,

4
of a system before-.the system is put into opera-

tion, and
- modular separation of the duties of analysts and

programmers (when the staff size permits).-

o Personnel Management Rules-to

- 'establish authorities and responsibilities,

- .develop security awareness and other 1Mployee
'involvement programs for the purpose of

j creating a positiveloperational atmosphere, and
- determine that adequate evaluation of potential

. 'staff membersjs performed.

The basic role of administrative safeguards is to establish

those activities which are functions of human authorities, judge-

ment and.decision processes.

70-
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2.4.2 Physical Security 'Administration
a

2.4.2.1 Physical Access

Controlling access to the data processing facility. mr its

individual component resources is a basic step in providing

security. It should, however, be4considered as only the first

level of security and represents the base upon which the

,other levels/forms of securityebuild. The following con-

siderations are necessary when .creating security procedures to

restrict personal access.

oAreas to he restricted: may include:

11, the overall building,
- data processing center(s),

11.ancillary equipment and facilities (key punch,

ey tape, printerg,.bursters, etc.),

- remote job-input or output devices,

- remote terminals,

- - auxilliary power, fuel or water storage areas,

.- communication cable housing or concentrator

locations, etc.

o Multiple levels of restriction:. A person who has-a
_

valid need to access one.area of the data.pro-

cessing facilityl;i11 not necessarily need access.

.
to all or other areas of this facility. When pos-

sible, access to the 4.ndividual areas should be

.separated anc'scontrolf

should

individually.

o 'Me d of access restriction: Choices of haw access

is restricted may include:
,.

.

.,.

r locked doors (key r comhinationoperated),

- suaraed'doors n personal identification,

- guarded door's' ith badge or pass nendlica-

tion,
electtically locked doors.
individual'using a number
electriOally locked doors
magnetically 'encoded pass

1r,

h 5-11

activated by, the

code,
activated by
or badge,

a
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- electrically locked doors'activated upon checking
personal identification (signature, palm c4 finger
print (not readily feasible), or

- coMeinations of two or more of the above.

When determining an access control methodo4t will also be
necessary to consider the manner in which these devices will
function from inside the controlled area--particulfarly in .

vergency situations. Devices must permit free and ready exit
in time of emergency for Personnel safety (as required by
applicable fire/life safety laws and regulatl ns).

2.4.2.2 Disaster Protection

While the data processing resources should be prot4cted
against the physical damage/loss f equipment, provision_f_sd.

continuity of operations must also. be given priority attention.
Poteritial odcurences should be ranked by,likelihood, and
reasonable preventative measures should be 6natituted. Some

of the more likely occurences are:2

o loss of power(total or shortage),
o loss of water (for some,equipmentf air condittbning),
o ,fre,
o floOd or wader damage (natural, broken piping

inside or outside facility, or fire activated,

o explosioqi etc.

,Various methods can be employed to minimize identified-

possibilities. Some alternatives available are:
of

o alternate public power routitg,
o :.privaTe generators (with or without electrically

activatedruninterruptable features), .

o private water storage facility or acquisitioA
plans,

o appropriately_rated_fire-resistant-miterial
products -of combustion or heat activated fire
suppression /systems (Halon, sprinklers),.etc.

2See als o NBS FIPS PUB 31, Guidelines for Automatic Data
Processing, Physical Security and Risk-Management, (June,
,1974), SD'Catalog Number C13.52:31. 4)
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2.4.2.3 Back-up Facility-,

In the event of a total.or significant partial loss of
the processing capability of the ADP .facility, it will be

necessary to activate either a contingency plan or the

emergency processing plan (see Section 2004.1): Physical

security measures must be provided for this back-up ,faci-

lity as well as during the movement,of necessary forms,

data fames, output,Jersonnel, etc. toWom the back-up

site.

2.4.2:4 Storage Libraries

Adequate physical storage areas must be set aside for

the protection of 4

o tape, disk, card Tiles/records,

o program documentation including operator °run documenta-

tion and programmer/analyst design and maintenance docu-
r
e

.

o various administrative security contrql records/plans

including -

- authorization lists,
- security profile/level documentation and,

- emergency back-up/processing:plans.

T ese areas must be appropriately structure to preclude;,

access y unauthorized personnel and also to protect against

disai er. These librAtes should generaky receive the

highest degree of both access and disaster security_in_cord7

Terison to other` ADP resources. 'SinCe many of the data tiles

will be backup at- off -site locations, the off-site facility
shoUldreceive the7same.or comparable level of security protec-

tioil. Appropiiate ffeCadtrons must be taken' during the move-

mentof these files between sites.. 1

2.4.2.5 D'ata Handing and disposal
'

/

Certain physical security techniques may be approPriate-------

in'the handling of data within the ADP facility. If mu ple

security levels are employed within the facility, ha ing of

this information should,be eitheL restricted to tho_e areas
Anecessary, or methods must be inAituted to preu4ntobwerva-,

tion as the information is moved (such $s by means tff sealed/'

locked containers/.carriers/trucks).

5-i3
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donsideation Shou djbegiVeh to readily identifying,
in some physidal manner, dat:4,containing restricted or per-'

SonalInformation. Thts be done by means of visible
Idbeling, color.coding of,lgels or reels, phyaically sepa-
rating storage locations of'such files, etc. However, it
should -also be remembered that such techniques also readily
.identify these files for Improper access attempts.

It is also necessary that appropriate-disposal techniques
be devised for outdated files, input and/or output. When infor-

mation is no longer retained, the file should be erased or des-
troyed such as by deggusing or use of write-over procedures
before re-use. Computer generated scrap material such as forms
used when aligning printers or when jobs are redone should be
handled fn the same manner as outdated input and output. Nor-

mal.means of disposal include shredding,Jncinerating (may pro-
, duce:environmental problems), compaction or mulching under esta-

blished control procedures.

,2.4.3 'Technical Security

o Security System '

The security officeis responsible for the maintenance .
of the security System programs and all files associated
with it. Requests for changes in user profiles must be
4riginated by,area management with appropriatemanage-c
MAnt,and secuwity,approvals. (Changes to the area security

,-administrator ppfiles are made only by the security r

administrator.)
4

o Data and Files

The security administrator is responsible for the pro-
gram to protect the contents-avd-phy-sical safety of all
files. Using the security system he,must,ensure.that the
systemis:yjequate.to protect all data.

o Program Libraries D.

o 0 ,

The Security, Administraor is responsible tor, ensuring, ,

the accuracy of a libraries. His functions in this

regard include:

21

<,

O
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- ensuring that &n access control program to restrict
access to all programs and any test files under his
control is.operational
Providing copies of programs and appropriate test '

-data only to authorized personnel upon receipt of
written requests from appropriate management personnel,-

- providing a method for applying program changes and
ensuring a reasonable period of parallel testing, and

- providing appropriate backup facilities for program,
libraries and data files to ensure continuity of`, .
processing.

t..;

o Operating System

Lilif ADP management is responsible f:br the maintenance of
.the operating system, and_should apply "fixes" generated
by hardwar vendors with the approval of the system pro-
grammers: ncluded in this'is the responsibility for mainte-.

' nance and testing of,changes to the'system. Responsibility,
for the Change of security control security and-the stability
of the operating system rests with the Security Admini-
strator.

o Teleprocessing

The security administrator is responsible for:

- user,tables and teleprocessing_sedurity
(incf4ding the maintenance of security modules
withAry the TP system),- and

° *

0 4
backup and recovery of TP systems (including
backup features (e.g., Zial up), line control
and investigation of Aecurity violations)r

o Encryption

The secdrity'administrator is responsible for:

,maintenance of encryption algorithms whert appro-
'priate, and

1

- control the generation, distribution and use of keys for
use with the algorithm.

.,

5-15 81
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2.4.4 Training

There are two aspects to training4or the security function

training for those who implement, maintain, and operate the
system, and

o traitAng for, those who use the gystem.

The first group
Alt ,...Oupled with an e

tration. A var
design and u
the Privacy

d have a more formal trainingcurriculum
ablished career path in ADP securityadtinis-

ty of subjects ranging from technical espetts of
of ADP hardware and-software to the provisions of

ct should'be taught on a regular basis.

The users-of the system should be given training on the
the consequences of a security violatio4, etc. These users

should be examined periodically to ensure that they are pro-
perly trained.

.4.5 A Suggestpd Security System for an On-4rlin4tSysem,-
An Example

The security system desired for large scale on-line systems
must be.comprehensive enough to.act as an effective buffer betWeen

the terminals and the application programs and files. The level

of sophistication can be reduced as sysyep size and co plexitk
are reduced. - However, some automatedem should exist. The

suggested system is comprised of three securit,files
follows:

*,

o Terminalkfile

. .

This file containsontains all necessary information regarding
current status of the terfii11al, inQluding:

. TerrianaL,ID a unique denti
the specific ,terminal. This i

1"4feature of each terminal andi contained in every
message senteby the terminal. 4
:User Itriee>unique identifier which is inserted n,

this fi e after-a successful log-on. This field is
appended to:the transaction message prior to logging.

the transaction. This assures that each message

o .dontains4he lentification of the siding terminal, .

and the person sending-the message.
- Terminal status - this fiend contains the status of

-a

ier synonymous with
entifier is a hardware

the terminal:. ..-

5-16
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--dormant - terminal has not as yet 16gged on
- -log-on in process log-on message received but

password not verified
- -active - log-on su?cessfullycomoleted and user

ID:field updated '

--v ton - security violation attempt discovered.
Te . al is logged,off untilZinvestigation is com-
pleted. 3

tti

- Violation counter this field-contains.the number of
unsuccessful ,(invalid) attempts to enter 'either an
erroneous password or an erroneous transaction type.
If this counter equals some preset number, say 3,
the 'terminal status As set to olatpn.",

- Time,* last transa on - if t4rmina44oes not
require log-on for ekch transact on this field con-
tains the=time of lagt transaction for an "idle"
check. iIf the elapsed time betweenMessagea- is.
greater than a preset idle time;the terminal
status is set to dormant -and a0Aog-on is required
to reinitializethe(terminal.

o. User profile
- .--

This-fileLcOntains All inf6rmationlertaining to a ter--
£' urinal operator, including:` .

- User ID.which, is a unique identifier synonymous with
a specific individual. This field is most 'commonly

.the employee number of the terminal operator.
- Password which, is a, 'Unique codi' which is entered by

the terminal operator which identifies the terminal
operator to the system. This data Is' entered by

the operator in'a 'print inhibit' mode. (This

means the 'password dOes not diaplay on theterMinal.)
After validation, the'teiminal status is set to
"active." Note tAWthere may be more than one level
of passwordcOntrol: 7."-

--'Transaction codes are a set of codes which Identify
those transactions and application module names which

4 the ttrMinal operator is cleared to perform,. After

a successful log-oh,,the security- system examines
these fields to determine if' A-specifi transaction
cdde is authorized. Upon a:successful match the

application'program,module is called and control,
passes to,the application modUle. If a successful _-
match is. not found the violation counter .is incre--om

mented try one and the transaction is rejected.

83
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Transaction file

ComplexIn more Complex systems the transa e,lban,he used

in conjunction with the user prbf Abek below:
, ..

10

- TranSadtion ID Its a unique code the key for

this file. It is entered by'the.t al operator.'

- Sub-code is a-freld:that can beusecilurther to -
restrict access to particular data files, baSea on
the format, within the file: If the file is

1 broken into smaller'lidits this field can indi4te
which of the units can be accessed by a particular
te.ftinal and/or operator. .

.

,4- Fi';,- ID is a tfield which contains' the identification
...

of 074 e master fife aril the specific functions4which '

I may e performedby specific transaction types
I''' against the file. .

.c.

7 o lAudit Trails v.7
-,

.,
oIII enerally, audit trails shuld be emplOyed so thdt'f

Security Administration cap monitor data,and.the system
-security featurestregulatisu g data ,integrity. Theyfcan,

_be.desieled_to.provIde:a variety of features to'meet

unique requirements, te.level of security detetmined ,:

to be appropriate a reaSonable for the perceived threat's

in a partdcular organization or activity. In general, they
should be designed to record who had access to:what data.

, Dependent upon the level of detail desired,, they can . .'

-identify pach things as the file, the record or even
the data *lenient accessed and what transactions were

performed .
, .

1 . 0
The function of the SeCuty System is, to act as a bufAer,

reduce the prObability-dan accidental violation and raise
the level of expertise neededto commit a deliberate viola- .

lion. The system relies Upon a designated security officer
in each area.'e.X11'violations ate logged to a violations log,
which must be reviewed by a security officer daily and on

s

a special log'for review by the.security administrator. This

officer'should also have an-oh-line hard copy terminal which
notifies him, immediately, of each, particular multiple-violation.,
He should thert,be reqUired to visit the terminal identified and

determine thdreason far the,violation. The officer must reset:
the terminal using his special ,secutity code'to permit the termi-
nal to function again. 'In addition he should berequfttd to
submit a repott concerning, the violation to the indiVidual res-

t- ponsible for security administration.

5-18 84
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3. AUDITING THE SECURITY ADMINISTRATION FUNCTION

3.1 Organizational Requirements 0

The following two organization considerations are neces-
sary when establishing a program tolaudit the Security Administra-
tion function.

o The Audit function should be independent of the Security
Administration funCtion.,

o The Audit function may be distribiated but staff audit.
members must report either directly to the agency head
or through the head of audit io the Agency head.

.

3.2 The Audit Process

I

. , .
.

. . . .

The audit of the Securitx Administration function is
simply a compliance audit. tThe auditor's ask.is to ensured
that the stated, policies are being followed and independently'.
to report his opinion. ', 0

The auditor may.find varying standards and procedures
within the organization due to differences in size,' processing
environment, delegation of re

A
lionsibilities,,etc. Because.of

thit,.the auditor must coast dt or alignfoxtract-an audit`r- .

program which is appropriate for-accomplishing the corresponding
Security Administration funcii0. At allklevels, the audit -.

program should accomplish the following, independently, of then
Security Administration function. et '';

,

o The auditor should appraise the policies and standards
initiated in establishing the Security Administration
function. The policies and standards should be: .

e

- comprehensive, 1

- documented,, .

7 .,. - known and understood, and
,,-'complied with.

. W 4
r

o The audit prO)rapi should evaluate the degree of compliance
with established control proceduree:and review and appraise

.
new procedures being contemplated uping.generally accepted
'auditing. standards and techniques. .

a, The auditor shoUld independently verify other key control
points/pracedures within the Security Administration fUnc-

4
tion. . 41

. . .

o The auditor should identify any need fob added controls
whichiwould make the Security Administration function
more effective.

,
kJ..."
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o The\auditor must report findings and opinions to designated

management.

The specific procedures and,controls to be reviewed by

Auditing will result from aprocedures adopted such as those

suggested by Section 2.0 and the%specific delegation of res-

ponsibility. td

I

I.

+et

\

c,
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APPENDIX

SOME FEATURES OF _TEE--EEDE§AL GERMAN PRIVACY LAW-

1. PUBLIC, SECTOR DATA SECURITY(ADM/NISTRATION--
ORGANTZATIdN \ ,-

1.1 The Offic%of.the Federal-Agent

. ,A Federal9agent must be appointed for the safeguarding of
data. The agt

i--

nt , -
, .

:i

,*''

ha& a`term of-office of live years; .
o is-an independent officereporting to highest level of

gdvernment', installed at the office.of the Federal: .

,
Minister olf.,the Interior and under, his-service super--

visory authority,'
,,

4

o: has steff end support,` and

o has'his legal status precisely defined.
, :., -.-

.
- \ :-4,

1.I\Tbities:....ot,..the Federal Agen;,,

'" - `*-
.

The'duties'of the Federal Agent include

.

cr verifying compliance with law-,,
.

, =-

o making-redbminendations,
t

,
o issuirig reports,

,

1

o 'requesting/derdandIng aid= fromidther agencies,, : .

o., having 24.hour register ofdailt banks storing personal'
,-

data (public record)., and '.

o. proceesingthearineAveals.

-.

''
2. PRIVATE SECTOLDATASECUR1TY'ADMINXSTRATION

, , - . ,

:

,

2.1 Requitements for Corporate/Association Dataseeurity Agents
o

5

A data security agent must be eppoin0dby'ii4 person/ar-
.

porationfassociation "who processes personal data automatically
acid thereby as a rule emfddYilprt least fitre psgrsons on a7per-

manent basis."

Requirements'fOrthe agent include:

o must be appointed in'wrifing;

- 7 r
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A
4te

IIP

.

q must be competent.to fulfill his duties, -.1(

o may not be put to disadvantage because of accomplishing

his duties, t., ,.

o is not subject to outside directio,"and
.

.

f
o may,allointlemploy supporting staff,

.

,

,

.2.2 Duties of.the Corporate/Association Data Security Agent
.

t.' A .1-

....

-..

,Duties of the Data Security Agent include:
e,

o assurin*.compliance with the laW,

o seeking assibtanee of governmental supervisory:
9 authorities when needed and without need for

4 corporatWbusinesSiapprovals
o keeping records on the

nature of stored data',

its puf'pose,
persons requiring actess, and
the'nature of the ADP equipment in use,

o supetVising "proper" application of.the programs processing,

personal data,
o_ training Of Other employees as,to th 'eir responsibilities

under the law,lo and .
.

44,-

o acting as 'a consultant to persons processing personal data.

41141,

3. CbftROLS REQUIRED TO SAFEGUARD DATA
4-

Controls specifically reqvireli by the law include;

o Access Control+-

= prohibit unauthorized access to_the.installation
,.~;(equipment), and

it.acCess to data, to those having,a-need to know V

46.

StOK?_0 Control

projibit ,

unauthoriZed knOut-to storage,
acquisition of"adta from storage
alteration /cancellation of stored, data

- !It
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4

p
o Use Control '

.t 44"

,

e

- preVent use of'the data syste by unauthorized
persons (incitides remote access use control)
2

o Trangmittal Control
4

- guarantee' thatonly authorizeerecipiailts,may be
,senf'personal information-viaautomated installa-

tions (authentikation) °

. -

o '" Input Control

intain the capability to ascertain

what personal data,
at what time, and
by whom was'entered in the system.'

0,' Supervisory Control ,
.)

- 'SuperVision of instruction: authorizati,on tojprocess
. a

personal data r
1.

/ Supervision'of tr4nsmission!of personal data sm.

re

tat' it cannot:be--

- .

ad
- altered,' or
--canceligd without superiision.

- _Supervision of the organization/internal'structures
or boards of the company Ito assure that data, is pro-

.

perly.safeguarded.,

4
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A brief biography,of the Session Chairpersonfollows:-

Dr. Carl-Hammer .is' Director, Computer. Sciences, at Sperry UniVAC-

as well as Adjunct1Prallessor'at the American University. and, a

,iting Professor at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, both in

Washington DC. His previous professpnal affiliation included respon-
sibility for the initial design of the Minute Man Communications Sys-
.tem for-Radio Cororation of America; and positions as Director of-the

Univac European Computer Center at Frankfurt am Main in Germany , -

Senior Stai Engineer in the.Compute* Department of the Franklin Insti-

tute in Philadelphia, and teacher at Columbia'Univeriity and Hunter

College in New YoA City., He is Director of the Amerjcan Federation

r of InfOrmation Processing Societies (AFIRS), was Science and Technolo-

gy Program Chairman for their first National Computer Conference (NCC)

intl9W3, and`Chaitiblan of .the entire 1976 NCC. 'He.is 'a past Chairman

of-the Washington,-.Chapter -of the AssoCiation.of Computing Machinery''

(ACM) and a Past
Washington,-.Chapter -of

pf the American' Society for Cybernetics. By

appointment,of thejxecutive Office of the president, he isa member 11

of the National Defense Executive Reserve.. He is also a member of the;

New York Academy-of Sciences, AAAS, IEEE, Researeh Society of Ame ica

and tiOe'Associaticfn of Computer Programmers'apq Analysts. 'Born i

Chicago, IL, he received .his degrees inllath,ematical Statistics om

the Upiversity ofMunich(DtplOma an.d .

'The charge given to thiS session was:
g 9

AUDIT CONSIDERATIONS IN VARIOUS SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTS: Whaeare the
considerations to bR given to the aOdit of computer l'Eurity in-
various systeth environments, suth as (a) distributedwPocessing,
(b) dedicated systems,. (c) time-sharing, ,(d) multi-processing, 1

(e) mini/micro computers, etc:
- .3

A

Computer security is generally,considered a function.of the environment

irLwhich the system operates. A dedicated system operati in a batch --

mode within a benign enviAbnmfnt has altogether cliff -security re-

. t .qu'irements from aisHareerautomatic resource balancing computer network.

4

.. . c.

This- session will address the various system environments and identify

the major aspects.of each -that the auditor must consider in"cotducting

. .

an evaluation of security.

:, The consensus report that follows was developed, written and reviewed

by the entire membership of this"session.
(

-e-
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1. INTRODUCTION

'During the two months preceding the Workshop, working papers and
position statementg were solicited and received. Relevant literature

'references were collected and/disseminated. This documentation was
reviewed with the members of the team during the first working session
on Tuesday morning,,22 March. The team, also began to develop an in-
'depth interpretation of its charg through unstructured and far-ranging
discussion..

.

A strucfuredotop-down approach to,the problem was. initiated
toward the end of our first working day and work continued along this
course during the second working session on Wednesday, 23 March...It
culminted in four identifiable concePtual modules which are funda-
mental 6 the develOpment of an-open-ended, structured model of a
computer security audit:

,i.(i)-,Definitionof three vital audit componentsi e.g.,
access contrbl, accuracy, availability.

% .

.
.

.,.

('ii) Morphology Hof systemg and environMeAts, Physical
omponerits, systems -structure, land people with.

4 five identifiable systems characteristics:11Umber
of users, types of service, sySteeorganization,- ,

. user access, and.application mix.
i

,- ,

. (iii) Methodology, or Pe cIpputer audit model, which!.,
.

establishes a,scorecard value for each and every'
parametricilly, identified control :Capable of 4%

_ being audited.

,

-(ivl Modelvalidafion through simulation, verifying
empirically, thYough fours examples the'power, 9f'
the model.as well at its completeness.

An overview of our findings is:presentedOn this report: 'The',

Cha an takes great pleasure ieacknowledging the dedidated assistanc
of team members- toward achieving our final foal. 'Their incisive
thinking, capability ofiabstraction, and,expressive Writing produced
.the *aw material for this paper. The Chairman is, especially grateful
to Mrs. Sheila Brand for her continued monitoring of the development
of .this repoi-t in addition to being a nembei- of our-team. However,
he alone takes full responsibility for any errors of omission or com-
mission WI eh may have occurred during this pditorial process.

2: -,DEFI4ITIONS

The principal terms relating to computer systems security.used
in this -eport--are defined as follows:.

, 6-3 ,'-.------,
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Environment - The physical facilities, systems architecture,)

'in-administrative functionS which constituteian ADP system to
- audited.

; .

Security Audit - An assessment the system of controls. that
ensure -the continuity, and integrity of the environment as ,defiried
by management. An assessment of the reasonableness of these controls
is achieved by examining and Valuating"controls, over system access,

- 4 A

accuracy, and availability. 7 ,;107

'System ACces - The ability 'and the means, necessary to acquire,
store, Or' retrieve data; to communicate with or make use of any
-resource of an ADP system.

c
.

,-- System accuracy - The state that exists when there is complete .,

assurance that under all postul ted conditionssan ADP sy tem implies
,(.1) to al' logical correctness nd reliability of em, ands ,v

(in' logical correctness and ompleteness of the hardware .and soft-
. .ware.'necessary to implement protection mechanisms` and to assure data

, integrity. - ,, 4
-

CP - Ad 1

System Availability - The level or quality bf service as de-
. fined by the users, 5-eqrfired .to perform their primary functions.

3'. METHODOLOGY

1--- r '-:, -r--3,1 ,(Audi t Vet-SO:Ns egr2 ;; . I.,----
,...,

-.. j , .
6

. %

. 0. The,prOcess of performing 'security audit is closely related toI,- the security- determination study performed during the initial devel-
opment stages of a system whictris to be secured. This conclusion

9. was reached,.as wp attempted td velop methodology which is based
onan enumerationi.of all consfde ation applying to the audit of
comhter security vari us- sye em en ironments. We' determined that
S.pecific!computer,- re4ate.d,, tlysical_ and administrative environmental

. descriptors requi dd el 0 e . karni na ti o n r They are all 'interrelated
l' and not readily s atate,V. Ourend- result was'-the enu eration-of

.those steps. tO bp taf.t1 'f' st y the design team and hen with
slight variations by th$'4d tors. ..,Thal result should, not prove tab
surprising if One examift;,tt e compoSition of an effective design:
team. Tci:,build cost-ju'sti able, ,comprehensive ajd effective se-
curity-into,a sys'tem of ''t one Member of Chat,team should have

'theatiditorls; viewpoint d hopefu ly -be, in fa,ct; ;a qualiftcd -,-
auditor. Thus we see a two-prong d role to be played by the audit

-profession. First, the ayditor MLitt be an advlscir, to' the design
team providing essential lqpiits to the molding of the system;
second, during the late,' ohrational phase of the 'system Ve,auditor
must perform the traditional EDP auditpr,functions and rrsses's the
effectiveness of, he computer system ledfrity design.

.

, t -
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Below, we list thp step necessary to arrive at an assessment of
system security effectiveness, first for the design team and then for
the audjt team.

3.2 Steps the Design- Team,must take:

'Step (1) DEFINE overall system requirements, c6jectiVesi and
sensitivity. .

. 0

Step (2) SPECIFY the desired environment, based on results of
Step (1).,.

, .

.4 .

,

:.'
o Specificatiow.of-phyycal parametet1 such.as:

b

# Location of systei .
-. Construction of,"contkiner" (building) .:' ,rc

. - Survivability of systemAindeis disastrouss. i
cop4itions such as flo44, fire, bombing, e '

1,

o Specification` of ay416 parameters suchas: \4,---. I a (r
1.

4 , o 7.-- _ i
o

Degree of information staring (wil,t theresbe ---

one or multiple users) -

,
- Batch or interactive processing ,

-

/)
- Centralizes data bases,

1).
roceSses 7--

, Local or remote access
.1

Application mix , 4-
N.

.
. - .4.

Specifioation'of administrative pirameters such as
-

.4 .

- Threat analysis
- Personnel procedures
- Organizational structure ..
- SecurAti requirements for:

(a) Acess Control
(b) Accuracy
(c) Availability

- Insurance .

- System,d0elopment procedures-

Step (3) S'PECrfrIonirol,techniques that can be used to enforce
the environment as defAned'in Step (2)...

At this point, it may be helpful to point out the dieffer-
ences between security objectives, policy and proceduresi- The
objectives of the imposed controlsila an Uprational environ-
ment are regulation of access-, accuracy alidIvailability The
translation of the abjective of access Control into,poli0 may
tale the form of personal accouritability.for-all 'sensitive
trp. sactions. The translation of this policy into al procedure

,

6-5
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may take the form of logging into the system by way of a
`password, or manual logging into or out of a secure area.

'Step (4) PERFORM a line:.by-yine cost /protection analySis. This
is by far the mos'f crucial step in'building a set of
controls 'to protect the SStem within its environment.
In this step we analyze each control line item Speci-
fied in Step .C3) Which could be employed to protect-
some aspects) of the system. The detailed cost/pro-
Iection" matrix wi-I-+have hundreds or thousands of
li ke7'i terns dependent -on the COmpl ex i ty of thp system.

,
For each control requirement four judgments are made:

\(a) Cost of implementatioo,- develbpment andlr--!
operation of control,.

('p) EfiZ'ctiven,ess in regard to maintaining

access control. "

(c) Effectiveness in regard to .maintainirig
accuracy.'

(0 Effectiveness in regard to maintaining
system_avai 1 a bi 1 i ty

The effectiveness'judgments for (b), (c), and (d) are -

finally translated into (subjective) numeric values on a, scale
from 0 to TO yit0=rion=effettive, 10=s uper...-effettf Ve) -ThIseCon-

- forms to the current, state-of-the-art. -However, a very desir4b1---
goal would be to devise instead an objective scale, of measures
Of/effectiveness;

,r

.

For purposes.of convenience, the designer may use a short-,
hand method of rating:

RATING = AC/A/AV

where: AC = numeric value assiognedto effectiven8s
4 . level of Access Control

A = numeric value assigned, to effectiveness
'level of Accuracy

AV = numeric value assigned to effectiveness
leVel of Availability

.

J' These ratings become part 'of the system .documentation and
are usfd io Step (5)-and by auditors.

, ...
, . . . .

-

,
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Step (5) PERFORM Composite Fvaluation. After performing the .

line-by-line analysis described in. Step (4) a'specific

subset of theSe controls is selected'as the basis for .

-the comprehensive set of safeguard's. -Management must -

concur tit this subset provides the necessary depth:: \

breadh4nd overlap of protection most cost-effectively
for all aspects of the environment -;:?physical, systems,

and administrative. In'other words, thisis the stage
.at.wh'ich me mi-is,t( assessment. is made and a "security" ,

, system is designed to meet-Oe-Security objectives de-
, .

fined earlier:

A

.. -

Step (6) INCORPORATE the APproved security controls. REASSESS'.
this new TOTAL envihnment'in light of the additional
features inserted into the three environmental (physi-'
cal, system, and adminiStratiye) parameters. If'these
ackUtionsido.notolegrade the ,overall system effectiv-
ness (meeting .reqyfrements and objectives, set down

4' in Step (1) ), the designers are ready to begin i
. pqmentalion. However, if after analyiing'the total -

new syStem,'it iWOund that the Objectives are no
1on0r effecti'VelY attainable an iterative process
must be initiated\and the designers go back to

.'Step (2), remolding the specifications of environment,

" etc., until all requirementsvSet out in Step (1) are
effectively satisfied.

. Steps the'Operationa Auditiir 'Must tak .

Once the system has been deigned and ,irpl emented, it can go.

into operation. The auditor is now calle0 upon to assess effective-
ness of security controls, in an Operationgl mode.. As mentioned
earlier, the steps of the initial\ design .team and those of the, oiler=

ational adtilt are very similar. In 'some steps onJy the verb need

_be changed. Fot exalle, in Step (1).the designer DEFINES 'systems' ,,

requirements while th 'auditor REVIEWS'the stated requirements as,
_set down-by managem' t. .j .

6

Step (1) REV objectives, requirements and sensitivitYlks
doc nted.brmanagement fOr the system under audit: %.

,

Step (2) DETERMINE the'qtyre of theenvironmentprevaiiing
'during.actthil 'system operation, independent'cf the

organizational descr'iptions. The auditor's percept
tions of'the hysical Systems, an admiiiis.ti- ye:
setup may. be qu, e different from those that
specified during the design stage.

Step (3) IDENTIFY Control Techniques used toControl the en-

_

vironment,as perceived by the auditor in Step (2).
-

677
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Here we see'a clear divergence from the design ap-
. "proach.. 4here the designer may have identified a

large number of liatential controls the auditor is
confilled to examining only that subset sof,controls

1 which are actually, implemented. The auditor Makes-an
independent examination and may, or may .not, .use sys-
tems documentatiOn as a starting point for his/her
identificatio1 of the system's security components,

1

Step (4) PERFORM line-by-line cospprdtection analysis.4 As in,
Step (3), thoe auditore4sAot concerned with all possi-
ble safeguards, but onl/with those implemented and
properly functioning within the system, as determined
by his audit. While the de'signer may have given
values to the Components of the AC/A/AV ratings on>an
intuitive, non-objective basis, the auditor will'aug-
ment these judgmental determinations through hardwarez,
software, and other sophisticated (where available)
techniques to, test the effectiveness of each com-
ponent of the rating for meeting the stated security.\
objectives.

Step (5) 'PERFORM a Composite Evaluation. The auditor now
assesses the total effectiveness of the security
system,to determine whether it meets the objectives
set by Management. A comparison °an thus be made of
the,designeriT rating and that foundby the auditor.
Since the measures used by designer and auditor are
perhaps different, this will be only a qualitative;
albeit inetsive, comparison.

.

Step (6) PREPARE report Of audit findings including recommen-
dations for upgrading se-cTieliy where weaknesses are
found,:e.g., where the rating of the designer exceeds
that determined through audit. It is alsa incumbent
upOn the auditor to recommend changes in overall se-
curity control requirements if the environment has
changed from that assumed during the initial design A
or since an earlier audit. , ..

-

/.

4. ENVIRONMENT AND CONTROL fir

The key. element,of any-systematic audit approach is a close
link between the design and the audit processes.,while maintaining
a separation of duties between designer and audikor. Care must be
taken to insure, that the same factors which influenced the design
process are well understood and given appropriate consideration in
the audit process. Two major factors must beconsideredf.the first

a 4



is, the environment in which the system is to operate, and the second
is the control- techniques to be employed to enforce that environment.

.It is essential that the design process defines the environment in
.

which the system is to operte and that the audit uses that same en-
vironmental description as $a guide. If the operational environment
has changed from that,postulated at design time in a manneel,mpacting
security aspects of the system, this impact must be'analyzed and tha,
5ecurtty cont/rol xequirements must be reassessed as a part of the
audit process' in a similar fashion to the procedure initially used by
the design team.

The approach being advocated here emp)oys,,two rather sophisticated'
checklists and supporting material. The first checklist is used to
establith, in considerable dAtail, the environment in which a system
is to operate. In the case of a new system design, this is the list

'of desired system 6aracteristics. In the case of an existing system
under evaluatiqN.this is the list of already existing system charaC-
teristics. 140-1c;.te that the process described in the previous'chapter
will Work with efther new sy,stem,eing designed or existing systems

- being enhanced Or4grely,being audited. In the audit process the
,statement of the environment is givea:? The auditor is encouraged to

. pint out obvious ikpinsistencies inPe environment; if he observes,
any, but 'the enviropmtal checklist is his reference point from

-

which he evaluates whether the control techniques specified by the
designer are.sufficient to enforce the given environment:

. .

The second checklist description of the generic classes of '

control techniques which the designer may employ to enforce the en-
vironment in which his tystenimust operate.. As Will befseen later,
these range from physical locks and fences, through internal hardware

--and software access control checks; to adMinistrative procedures:
During the design process, after the system environment is established,'
the designer selects those Measures froml the control techniques check7
list which.he wishes to utilize to protect his system, Each of the
entries in the control ttdinique5_Chetklist represents a segment,,,of a
continuum. Each item contains-a range of meaSures,with two related
variables: the degree of protection afforded and the cost: At the
low range littlaprotection is achieved and usually cost is minimal;
at the high range, a great deal of protection is achieved and the cosi
n1y be proportionately high. In the example of physical locks on
doors the range might be from a simple padlock through a sophisticated
electronically controlled and centrally monitored door locking system,
with,proportionate cost ranges. Given the sensitivity of the inforL
mation contained in the system (from the environment statement) the
designer must Select those control techniques he wishes to emplOy and
theappropriate position on'the protection /cost scale for each chosen
technique to provide in the composite the'necessary measure of se-
curity control.

From a security viewpoint, 'there are three basic criteria in de--
termining the environment Band in evaluatihg the. suitabiljty of

\ 6-9 9 .,.r;



control techniques to enforce that environment: acc s control; accur-
acy, and availability. Eachlof these'factors mus e addressed in the
envircili'mentalassessme t, a0-each of the contro techniques being
applied must be rate against all three factor . Some control-tech-
niques will not apply to certain of these measures; for example locks
do not affect the accuracy of-the information-but they have a signifi-
cant effect on access control and on availability of-the system. In

the environmental statement the degree of protection needed in each of-
these areas must,be stated and 1,6 the overall evaluation of the control
techniques a roting.by the desigrier-and the auditor of each of these
measures must be calculated and compared against the environmental re-
quirements1 A

Many of t ihe 'entries n the Control techniques chedklist are com-
plementary. If one measure is taken another measure is perhaps hot
reqOired. Investment made'in one control technique will determine the

8
extent of the investment needed in.a complementaiv technique. The

, relationship between entries in the control' techniques checklist is
complex. To insure that sufficient.measures have been taken to com-'
pletely but nbt overly enforce the environment, the interactive relat
tionship of controls within various environments must be explained in
a guidelines book which,should accompany the checklist Itee section 5). 2'
The guidelines bookWill describe relative levels of effectiveness and
cost of the various control, techniques and will proOde relative as-
sessments- of feasible tradeoffs.

The designer establishes both the environment in which the system
is to operate and the appropriate control techniques, The process
employed the auditor in determining if sufficient cohtrol techniques
have been applied js qufte similar. The designer scans the control
techniques line-by-line,.selecting appropriate it6i to be
employed. Then he evaluates the achieved overall securitY,,of the
system Oit.h an overall performanfe analysis deterMined by logically
aggregating the selected effectiveness'measures assigned to the line-
by-line entries. If this 'overall analysis does nqt.provide sufficient
protection, or if it exceeds the constraining cost factors, then he
reevaluates the control techniques or perhaps the environment itself,

° making such chanOs as necessary to achieve the security needed at a
spitable cost:

, ,

The auditor, given the/environment checklist, determines first
that the actual operational environment is that assumed during the' ,. c
design stage. He then determines the control techniques which he be-
lieves appropriate to achieve this environment.' He compares his con -
,trot techniques checklist with that-of the. designer and weighs the
differerfAs sodas to have a reference against which to perform his
detailed analysis. He performS a line-by-line evaluation of the entries'
in the checklist and then an overall analysis similar to that done by
the designer. Having Completed the overall analysis he, may go back

,
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anb adjustliis_assessment of theindividuAicontrol techniques based
on wmore'camplete understanding of the total system. 'the result of
this audit process is an overall rating Ofllow close tb design-comes
to enforcing the security requirements of tile operational environment.
If this audit proCess prodUces a rating of*ifficient protection then
the System can be approved for-use. If it4lields an insufficient
rating then the designer must 0 back once Again tathe control tech-,
piques list-or to the environmental checkifst and make appropriate
changes to.insure the'necessary security dethe system. 4

.'',. .

The critical element in this process isthe use ofthe'same
checklist information by'both the designer and the auditor. This
'insures a common base from which to discuss related matters.. It is
this common starting point that is the crucial elmentiof our me-

\\ thodology. The selection of elevientg from-the control technique.
'checklist and the degree of protection afforded each elementare
6 ten subjective and the designer.may wish tp 'take issuewith the.
au itor over specific ratingsthe auditor

that
for some of

the measures. The crucial point is that all elements of the de-
sign are understood by both-thdLdesigner and the auditor in a common
conte t. This 'complete and'Common-listing pf measures used by both
the designer and auditor is_ anelement that has been lacking in
previous audits.

.

-d

:4:1 Checklists

B6th the environmental and control techniques checklists are di-

.
.

vided into three pub-categorie: Physical; system, and administrative.
. In the environmental checklist under the physical.headipg are thoS4
elements of the,physical environment which materially affect security*
of the system. Included is the geographic location of,the systemi
taking into accouht the susceptibility to natural and man-made dis-

.1

asters such as floods and crime, any 'special 'power' or air conditioning',
.requirements, etc.

,
.

.
.

, ,,,,,.;

,

In the system environment list are those measures which describe
-,;

.

the internal structuring of the system. In particUlar We find here
those elements which affect the:requIrement to rely on internal hard,
ware/software measures to enforce the security, of the system. Under
administrative measures are included such factors as the sensitivity
and coarectness of the information contained in the system,,postu-

..,

lated threats to the system; etc. .
-- r -

0
c

.
., .

The system environment comprises five physical and logical cOm-t

ponents or main categories:
,,.,0,

1. Degree of Sharing: Single vs. multiple user(s), , ,

2. Type of, Service: Batch vs'.' InteracttVe
, \ .

,

3. Organization': Centralized vs. Distributed
4. USer AcCess: Locil vs. Remote . ,,

.9,5. Application: Dedicated vs. Multi-purpose ' *4 ,

6-1-1
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`The control tecKniques checklist is comprised of the same three
categories: physical; system and administrative. The physical con-
trols 4nclude the traditional "put the sYstem in a vault" measures,,
incldding perimeter control, hazard'Ootection'and,backup° mechanisms.
System controls include hardware/software access control techniques,,,
program 'integrity measures, audit trail techniques aR :-d failure re
sponse procedures. Administrative control techniques include what
are commonly referred t?' as Change Control Procedures.. Each of the
control techniques must1,be. evaluated against each of the access con-
trol, accuracy, and.ava*Oility-factors. and an overall score must be
arrived at for each of ttibse factors..

,

4.2 Guideline Book 1

A critical element in the methodology described here, is the
bac1ground material which supports the checklist. This guideline
will be compbsed of two sections. ,The first has a line-by-line des-
cription of the elements of the environmental and the control tech-
niOues checklists; in the latter case the range of protection cost
of.each of the entries is 9tven. The environmental checklist must.
be cross-referenced against the control techniques checklist so as to
insure thatif a -particular element of the environment is specified,
some rangeof control techniques'can be applied.

Another element of the guideline book must deal with the inter-
relationship between control techniques. From it both, the designer
and the auditor must be able to determine that if a certain control
technique is employed, this may very well negate the need for another
control technique. An obvious \example is that if sufficient physical

-control measures are taken and if all personnel associated with the
system have equal access to the information on the system then re-
liance on internal software access control techniques may be sig-
nificantly relaxed. This evaluation guideline is highly sensitive
to the state of technology 'and will need to be updated frequently.
Specifically, the relationship between cost vd effectiveness of a
particular form Of, protection will- need to be revised frequently,
and new techniques will haye-to-be introduced as they are developed
and become viable.

,

.

This overall methodology is a systematic approach to the problem
of auditing a comriuter security installation. The approach is sys-
tematic since the designer and the-auditor as well work from a com-
pletelist of both.the environment in which the system ris to operate
and the control techniques which' are to be employed to enforce that
environment. By working from common lists, the designer and thec
auditor can more readily communicate differences in their evaluation
and reconcijg their evaluations.

4 .

A number of such checklists are already in existence; they can
, be used-to form the basis of 0-6 environMent and control techniques

6-12 101
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- .

.checklists. The establishment of a complete and-accurate guidebook
giviWg both the line -by =line descriptions and the element interrela-
tionships is a crucial element of this overall,ffiefbodology yet'to be
accomplished,: For example, see: Data'Prdcessing Security Evaluation
Guidelines.; Peat, Marwick, and Mitchell & Go., Certified PublicsAc-.
countants; 345 Park Avenue, New York NY 10022.' .

5. GUIDELINES

In section 3.we discussed audit methodology and the sequence of
- steps whibl an alylitor will follow, preparatory to executing his audit-

function addressed heize. Therefbee, the purpose of this section is
to discuss those considerations-which comprise the "ideal" against
which the auditor compares and measures data security in various sys-
tem environments.

, , '' . , ,o

(4 The '.ideals" are derived from\severa sources, including: (1),In-
formation and experience which the auditAir Orings to his task, and
,(2) Information_ and observations'gathered by the auditor in his effort
to more fully understand the "system to be'audited,

. ,

.
.

. .
.

In this section we will not attempt to create an actual book on
audit guidelines. Several sqch reference, materials exist already.

, Furthermore, the brief tiWavailablefOr this Wbrkshop precludes any-
such eXhatiAive) effort.-'However, as shown in the charts appearing
'in the Appendix, we.,hefe-attempted to identify significant categories
of contObl techniques',,..as well as '(in selected instances) some more
specific, security meat es. While the various options within the

I
control technique categories can be expanded upon'by utilizing ma-
teirials containeCin refekence works (and from the auditor's own '

knowledge and exPerienc'e) tie have chosen categories of Control) tech- '

niques,Which reflect major security options (in a gene)01 sense) that
also provide an opportunity for analysis of.the differences, among
selected' system environment exaMples.'

, .

A

Our discussions indicated clearly th t there are, theoretically
speaking,'many possible system environments, resulting from a com-
binatiqn of physical, adMinistrative, and systems deSigo points, of
view. '1111-c order to respond to the mandate ,given this` group, we chose
four Sample systems which differed significantly from one another,
representing fou' of the most-prevalent kinds of s3/_stems existent in
today's computer/processing environment.

The description of the °envi ronment'r for each- of the four sample
systems is givenin the Appendix; the method by which the constituent
elements of an !!environment" were ascertained, was discussed in sec-
tion 4 on environment'and cen'tyol: The kinds of control techniques
which we haye assigned as'possible protective measures with respect to
the four sample systems were,,b;lefly explained in.that.same

6
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'Hawever, our group took the
F

fUrthestep of assigning subjective nu-
merical scale values (ranging from a low.of 0 to a high of 10) to the
three Categorits ofcconti-ol techniqygs. Our-choice for these values

'was der.ved from.the group's consensus of whether such control tech- .

nique wauTd be-important with respectto the sample system. This
tancefactOr Wes,cOnsidered for each of the threg basic cate-

%MgorieS of protection which our definitiOn of "security. audit" gave
their AAA (AC/A/AV) rating: 1. Access control, 2. Accuracy, and . s
3.JAvailability.

.

It isclear that there are certain general audit considerations
which. an auditor will utilize in determining the Vulnerability of a
giyen system. These are the experience items which the auditor must
bring with him, tosUccessfully complete the asOgned task.

In the Appendix, therefore, we considered only some specific 1 .
aspects. of the four, sample systems. We highlighted those that affect .

security cOnsiderations(in a way that distinguished one system from
another.. Obvious3Y) in'a complete audit of security, one.would ex-
pect an.auditOr to performv'a much morelComprehensive analysis. But
'we assumed that the purpose of the mandate given to our group.Was to

4 fodus upon specific problem areds in different system environments to
whith an auOtor should pay partidular.aXtention.. The more general
Case, as the proverbial textboOki explaih, will be left as an exercise

the:reader X

. CONCLUSIONS

William C. Mair, co-author of Computer Control andAudit, rqr
Gently observedthat "DP Auditors are not and cannot be policemel.,'
He stated that the primary responsibil-ty of the DP Auditor is to

%11
act as an aqvisbr'to management, to emp asize the need forst'andards.
which must be properly documented and co unjcated. Standards serve
asthe foundation. on which everything else is built: they provide
direction, predictability and criteria fon evaluation. Through .e,

these standards the auditors establish systems controls which in turn
help reduce adverse effects encountered in a basically hostile en-
vironment.. In fact,.the auditor is,part of these contnls.

, , , .

. e t
.

Areas of vulnerability must be exposed to reduce -risks to ac-
Septable leye3s. -The dangers confropting EDP-systems include, above.
all, erroneous management decisions; but also embezzlement and fraudv
loss or destruction Of assets, excessive costs and deficient revenues.
Their impact can be severe, leading to competitive disadvantage;
statutory-sauctiops, even to'economic, political, and military dis-

. lasters . -,

We must not ever Underestimate t power, ingenuity and perse
verance of the ". enemy". As we rely development of controls,to

.6-14 103
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potrtial'exposuret, we must.follow a rather Simple-minded appro'ach:
if we can think of-it, someone else can also. Thus the auditor must
be ingenious about gathering ,basic and detailed information; about
evalUating the sistem's strengths and weaknesses; and about testing
,itS deSign and ,,performance. .He must rev-lbw ail of its.cOmponents,

ihdividually and collectiyely according to a structyred model spe-
cifically desilgned for that purpose .

.

...,

Old

A definitive, open-ende 'node} has been devel9ped to structure
both the,initial internal sign'and the follow-up (external) com-
puter security audits in varios system environmen'ts. The modes is
predicated on the notion that for a system *o be viable within a

well-defined.(and definable) environment, we must certainly maintain
contro-1 over access. to the system,' must.provide accurate services

and must assure the timely availability' of these services to the
users.

In making the aud1t,.we assume the availability of standard
guidelines for rating all identifiable system line items with re-
gard to their contribution to access control, accuracy,.aneavail-
ability. A global measure oftsecurity audit can thus be.defrived
from the,line items' individual,clotal ratings. A number of algo-
rithms have been suggested for'converting the aggregate "local" into
"global' ratings, but it appears as,if only absolute and total com-
pliance with.the design specification ratings will be acceptable ih
the security environment.

Ih summary, we find that people are-the critical element in all
computer security audits. To attain-perfect security, therefore,
we are left with an obvious choice: Eitherwe abolish computers
or we aboliih people... '
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APPENDIX: FOUR EXAMPLES
1

To determine the effectivenessof'the proposed. Tethodolo6, four
representative types of systems covering various facts of the system' ,

environment were partially analyzed. The results of the analysesare
discussed here. .

1y SYSTEM SELECTION

.The four sten types s lectedreflect-at least ,one example' of
each category in the wide, spectrum of possible system environments:

1 - -6ollege tamputing center 1 ,

- Airlines .reservation system
1

,,,,3 - Electronic funds transfer stem
. 4 - Welfare check disbursement system .

. .

.

The objectives/requirements of etch syst4M were discussed and
,pertinent constraints and assumptions were ifidicated. As the analy-'
'Sis proceeded, further,assumptionsabout the system,bbjectives or

constraints were requited forFririficaton:; For example, it was
assumed that the college computing center was Wed strictly for.
training purposes and for nonsensitiVe research. N sensitive infor-
matiocn (e.g. grades, payroll, etc.) and no crttit 07 -applications
(e.g., class scheduling) would be placed on thesystem. Similarly, .

it Wes assumed that the airlifles'eservations system had extremely,
high availability requirements.tiut could tolerate errors to some
"reasonable" extent. The4electronic funds transfer system was as-
sumed'tc.be a network of individual processors located in separate
financial institutions, retail outlets,'etc: linked via'crypto-,

.

'graphically protectedlines'to provide for the transfer of funds be-
tween sites as one 4,f their functions. The welfare check disburse-
ment system was considered typicalof large single-functiondedicated
funds disbursement systems much like a, dedicated system to prepare
corporate payrolls. It was assumed that .inputs arrived on magnetic
tape and one run per, nonth was made to prepare the*hecks,

,

: ° .

2. DETERMINATIOk(ftENVIRONMEHT.

2.1 Physical

Two factors were alected as typical otophysical environmental
concerns which must be covered/by the aUditvglocgtion and, iurviv-
ability requirements of the system.; '

.

2.2 Systems'

J

The systems environment wasthe main focus of this workshop.', '

, . .1

'''... V .:
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,

The five systems aspects to be considered are:
\.(.., .

.

. Degree of sharing (single or multiple user)
--Type of service (batch or interactive) -

t , . System organiz'ationcentralized or distributed)
.. User access (locator remote)
. Applications mix (4ngle=dedicated,or'Multiple) '.

,

As, indicated abpe, the four chosen systems together call upOn .

,each system environment aspect at least-once. .

no-

2.3 Administrative
.

.

,
. . .

Two
.

representaiive areas of administrative environmental factors
. .

were considered here: the sensitivitysof the system and the postulated
threats to,thesystem.

, 2 . ,

After we selected the factors for analysis,.the workshop members
collectively'discussed them and determined the corresponding impli- .
cations'for each of the four systems,. Obvionly, in an actual audit,. .

many more environmental factors need be considered. Typically, ap-
propriate elements will be,saJected for consideration from an ex-
haustivEyenumeration of security related factbrs. ,

- e

3. IDENTIFICATION OF CONTROL TECHNIQUES
-

.

After the sample environmental factors had been established for
each system, a representative sample of control techniques was de-
veloped by group consensus. Again,-this work would typically'be done
with the help of an exhaustive list. Several'techniques for each
cate4ory (physical, systems, and administrative)...were selec"ted for
evaluation. 4

k
-

. .

o-

/ +
3.1 Physical ', ..- / .-- , ',,, .

.
,

. Perimeter controls - this would be a composite.(in this example)
based on both people and "things". Various "layers"' of,perimeter
controls would be 'considered (site, buNding, room, wall thick,
nest, doors,loCks, enclosure, etc.) and varfbus aspeets,(dufting,.
filter, fire protections, air conditioning, T.V. monitors,
guard forces, etc.) . , '-

,

. Backup site - locations, securiW, availability, etc.,

. Disposal controls - control-orOutput,'shredding, etc.

. ''Communications pfotection - link-by-linkencryOtion, shielded.
conduits; etc.

6.-1 7 fo
.
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4. 1

3.2 Systems
.4

Internal access controls - hardware/softwa-re contro or,

idetifi,cation/authentication, access authorization,- enforcement
:methods; etc.

. Program integrity measures -,controls.on self-:checking, correcf-
ne&c reliability, etc. .

Error detection/correction redundancY check, redunpney,
monitors, self-testing, etc.

Audit trails- . .
....

t
,

Ns ...1 ,. Failure,response - sotware and hardware

*A
t Communications.- end-to-end encryption, methods

373- Administrative

PeriMeter access procedures

Maintenarice PrOcedures - spftware and hardware

. Backup procedures - off line, and on line
*sr.,

: Personnel procedures - training, indoctrination; bonding, etc.

Development procedures - standards, configuration management,
certification, etc:

, .

.:1.5*, A. CONTROL ANALYSIS

.

'Once the sample 'control techniques- Ipre enumerVmd, each s,Stem
Was evaluated on a scale from 0 (completely lackingl to 10 (mWmUm)
'against each con rol. Three criteria were used for, each evaluatibn -,
the relative de ee to.which the control in that environment provided,
protection with respect to:

Access control to system
. .

.
Accuracy of 'system ..(

Availabilitk of system
i .

.

All. members of the workshop participatedin the discussion of '

s each itepand an overall consensus was used to arrive at the results
shown, ,,Someresults reflect our impressions of actual systems where-
as others reflect possible "design objettives". The following figures

. show the results of our sample analyses. ,
.,,,,,,-

6-18
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5:: COMPOSITE EVALUATION

. .

The next Step would-be to derive an overall composite rating for
the degree to which the system providesprotection with respect to- ..
availalliTitY,.accuraci-and access control; and to compare that with
the security objectives determified by the system manager. Thissom-
parison mustinclude analyses-of tradeoffs between the various4con...'- .-

trols (i:e. good physical controls may perMirrelaxed 'systems con-
trols or vice versa). It must also evaluate the. "weakest'link_fh

,

the chain." A satisfactory technique for doing this must yet be
developed.

,

,,

. .. ..
.

'One suggested approach wouldbeto prepare parametric "ranges"
or "maximum" values for each control technique line, item. as a ferric-)
tion of a specific syStemenvironment under evaluation. These crif.2 .

cal values could then be aggregated b'y sOsystems.to yield critical
paratheter for their assessment. For example, an%acceptable critical
value for'e subsystem may be defined.as,the highestnumerical param-
eter,selected from the entire set of gai'ameters which' make up-the ..,

line items for his subsystem. 'Conceptually, we Lao continue thjs
process of aggiegation hierarchically until all microscopic leye1S
of control adequacy' on the (lowest). .line item level Gave.been-tran-
lated into macroscopic' parameters on higher, subsystem levels. It is ..

perfectly conceivable, even at this very Preliminary stage of the
investigation, that a "standard" scale for system tecurity may even-
tually evolve from thecrude beginnings postulated here.

- #
a

t

1c.

'4

a

4
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EXAMPLE NO. 1

General Purpose Multiuser Programming System (e.g., College Computing Center)
t

ENVIRONMENT A ,

. .

1.,,,,

CONTROLS .,

*
,

RATINGS.

P I

'H C

..Y 4
S L

.:.

LOCATION: College Campus
SURVIVABILITY: Low

.

,

PERIMETER CONTROLS
BACKUP SITES
DISPOSAL CONTROLS
COMMUNICATIONS PROTECTION

12 / - / 2

..,4 / Q / 0
Ce/ / --

0 / - / 0

S" E.

Y M'

S S'

T

, .

DEGREC.OF SHARING: Multiuser
, TYPE OF SERVICE: Interactive
SYSTEM ORGANIZATION: CentraTized
USER ACCESS: Remote-
'APPLICATIONS MIX: Multiple

'i

.

INTERNAL ACCESS CONTROLS
PROGRAM INTEGRITY MEASURES
ERROR DETECTION/CORRECTION
AUDIT TRAILS

. ,..,

FAILURE RESPONSE
. .:,,..

,

'COMMUNICATIONS PROTEOT4ON.
-..

2. / -: /

/ 0 -
-,/ 0 /
CO 0 / 7

- / 4 / 4",''

0 / - / 0

A T

I/ R

11' A

1. T
N I

S E

TYPE: Non-sensitive .

THREATS: Denial of Service,
. Theft of Service

Spoofing,
Lotai

, ,

1

I

PERIMETER'ACCESS PROCEDURES
MAINTENANCE ACCESS PROCEDURES
'BACKUP'PROCEDURES .

PERSONNEL PROCEDURES,
DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES .

2 / - /12
2 /2 / 4
- / L., / 0

1 / 17 1
2'/ 2/,4

*

Not e: ACCESS CONTROL / ACCURACY / AVAILABILITY".
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'EXAMPLE NO..2 *

Dedicated Data Base Management System (e.g., Airline Reservations

-

ENVIRONMENT'
.

CONTROLS .

. RATINGS

P 1

Hy C
Y A

S L

.

LOCATION:.-Multiple !.

SURVIVABILITY: High' ..

. SPECAL: Dial-In Access
,

PERIMETER CONTROLS
BACKUP SITES
DISPOSAL CONTROLS-,

COMMUNICATIONS PROTECTION

5 / - 5

- / 3 A-7
'4 / /
0 / - / 6

'S. E

Y M
S S

T

DEGREE OF SHARING: Multiuser,
TYPE OF SERVICE:-Interactive

SYSTEM ORGANIZATION: Distributed
,

USER ACCESS: Remote
APLICATIONS MIX: Dedicated

INTERNAL ACCESS CONTROLS
PROGRAM INTEGRITY MEASURE'S

ERROR-DETECTION/CORRECTION
AUDIT TRAILS - r

FAILURE RESPONSE

COMMUNICATIONS PROTEOION

7 / -9
--/ 7 / -
- / 5 / -
1 / 6 / -
- / 4 I. 8

0 / - / 0

A T'

'D R.

M A
I T
N I.

I .V

S E

TYPE: Sensitive
THREATS: Denial of Serifce

Unauthorized Disclosure
' of Data

Remote
1 .

,

.

. "

'-

.

PERIMETER ACCESS PROCEDURES
MAINTENANCE ACCESS PROCEDURES
BACKUP. PROCEDURES

PERSONNEL PROCEDURES

.DEVELOPMENT.PROCEDURES

4 / - /.4
6 / 6 / 8.

- / - / 8
$

2 /.815
4./ .7j 9

.

. .Note: ACCESS CONTROL / ACCURACY / AVAILABILITY
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EXAMPLE NO. 3
7

Distributed Multiuser Remote Access (e.g., "EFTS)

.

ENVIRONMENT--, _ CONTROLS
.

*4-
RATINGS

.

P I

H C
Y A
S L

LOCATION: Multiple
SURVIVABILITY:. High . .

SPECIAL: Encrypted Communication

, ,

.

PERIMETER CONTROLS
BACKUP SITES '

..

i

DISPOSAL CONTROLS

COMMUNICATIONS' PROTECTION

6'/ - / 7
6,/ 3 / 6
5 / - /'-
9 / - / 7

.....

.S 'E

Y M
S S

T

.

DEGREE'OF SHARING: Multiuser
TYPE OF SERVICE: Interactive
SYSTEM ORGANIZATION: Distributed,
USER ACCESS: Remote
APPLICATIONS MIX: Multiple

,

INTERNAL ACCESS
.

CONTROLS
PROGRAM OTEGRITY,.MEASURES
-ERROR DETECTION/CORRECTION
AUDIT TRAILS
FAILURE RESPONSE ,

COMMUNICATIONS PROTECTION

9 / / 5
- / 8 / -

- / 8 / -
8 / 8 / -
8 / 8 / 4
8 / - / '3

.

A T

D R

M A-
I T . /

N I

I V
S .E

;

. . .

*TYPE: Highly Sensitive
THREATS: Misuse -

Denial -of Service'
Rem*,

,.
.

-.,

4

./ _ - :

PERIMETER ACCESSTROCEDURES
MAINTENANCE ACCESS PROCEDURES
BACKUP PROCEDURES
PERSONNEL PROCEDURES .

_DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES,

8'-/ - / '13

8 / 8 / 6
6/ 3 / 7
8 t 91'7'
8 / 9 / 7-

*

Note: ACCESS CONTROL / ACCURACY-*/ AVAILABILJTY'
,
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EXAMPLE NO. 4

'Dedicated Batch - Iollar Disbursement Weltare.System)

.
.

ENVIRONMENT.
.

, ,
. '4 %go'

% CONTROLS : , .

*
RATINGS

P I

`H C

Y A
S L

LOCATION: Sing e Site
SURVIUBILITY: Medium

,
,

,

PERIMETER CONTROLS
BACKUP SITES'

DISPOSAL CONTROLS'

COMMUNICATIONS PROTECTION

4 / - / 4

-:- / / 5
'.5 / /

0 / / .1

S E
Y, M
S S

T

.

.

. DEGREE OF SHARING:

TYPE OF SERVICE: Batch
SYSTEM ORGANIZATION: Centralized
USER ACCESS: Local

. APPLICATIONS M4: Single

'User.

.

-/ !,ii_ ACCESS'CONTROLS
PROGRAM iTEGRITY MEASURES
ERROR DET TION/CORREgION
AUDIT TRAI 5-
FAILURE F'PONSE
COMMUNICATIINS'PROTE T

-

ON
.

.

0 / --/ -
- / 5 / -
- / 8 /.-
0 / 8 / -
- / 0 / 0
0:/ ., / 0

. ..

.

A T

D R

M A
I T
N I

I Y (
S E)

t

TYPE: Sensitive r

°THREATS: . Misuse

Local

,

v

, .

.

PERIMETER ACCE CEDURES
-MAINTENANCE ACCESS PROCEDURES
BACKUP PROCEDURES ,,

'PERSONNEL PROCEDURES .

DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES
.

4 / - / 4
/ 5 /-3

-',/ / 5
3i,v6 / 3
3n, I 3

. \ .*
.

Note:" ACCESS CONTROL'/ ACCURACY /-AVAILABILITY
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Western-SoutherlpLife'
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'
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A briefbiography of the Session Chirperson follows:

Mr. William Hugh Murray is Senior4arketing Support Administrator
in'the Data Security,5uppOrt Programs Department of IBM's Data Process-

ing DivisiOn. He previously managed the develqpment of the security

sub-system for IBM's' Advanced Administrative System. He is the author

..of the IBM publication,"Data Security Controls and ProcedureW offive
IBM training videotapes on data security, and a contributor to such

,

other IBM publications a§ "ConsiderationS of Physical Security in a Com- .

puter Enxironment." A frequent speaker on data security topics, he has
appeared on national programs of the AICPA, EDP Auditors Assoc. INFO

76, and Data Comm 77.. He has appeared before SWE'and'GUIDE'in the
UIS. and the Diebold Research Programin Europe. In,1974, he cha'red

the Audit *Irking Group of the NBS/ACM "Workshop on Controlled Acc s-
,

sibility in Shared BesourceComputer Systems." He holds a BS in-Ousi-

ness Administrat4on from Louisiana State University.

4

EDITORS' NOTE
fl

L.

The charge-given to this sessionAwas:

ADMINISTRATIVE AND PHYSICAL CONTRQLS: What are the audit approaches
and techniques for evaluation of administrative and physical con -'
trols' in an ADP environment, including contingency planning, etc.

.Administrative controls are defined to include both procedural and per-
some] 4security'as follows: ProcedUral security - The management,con-
straints-, atlonal procedures, accountability procedures, and tup-
plemental co rOgis established to provide an.acceptable levelo,f protec-
tion for sensi ile data. Personnel security - The procedures establish-

' ed to insure th .6V,,,all:personnel who have'access to any.sensitive infor-

mation have the reiquiredauthorities as well'as all appropriate clear-
arices: .

Physicai controls include the Use of locks, guards, badges, and similar
-administrative measures to control access'to the computer, related i

equipment, and information media. Further, it includes the measures're-
quired for protection of.the structures housing the computer, relate
equipment and their contents from damage by accident, fire, and env'ron-
mental hazards, . d

. .
,, .

C

This session is to address-the(audit approaches and techniques for val-
ua ion of administrative and physical controls with.eMphasis on thoSe
a eas that have not been subjected to. extensive coverage in the litera-
ture. FIPS PUB 31 can be used as a departure point tpr tIis session.

This is a report'of the consensus'arrived at by'the working group
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REPORT OF TH WORKING GROUP ON
ADMINISTRATIVE & PHYSICAL CONTROLS

CONSEN US REPORT

WILLIAM H. MU RAY, BARRY WILKINS

1. REVIEW OF THE CHARGE

The invitational workshop on audit and evarua n-of,computer security was convened to "develop real olutions,tto compu.Vr security audit problems",. Since e technologyis replete Wjth "nor- problems" and "psued roblems", thisworking group elected to interpret the struction to mean
"re40. solutions t:o real problems"

s,

.This working group was asked"tO address the'audit ap-proaches and techniques for e aldatipn of administrative"
controls and the contributi

our
those controls to securi7

, ty. We were asked topla our emphaSis on areas' that arenot already the-subject f extensive coverage in theliterature, and wewer .also invited to comment on theadequacy of the liter ttre. In this report we will reviewthe context or the e vironperrc in which'we have attempte d"to address the char es, the ,traditional role, of-theauditqr and its re ationship to security. Ittwas the
consensus of the roup that a number of problems do existin this area and e have attempted to articulate thoseproblems. Some f those problems are problems for theauditor ancrwe ave attempted to set forth suggestions_that the audit r pay find useful in responding-to thpseproblems. Ot er 'problems relate to the "state Of the
practice", th literature, and the dirpetion.of,6the tech-nology. The e must be addressed by the broader data.
proaessing-c mmunity).. We have attempted to identify theSe /

ifissues and ake some broad recommendations.
. 1'

.i

-2/

,

THE 'AUDITOR AND COMPUTER SECURi
I

- .
.

"Traditionally, the responsibilities of auditorhave,included:I' ) -

.1. protecting the assets of the organization
2. ensuring adherance to policy i6

3. .and enSUring the adequacy of controls and proce-dures 1 i
\ 4-

...,

). C

'
.

)
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He has functioned by making -tests and.examinations
,and by reporting and recommending. -,His value to management
_has been.that he,provided a view that, was indepeOent of,
,i complimentaryn addition to, and complimentary to the .view prOyided by

*..1.ine management. Management would thus be in a better
-position.to act to reduce risk'or to dbcept it.

,

'

(

The auditOr's tests and examinations have included
. comparing actual' conditions to standards of good'praq4Aioe,

.to pdlicyror other eXpectation"and_to the environment.
'.Variances haVe been sorted betw4.en good and bad, material,
or immaterial.

In allocating, his resources,, the auditor has been .

guided by the Mandate.to maximize materiality, that is, he,
wants to d&dte_bis resources in such a way 'that hip find- $

ings,deal with til& most signficiant risks to the activity.
. A

. -. i .

# .Security has traditionally dealt with protecting .

mission resources, i.e., people, facilities and data, from
all natural and man =made hazards. *ore specifically, data,
processing security has been concerned with'protectins all
of the resources associated. with the DP mission, plus.alI
data within DP 'custody. A 4. , .

1. '
A

4 5 % . _.

It should be clearithat since they are both concerned
7 with protecting resources and assets, security and_audit .
2, P

complement each other. Where the DP resource is signifi
cant to the organization or where' data in DP custody is

. /essential to the effective cont61 of other sigrificiant
At ', resources,_ then it should iilso\-be cleal- that audit of DP

security will indeedtbe material, . .,
.

.

However, it follows that in order for the. auditor to
fulfill his role, vista -vis computer security, it is
essential that he have a workable definition of security,
an explicit statement of policy and *adepted standardS of

4. f

goed practice. As in other audits, he must haveLaccess to
'the function to be audited and adequate resource. HelMust,
know what tests and examinations are appropriate for.the.1
assets to be protected and the hazard's to which they are,.
subject. Finally, he must -know how E0 allocate his limited

\c

resource in such a way as to maximize'bhe usefulness of
his -findings, and he must know how to communicatethose,
findings in such a way as to maximize manag ent under-
standing.and acceptance.. is the'experien e, finding
and conclusion of the members of the workA,n group that ,the
auditor.is encountering some problems in ea h of these areas.

7-4
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3. PROBLEMS

It was the consensus of.the group that sufficient°
problems exist in the area of our charge to justify our
effor;tst and that -in our report we can make 'suggestions
and recommendations that will clearly contribute to theirsolution.

.

.
I.

was suggested by on nember of the group that.in
audits of computes' security the4auditor suffers with a1z,, .definition of secu ity that it binary and absolute. 'SUch
a,def4.nition may r sult in the conClu 'on that bthe
'presence of a control is always good d itsabsence is

N, necessarily bad. It was the consensus. of:the group that,
more often than not, an ofganization 11 have no explicit
statement of its security policy, ,nor ny explicit assign7.
'ment of security responsibility. While in this4instance-
the auditOr may still audit tos ndards of good practici, 4he will likely consume more resour e and be dess effec- ry
tiVe, since the set of good practices is larger than -the
set4--of specific practices that may have been adopted byen

'.. organization.

/
It is the expefience of the group that in reconcilingto standards of good practice, the auditor is likely to!

encounter a variety pf problems including: .1..
,

1. The documentation of the standard of good
..- prORtice i's not adequate or useful for his,

pufPose;.e.q., "domputer Control Guidelines"
[1] documents general standards of gOod practice,
but contains very little detail in regafa to
security. On' the other hand, "PIPS 31" J2] is,
very-specific to security, but is intended 'for
managers, not auditors.

. The auditor is likely to find a ,widOdiscrebancy
between'adtuai practice and /blood practice. When._
conftdnted with a variance:, the auditee will say,
"Everyone does it that way," and he is likelyNto
be right. Standard practice in dataprocr

sing is, more oft ,a reflection of the pra ti
-that were appro to fcir early data proces'siifg
systems than an ropriate adaptation f
trad4ional standards of good practice. pf-Cefte
data processing management does not even acae,ve
that the same ri4orous'standards of g-bod
practice that are appropriate to the bsers'are,

'also appropriate for them. c"Kis variance between
' .14'4"standard" and "good" practice is -particularly,

7-5
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J remarkable iroithe area of syStem development.-
. Even though the variance is great and the
problem significant, the auditor is', frequently ,

coerced into beliekring"tliat there, is rio better ..-

way. \
1. 4

. 4 40' \
It *as the consensus of the group that tDe auditOr

haso difficult time achieving an effective(focus for h..ts
audits of security procedures'. Thrs problem stems,in'part
from the literature which suffer4 frari a terAlnal ,case of
"checklistitis".- Like the binary definition,of,sec,prityv
these phecklists suggest that the tpresence of Aacontrol is
always good and its absence necessariry bad.' Thy fail
to give proper weight to the value o'f the resources Ago be
protected, or the consequences of their loss; thehaMrds
to which those resources are exposed or their .e)epected .

rates of occurrence; the use to which 'the system is put or
the applications which reside uponti.t. %

Finally, the working group concluded that the au&itors'
repoi.t often fails to receive the management acceptance
and weight that are approprate to its-findings. In
addition to some of the iteftls noted above, a number of
specific reasons for this were identified

1) The reports do not discuss the Standards that were
'applied. The standards .fdr financial audits are
"generally' accepted" an4 do net need to, De explic-
itly set forth. However, in audits of ,.security
'there ,are no "generally accepted" standards.
Therefore, the standards thatAre applied and the
authority for theffi sliduld be explicitly, referenced.

2) The reports fail to give propdr weight and
Coverage to the level of compliance that Was
found. Audit report often discuss the level of
compliance found in a Paragraph and.then spend
pages pn the vari,aAces.'

.

The/K.:irking group articulated
which it'hopes.that the auditor w
improving his-efficiency and eff ctive

er of ,suggestions
useful in

ess.'

;

4. SUGGESTIONS 'FOR~THE AUDITOR

In 'response to the probllms noted, the group made
Ssuggestions on audit Eocu and materiality, standard's

npractice and their dpcumentation', repqrting,, and,au 't scope
and techniques. The first' three area's are treated in this

7-6 : q:
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,, ,

,-',A. ," , ,',tchapt-er.., Audit scope and teChniques are coveredth '-, ` ,... , ,

..chaptersfive through 10..

,.

4.1 Audit Focus and Materiap,ty
. . ,

.
-i.
,.,;,.

In orderto maximize his effectiveness, and recogni¢
ing that absolute security equals 0 productivity, the .,,

group recommended thatthe auditor use the concept of an
"acceptable level of risk" in whatever definition of
,security he elects. Within this concept it-is.permissable
-to choose among protective\ measures rather than to employ
them all. Management need'nOt be faulted'for the absenceof a speific measure if its absence does not result in an
unacceptable level of risk.

It was the consensus of the working group that the
single most important determinant'of the sensitivity of a
system. is the use\or application to which it is being put ".
For that reason we recommend that a helpfulperspective,
from which to view the security of a 'system is appli4ation
by application. The most effective way, in which to
maximize materiality is to-concentrate on the more sensi-
tive,.applications. Figure.1 lists some of these types.

* Develops or controls other applications (e.g.,
program development systems, security sub-systemt)

* Writes cipeks.(e.g., payroll, accounts payable,
dividends)

* Creates credits (e.g., accounts receivable)
if -N

* Controls convertible resource (e.g., inventory
control)

* Controls or contains personal, proprietary or
otherwise sensitive data

* Controls or contains datvessential to ,rendering
a service-or continuing operation

*- Other

Figuzje 1. Indicators of,,application se

7-6
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In security audits, as in financial auditp, the
"Sutton test" is alSo useful for identifying material,appli-
cations_for audit: When, asked why he ,robbed banks, Willie
Sutton replied, "Because that's Where the money is." There-
fore, the Sutton test suggests that security Auditors
should concentrate on applications whose scope includes
Very high value datA or are associated with high value .

resources.

4.2 Standards'of Practice and Their Documentation

Five publications were cited bymemb s bf the group
-... as being of ,particular value to the security auditor. These

are: sComputer Control Guide.ines [l, Computer Audit
Guidelines [A], Guidelines for ADP Physical Security and
Risk ManagemeFnt [2], Data Security Controls and Procedures
[4], and Control Objectives [5].

Computer Control Guidelines andlComputer Audit "Guide-
^.

lines were considered to be the most1 definitive and
amthoritAtive statement of the standards of good -practice__ _____±
for data processing and the effective audit of same. They
are written by auditors'for auditors. They are well=
structund and easy to use. While their scope is broader

4 than security, they contain practices and tests which are
appropriate to security.

Guidelines for Physical Security and Risk Management
in ADP was citdd as the bestsource for standards of good
practice in physical security. It alsoprovides data on
the rates of occurrence of natural events that is useful in
determining, whether or notifa particular measure is indicated.
While complete and well-written, this manual is addressed
to managers. A thorough study of this manual will be
Ieqpired by auditors who wish to use it.

4.4
Data Security Controls and Procedures was recommended

as a .good source for standards.of good practice for limit-
ing risk in data processing. It also treats COntingency
planning and systemsodesign for security. Although it is
addressed to management, it 'is readily useable by auditors.

Finally, Control Objectives sets forth standards of
good practice for data processing Management. It specif-
ically treats the standards for physical security. It has
been found useful for audits of DP practice in general and
operlpe* management, including security, in particular.
This lication was prepared by EDP auditors for them-
selves, but the auditor who is Auditing security specif-
ically may .have to do some excerpting.

.07-8
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4.3- -The Security Audit Report -

'The working group concluded,that the style-of the
report 'of a*' audit for'computer security will have a
signi icant impact upon its effectienesS. The-group
sugges d that thefoliowing format might be'useful.

.

Executive SuMmary
Purpose
Scope
Environment -A
Conclusions r

-"Standards, applied
.

Tests performed
Compliance,level

4 Variances noted
Recommendations
Residual risk

The Executive SummAry should be addressed to highere
management. In addition to describing the boundaries of,

k the audit, it should describe the key findings in such a
way that the reader knows what action,aif any, is indicated.
In some instances, 4 thorough'' reading of the entire reportwill be indicated aaong with ,vigorouscorrective action.
In,other cases, it may be adequate simply to pass the '
report to the auditee for his review and follow-up. The
executive should not have to look beyond £he summary in
order, to determine his action.

<

The balance of the report should be addressed ta t4ie.
auditee and'his management. Most of the corrective action
that will be indicated, by the audit wil. .be taken by the
auditee Therefore, it is to him that the report
should be addressed. .Proper recognition of the fact that

" the auditee is a lalitimate, and perhaps primary, audience
fqx the report should contribute to a style and content1 tt is both helpful and acceptable to him.

4
- Since there are no "generally accepted" standards of

good practice in EDP .security, the report "should, discuss
the standards that were applied and employed.- This action
should reference.all organization policy, standards, and.

.guidelines that were used as well as any external standards.
that were applied. External standards should be-d6Cu-
mented or referenced. The authority for all external"
standards should also be noted.

In order to properly evaluate the audit findings,
management must know something about. the time and effort .

7-9.
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-that vas.applied to it. The eport must describe the: ,

manner ip whin the audit was conducted, the value of the
. teS(ts performed, and the resource consumed An audit-that

involved four peoplefor four weelcs deServed more credence *

than one that took one (1) person one ('l) week. It is,nOt
adequate"in alsecurity audit to use thedigclaimer "such
tests As we felt.appropriate".

Tile level and naturb of"compliatioe found must be
described _in details. this,is essntial managemerit
to' pe able to properly evaluate the findings and recoM
mendations. Variances are more meaningful when viewed in
the light of the general' ievel of compliance found than
when viewed alone. ,Failure,o ,give due' weigbt in the
report to compliance gill not Only detract from the
ingegrity of the report, but runs the'risk of detaCting
from its credibility and creating unnecessary,resitance
.ofi the pat of the-auditee.

...1

If variances.and recommenda'tions are iplaced in the
cOntextrof this, kind of report, the working group belielies

. thatthey°Kill receive tUe best,possible acceptance. .

-

However., the report should also include assessments
'of the resicNal,rigk both with and without the acceptance
by 44fiagemen of the redommeridatiorls. If the auditor has

, difftculty in articulating the residual risk, then it would
be well to think the recommendlations through agajii... -,0

. :'- 4

5.1 Introduction

5. TYPES OF AUDITS

4

e

Described in the following chapters are five different
audit approaches for reviewing data 'prociessing security.
The five apprOaches are not mutually,e4Clusive. However,

*c..--.7.there are fivesepailate identifiable modules, eachof %

sal

which'can be. one-as 4 separate audit or combined, depending
t

on the enveto ent to e audited. The five audit approaches
to be described are :

. 4 4r. ....

System Development and Maintenance Practices audit
Application Review j

.

Installation Security Review
Security Function (Data Base/CommunicationEnViron- -

t

1 ment) 4view
. Compromise Attempt .

7-10
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These audit approaches are not treated in prio ty
sequenc,e7/ The relative importance of "each audit module
will be determined by the DP environment to be audited.
Since most audit staffs are limited inresources,--it is
important that adequate tii* is. spent in the- pre -audit
phase profiling the DP ocgarrization or installattliTto be .reviewed. Only Idit4,4 basic understanding of the environ-ment to be reviechrOit be detex.mined which' modules
are'applicable;,'What the-:scope of the audit should' be, andwhere major ethphasis sh8uld bejplaced.

The art'4s of auditf,concern, the audit purpose, the
audit approa6h (where applicable)( and proposed scope with .recommended tests will be described for each of the five
aforementioned audit approaches.

5.2 ChecklistSAiataremanr-

': This riot the intent of this paper to provide'a check--list for each of the subject audit approaches. It was
deterthined that there are numerous reference's available onthe various subject areas including checkliots. wasthe consansusof our group, however, that bestesingieyeferende is the-Computer Contrbl-Guidelines and the
Computer Audit G elines published by.the Canadian Insti-tute of Chart ccountants.

It slid-1.11d also be rdcognized that any generalized
reference or checklisth,on the subject matter must bg
tailored to the environment under review. There is no
global_answer or guide common to everyone and equally
applicable. ,

.

...

The purpose of this paper is to provide a uniform
approach that can be supplemented by chedklisti and otherreferend6s.

, 5.3 Approach

'For all five of _these security audits' it is suggeSted
that. the approach bethe best, configuration of all tradi-A tional audit techniques to include emphasis on the follow-' - ing techniques y, '

Selective Protection - identify the key effort
resources Onciconcentrkte the review eforts on how-
those resources are protected.

9

Test - wherever possible verify procedures arid
-aTiUssioni through actual tests (e.g., control report\'
.reconciliations) .

.

.

.-,
-,, r
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Interview - conduct interviews with all involved
employees and management in computer operations,
programming, users, security, legal, personnel, etc.
This is an area.to be stressed; good interviewing
technique,s supported by adequate follow-up\ testing
can greatly facilitate the audit by producing more
findings in a-shorter period of time.

Technical Cooperatives (co-ops) the use of team
members on these audits from other organizations or
locations, selected for their technical expertise, .is
*Very effective and well7proven technique. One word
of caution: the, auditor should alwaysbe in charge.

These are some of the approaches and techniques that
the group felt would be very effective in conducting audits
of DP security.

6. SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT D MAINTENANCE PRACTICES'

6.1 Concern

In the audit communiity today,,there is an ongoing
debate: should the auditor be involved in SysteM Design
and Development. Both sides agree: 1) that there is a
validboncern.from both a security and control viewpoint
that the proper development of new systems and applications;
is important, 24 that.post-implementation enhancements
are-difficult at best to install, and 3) that the auditor
cannot ignore his responsibility in this important area.

It 'is necessary in many instances to build very
tight security routines into a system or application.
.Therefore, all aspects of DP security should be considered
during design., If-proper security cannot be provided,
then it is conceivable a,project should be halted until
bette;itechnologyior controls are available. This is,an
extremely important audit. If security is not being
built in during design,-it will probably -Mays be non-:
existent.'
. ,

This audit approach is presented as an alternative to
,'the two-extremes of the "System Design, Debate" and as a
minimum level of_involvemenf on the part of internal
Auditors. It is an approach wh'ere the auditor can review
the system development process. rather than-actively
participate in tilp content of system design. It is
partiOularly applicable to those audit staffs that have
either consciously deCided.not to become involved in the

7-12
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content of system design or because of resource constraints
cannot Cover all new development projects (large' organ-
izations).

It was the consensus of our group th reviewing the
,management process for system design is -n effective-way to
ensure co trol,s are built into syste on an ongoing-basis
and'not ly when the auditor is i'.olved.

6.2. Purpose

The purpose of this audit is to determine if local
management is in compliance with established procedures or,
given the lack of ddfined procedures, if local management
has established and implemented adequate standards and
prodedures to ensure that only secure systems and appli-
cations aredeveloped. The purpose of this review is to
determine that all aspects of security are discussed and
that controls are implemented wherehecessary during the
development cycle. The auditor must determine that the
subject of security is actually an integral part of all "

decisions made during the development cycle.
.

6.'3 -Approach

The audit approach will be to interview local
,personnel and management and to actually sample current
and recently completed development projects and associated
.documentation, to test compliance with procedures or, in
the/absence of such procedures, to determine if'exposures
exist based on judgment and generally accepted business
practices for system design.

(7-6.4 Scope

0, 6.4:1° Design Standards

.--
The-obvious place to start an (audit:of this nature

is by a review of corporate and divisional design standards
and a comparison of the local organization's procedures to
established company' standards. An important point to
remember is.that the auditorshould recdmmend improvements,
to company standards as well, as local policy when defi- '

.

ciencies are noted. "
.

During this ptiase of the audit,_ the auditorwill
familiariie-himself with the company policy and the
adequacy of the,local operating procedures: .More-itifthn
than not, a review of local opekating proceduxes Vill be
reflective of the actual practices. If management has not

,
7-13
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taken the time to adequately define development procedures
and formally assign responsibility for security controls,
it will be a rare exception to find a well controlled and
secure environment or product..

The, Design andards shouldtdiscuss physical, admin-
istrative and te pical controls in all of the following.
areas which will'Ve the subject matter of this audit:

. .

Organizational.Controls--!
. .

Access Control
Phase Reviews
Testing/SyStemAssurance

-

Promotion Process,
Documentation
Auditor/Independent Party-Involvement
Configuration Management!,
Emergency Procedures

/

The audAtor should determine the adeqUacy of'the
0 procedures in all of the area's: The remainder, of the

audit will then be devoted to testing compliance -to,
established or recommended procedures as they are imple-,
mented in the development cycle.

-tot

6.4.\-2 Organization COntrol
_

The fOundation of all. controls is the orgahizations
The auditor 'must evaluate the; organization to determine
if it.is conducive to good security controls and develop-
ment-practices. Hiring practices, separation of duties,
manpower resourbes,,skill mix and education, are all
-subjects that should be reviewed during this audit. In
this portiOn of the audit, the:auditor must determine
that the responsibilities and' duties.of the using.functiOn,
programming and computer operations' are clearly defined
and separated; that Manpower has been properly allocated'
to key control functions; that these functions have the
required technical expertise; and, that the employees are
being given adequate ongoing education.

It is reasonable fork the auditor to assess whether the
subject of organization, control- is being adequately addres-
sed during the development cycle.

4

6.4.3 Access Control

Ensuring that access to all proprietary-DP-resources.
is limited to only thdse employees with an absolute need
is key in this audit. -A lack.pf controls in this area

,.
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will expose proprietary data to unauthorized access;
' enable computer frauds; possibly result in poor data!:
integrity; and poor documentation.

Administrative and physical controls to limit access
to,the following DP resources should be reviewed:'

.11

Facility
Computer installation .
Hardware %
Programs
JCL
Data
Output reports
All DP media

The auditor should ensure that addess-control Is
being considered during system design so that additional
access or other controls can be implemented during develop-
ment if necessary..

Tffe auditor must to access control' procedures by
reconciling actual employee accesses to.DP resources to
Management's list'of authorized personnel. The auditor
must also determine if management has limited the
authorized list to only,those with an absolute need.

6.4.4 Phase Review /Project Contrdl

A formal, detailed, and documented phase-review
procedure is necessary if, management is to exercise
effective control, over system design. Thephase review is
a tool t-b provide executive management with information
about status of projects. Through the phase review .cyclel.
meaningful checkpoints are established, .whereby critical
issues relating to aevelopment are addressee.

Security control is'one of these critical issues
which is often overlooked during' the phase review for a
variety of reasons:

From a security viewpoint, the auditor must review
the'phase.review process and determine if security is
considered as an integral part of all development projects.
Thereare many questions that needto be answered. For
example, is the security department involvedrIs, the DP
security coordinator,involvedl 'Is the user involved with'

--,security? Is the security system tested, etc''.?

The main point that the auditor must a ress is that

15
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in the early stages of all development cycles.a security
philosophy and documented plan is developed, agreed to,
and performance-to the :,lan is monitored thioughout the
development cycle. The4-i should be adequate documentation
to substantiate that s-

4-AK
ty was not treated lightly.,

_Management involvem pproach should be evidented in
writing.

6.4.5 Testing/System Assurance

,The auditor muse ensure' that all security controls
desi4ned into the system are extensively tested. A

.comprehen'sive test plan and docuIrtented results should b.e
available for .review. Security should be an identifiable
category inthe,test plan.

Also, during the test cycle, security exposures may
be created if proper administrative and physical controls

t are not put in place to control access to live data. The
auditor must ensure-that live data is not-used except.
under the most 'extreme circumstances, and that if it,is
,used; controls, to prevent misuse are in place.

'6.4.6 Promotion' Process'

°

The promotion proCess is the process of transferring
a program from a test status"to a production-status. In
.a well controlled environment, computer operations wil4
maintain ownership of all prodDctiOn programs, JCL and
associated documentation, and the programming function
will maintain control of the programs while they are in
a-test ,status. Proffoting a program, therefore, generally
means transterring.-4entrol from the prOgramming function
to the op6rations fuftction:

During this process, many effective administrative
and procedural controls can be implemented to ensure
security of,the program's themselves, and that tecurity is
built into the programs. The follOwinq represents a
partial list of controls the auditor should lobk for:A o.

- Using function request/written authorization
- Programming management approval/authorization and
delegation to programmer

- Operations release of programs and documentation
A. .based on authority

- Independent party, review of code to detect errors
and deter programmer fraud .-.Separation of test and development work from
production

7-16 . (-1
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After promotion, documentation, programs, JCL,
data, etc., controlled i?yOoperationS

.' The promotion process
maintenance and development cycl . Procedures and controls

is part of the

during-this process must be reviewed.

6.4.71 Documentation'

Auditors frequently encounter poor documentatiOn
and are advised that documentation is written for pro-.
grammers and not auditors. Poor documentation results
in applications and systems that are not functional,
effective, or secure, and coincidentally,'are not_easily
enhanced, are not understood and are not auditable.

While it is recognized that poor docutentation is
apniversal problem, the auditor should not ignore it. '

The product of any system or application development
effOrt must.besan adequately,documented.solution to a
.problem or need. The mogram or code itself is,only
one part Of the solution, but is often 'given the most
attention because its intended audience, the machine,
is the most unadaptable and unforgiving. The intended
audience for the documented solution to a problem includes
management, users, operations maintainers, the machine
and auditors. a

.Auditors are an appropriate-audi ce by definition.fa.
Therefore, auditors'should, be able to understand the doc-
umentation and should critique it if_4pey are not able
to understand it. The auditor should ensure documentation
,sandirds are adequate,and are being adhered to and should
no longer, accept the traditional excuses.,

The auditor. muscontinually review and criticize the
'lack of adequatieodocumentation..

6;4.8 Auditor/Independ t Party Involvement
,

Sensitive programs / systms should be subject to an
independent review and verification. If the auditor dOes
not directly participate in system design, it is impor-
tant that some function be designated, as the independent
party. The aUditor must review the adequacy of independent
party involvement during system design. \ ,

5
... °6.4.9 Management

.

f
. i

The auditor should expect to find a management system
or mecha m for controlling which versions of adh

', '7-17
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comlo = t are included in any,_specl ic integration or,
cop of product' system,. This mana ment.system should
Inc .%k- an audit trail that is adgqua to determine for
any";i n integration or copy, which velslon of a
component was included. Tests should bemade,for,the

'.pres ce of the system, its adequacy for the application,
tha is being used as intended, an3 that the audit
'trai is present and adequate.,'Whve indicated, the q
conte of the audit trail should be reconciled to the
content of an integration of.a product system.

6.4.10 Emergency Procedures

%Management must have the fleXibility to'substitute
emergency procedure for normal procedures when required
to respond to unus al situations. Emergendy procedure
will compensate for the risk associ d with extra flexi-
bility by involving additional man ement.c'4Reviewing the /

procedures and actual practices in the even of an emerL ,

gency program fix, 'to prevent tJe bYp4ssing oNestablished
controls, is an important pa of the Systdp Deve2Opment-
Audit.

The auditor should expect-to find procedures that
ensure that all emerge0-dy fixes are subjected to the
same controls after, that the normal updates are subjected
to prior.

7. APPLICATION REVIEW

7.1 Concern

There'&re important administrAtive, proceduraland
system controls that should be in place to provide for

'continuous security in all applications that have been
implemented. Either the absence of or deficiencies in the
administration of these controls may lead to exposures..

7.2 Purpose

An application review is a post- installation analysis
of the data processing security controls and procedures
that are unique to a specific applicati n. This is i
contrast to other-data processing secur ty controls and
procedures that are common across all plications in a
comppter environment.

The purpose of this review is to ensure that the appli-
cation was designed with adequate internal security controls
and that these controls are being administered in a consis-
tent manner.

7-18. I)
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7.,3 approach .

../

. .

. 1,

,Applicatioil reviews should be conducted byddlternal $.. auditdrs as an integral-part of alr"functional audits offinancial and operational areas. If a functiOnal 4rea

.._

depends on data processing, an audit of that function mustinclude a review of the data processing related controls.'

An audit_of.the functional area is not complete with-
out a review of the DP application. Both parts of the-
overall audit should be done simultarously:

7.4 Scope

The scope'of an application review will include
'the_followingeight areas as they relate to a specigic
application.

Input/output controls
System internal control effectiveness.
Separation of duties
Sensitive, progra identification -User satisfaction nvolvement
Report utilization
System documentatio
Vital records

Not all of these ,areao are applicable to every' appli-cation. Each area is described briefly on the following
pages'.-

s

7:44 Input/Output Controls
, .

The system o application should provide adequate
controls to ensure that only what'was authorized wa pro-cessed and in its entirety; nothing more and nothing\fesd,
The auditor must assess the adequacy of the control)techniques and detprmine that they are being used as appropri-ate.

7.4.2 SystemInternal Control Effectiveness

The auditor mustLe147uate and test the adequacy of
internal edit and audit routines to ensure the detection,
or prevention of ggestionable ovinvalidsituations.

/ V4

The auditor. Aust determine if adequate'internal
controls exist, by reviewing system documentation, inputting
test transactions,. questioning users and reviewing
exception, and ,control reports. The key here is to test
whenever possible.

.
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7.4.3 Sdparation of Duties
.

8

It is clear that the security of any application is
dependent on.tbe,proper separation of those duties normally
performed by the uSer-, ipi'ogrammin4 and operations functions.
For example, in an accounts payable.application, the user
should'Uot program or be able to executethe application.
The prbgrammer should' not be allowed to input:lime data
or access master files. The operator should not reconcile
control totals. Refet to sectiOn$.4.2.2 for-a'furthet
discussion on separatilon of duties.

714,4 Sensitive Program-Controls

There may be a need fot additional controls,for
&.0. programs where there'ig an exposure to unauthorized
manipulation of program code for the purpose of mis-
appropriating company assets. An example oaf an Additional
control' would be an independent review of evehy changed
line of coding made to the iiccourits payable checkwriter
program. Suchca review wouldnot be necessary for other
programs even within the accounts' payable application.
The audktok should detertine the "qsensitive programs"
'ih an application and,ensure they, are provAded with ,

"selective protection".

7.4.5 User satisfaction /Involvement'

The, users should questionedtduring this audit 6
to.dbtermine if they ar- aware of known security deficien-
cies that have not been ade uately resolved. The auditor
must determine if the user derst.Mds the system and is
truly involved inchanges to it.

7.4.6 Report Utilizatid-

The auditor shoul 'determine, indOendently'from
programting documentation, the control reports - .available
from the system and'de -rmine if they are used..

7.4.7 System Documentation
44.'

The auditor mint review the adequacy'of,ddrcumenta-
tron,eand make constructive and realist).c suggestions.

-6,
Without adequate documentation',.a s_ystem is diffiCult
to.enhance, understand, and,audit. It is impprtant that
the adaitors insist upon complianceto documentatiOn
standards. Refer to section 6.4.7 for a more complete

6/ discUssion of documentation. . -

I

.
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7.4.8 Vital. Records

'During this part of the audit it should-pe determined
that the files, prograMs,-"hdank forms, etp., specific
to this application hthe been incorporated in the instal-
.lation's contingency plans..

a
8. INSTALLATION SECURITY

8.1 Concern

fi There are `various Nvels or_ rings (see figure 2) o
security that provide a good security posture in a DP
environment. A weak control in any of these areas may
leU,d too security exposures: The specific concerns
in this audit are:, 1) unauthorifed access or modification
of data, 2) unauthOrized use of data processing resources,.
-3) misuse of authorized'restirces.

4

8-.2 Purpose e

The purpose of this audit is to evaluate the admin-
istrative, system and physical .controls in all of these
areas to provide management with an assessment of the
security posture of the installation Or organi tioh under
review.

8.3 Appro'ach.

.10

In-a multi-site organization, the auditor should first
select the

luring
or organization'with the greatest

exposure. uring the pre-planning stage of the audit,
the auditor must carefully describe the installation under
reviewfto ensure that the audit, scope does. not omit any
S'ijniZicant areas and that the audit team is selected and
prepareclifor .the unique technical aspects'of the instal-
lation. Whenever possible, team, members possessing
required DP expertise should be selected. This not only
facilitates the audit, out provides a vel_iAble training
greiand for DP, frofessionals.- The audit approach will be
a combination of employee and management interviews,,
documentation reviews, and detail testing'to support cf
disprove interview results. ,Interviews alone are not
suf4icient without substantive testing.

.74B3
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Figure 2 System Levels of Security
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8.4 Scope

The Zope of a DP installation ecurity review in, a
large installation may rook'very compleSE, but it can be
divided into four functional audit techniques:

. r
1) Procedure review"

12) Organizational control Nfview
3) Access control review\--
4) Contingency plan review.)

It will be the intent of this sub-Chapter to identify
all auditable areas and expand on only those that are not
well defined in the literature.

The scope of this audit may be further broken down
as follows:

Procedure Review

Standard Operating-Procedure
Self-evaluations (performance and results)

->

Organizational COntrol,
0

Responsibilities
Separation.of Duties
Termination' Practices
Job Rotation s

Vacation Schedules

Access Control

4

DP Resources
0

o
Space
Media
Equipment
Programs
Documentation
Procedures

Protection Techniques

Physical Security, site, facility,
DP installation
Classification System
Media .Control
DP Operations

7 -235
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Remote Computirig-
ti Transmissiori

Progihm Controls
Encryption

Contingency'Plan

En4rgency.Plan
Backdp Plan'
Recovery Plan
Vital Records,Plan

8.4.1 Procedure Review

41.

An installation securi ty review should begin with a
reconciliation of-localqprocedures'with standards and
;guidelines. 'If local procedures agree with standards and .

.guidelines, this may be taken as evidence that the oper.p-
tion is consistent with accepted practice. However, the
auditor must still reconcile actual practice to accep
If lo&al procedures donot Agrewith standards and-guide-

' lines, this may be an indication that local management is
not devoting adegdate atteNtion to DP security.

,The auditor should revies the local operating,
procedures to determine that they are adequate and that
they explicitly define responsibility. In addiA.ian, the
auditor should request any management self-assessments on
the subject of DP security. 'Concerned management may
have initiated a self-review or peer.review program;

b.4.2 Organization 6ntrol

8.4.2.1' Security ndIbilitY Assignment'

-Early in the r.exiew, the auditor must make'a deter-
mination that-responsibility for the prqtection of all
resources lks been exklmicitly assigned. In addition, each
emPloyQe should have been assigned responsj.bility for
protecting ,resources within his ownet-Ship or custody, for
noting variances and fo Making appropriate and timely
oorrective action. 'Whe2b indicated.by.the'lxtent or
sensitivity of resources or operations, staff responsibil-
ity for security shodld have been assigned.

8.4..2.2 Separation of Duties esr.

Separation of duties must exist between DP and its
Users, and within DP and its users. This separation'
should be such that: ° ) individual has access' to

7-24 .?
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sensitive combination of resources, 2) no individual is
in a. position to fail and conceal, 3) each individual's
key Tions are checked upon by-'another indiyidual who,
is onTST doing his assigned. job and 4) each individual
can be heldaccountable for his actions.

The auditor should'examine organization charts/Ar-
- formance plans and such other evidence of assignment and

duties as are used to determine that proper separation
has been provided for. He should examine audit trails to
insure that it is congistentlyetwintained.

8.4.2.3 Hiring Practices, Job Rotation,, Vacation Sq4ledules
r"-

Other organization controls such as these must also
be reviewed: They are second'fiature to the auditor and
warrant no,,further discussion, except to say that they are
.equally important in the DP environment.

03.4.3.Access'Contror--
N :

8.4:3.1 DP Resources.

sa
*4 -

Access control to.theesite or:facility, the DP
instal ation, and'all DP resouces must be reviewed.- This
includes'Space, media, equipmen't., documentation procedures
and programs. Techniques for access control to some .

of these "resources will be disOu*sed separately. Where
appropriate, the Odttor must determine, from the DP
installation profile, what DP resources are critical. and
concentrate the review efforts there. Logs or journals
of access should be in place as required to fix account-
ability. Tests should be made to determine that such
logs or journals ate routinely,,reconciled to expectation
on a timely basis.

8.4.3.2 Protection Techniqtes
.

.

Physica SeCuTity, Site, Facility DP Instal-
latio

Facility, and instAlation access control are the
first two levels of protection. Only personnel whOte

.jobs are within the facility or installation should be
-permitted normal access. All others shOuld be admitted
only under additional rules.' The auditor must test actual
access to the authorized list.

8.4.3.2.2 Classification System

One important requirement for maintaining access

Ji--P
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contre4 and other DP security' controls is the adequacy of
the, system for identifying sensitive resources. Without'a
classification system for identifying the relative
importance of the resources to be protected, a DP security
program will not be cost effective. The auditor must test
the classification system to determine that it is under-
stood and working, that resources are being classilkied
correctly, and that where applicable, classification
terminatign dates'are being assigned and observed.

8.4.3.3.3 Media' Control

4
In order to properly safeguard media (tapes, disks,

etc.), it/should be labeled with its classification and ,

each' classificatipnAshould have a minimum level of re-
quired controls. E'olk example,;media labeled "secret"
may be inventoried semi-anndaIly_While "top secret"
media may be inventoried weekly. A separate access with-
in the DP installation should be available for storing
media, An authorized access list should be available
and an audit of access to media should be available.
The auditor may wish to reconcile theNaudit trail of
accesses to the authorized access list.

8.4.3.3.4 DP Operations - Input/Output Controls

There must be ade te ccrols to insure:
1) accountability, 2) 'at al -"authorized DP jobs are
processed and, 3) that- he resultant output is distri-
buted to only the authorized recipients. There are
numerous ways acceptable for providing these controls,
Reviewing the DP operations function for the presence,
adequacy and reconciliation of these controls is an inter
gral part of this audit.

8.4%3-3.5 Remote Computing

Secufity controls in a remote computing or inter-
active environment are important because physical locks
and keys alone may not provide for adequate accountability
or deter unauthorized access. The minimum controls to be 3
reviewed in a DP installation audit include the following:

N'ser Identification,

114' Data-Access Controls
Terminal Identification
System Security Administration
Audit Trails -

Terminal Security
Privileged Sign-On Codes

. 'Output Controls
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(see Security Function Review, chape4&9). 4.

8.4...3.3.6 Bulk Data Transmission

Data is often transmitted in bulk by, mail or
electronically. Depending on the data sensitivity and/or
classification, certain, controls may be indicated. For
example, ."secret data" to be forwarded by U. S. Mail may
require double enveloping to conceal internal classif-
ication identification and registration with return receipt
requested.

All bulk data transmission of'classified data should
be approved in writingand an audit trail maintained
indicating date, time, sender, approVer, recipient and
acknowledgment as appropriate.

8.4.3.3.7 Encryption

Enciphering' may be indicated for very sensitive data
that must be'passed outside the control-of its owner. 4

Only algorithms with known properties such'-as. the Data
Encryption Standard algorithm should be employed. The
implementation of the algorithm should be.appropriate to
the application. In reviewing the use of encryption, the
auditor should remember that there-Are costs in terms of
.system performaice that must be Considered.

- The auditor must test to ensure data is encrypted
where necessary and'that good encryption procedures in-
cludiro key handling have been impleMented. (.71

844.3.3:8 PrOgrat Controls_

Access controls must also-be in place to prOtect
programs, JCL and related documentation'from unauthorized
access. A program may beproprietary for its intrinsic

4 , value or it may be "sensitive" from the standpoint that
unauthorized changes could facilitate or concralmisap-
propriation of company resources. In-either case,.it is
important that programs and related ,JCL and documentation
be protected from unauthorized access: Controls, should
be adequate for the integrity of the change history.-

8.4.4 Contingency Plan

Duving this review the auditor must determine that
the installation is prepared in the event of any natural
or man-made disaster or, any other happening that would
severely, interrupt normal business operations. The
auditor should expect to- find plans for detecting and

(
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limiting:emergency events such as fires or intrusions
(emergency plan),;, accompl-ishino critical jobs on a timely,
basis c4packup plan); recovering mission capability

411
(recovery, plan); and a plan for identifying and

(ecting
data-vital to customer, employee, or, stockholde ities,'
data related to national interest (vita records plan),

The key to successful' contingency planning is periodic
testing. It.Can reasol)ably\bp- assumed that a contingency
plan will not, be effective, if,-, it is not tested and up-
dated annually. The area 'of contingencies should not be
left to chance. The auditor should look for evidence that
the plan has been both tested and updated.

9. SECURITY FUNCTION REVIEW

9.1 Concern

The security department o1 function provides for the
articulation.of security policy, the allocation of securi-
ty resource, the definition; communiCation,and adminis-
tration of security rules, the,tiMely-recognition of
variances, and the recommendation of corrective action.
It is a'staff function serving all levels and functions
of management. Depending on the nature and scope of the
system it supports, this function,may be responsible for
extensive computerized data and procedures for carrying
out its responsibilities: Its data may include state-
ments of authorization, system.or application acbess
.rules and notices of variances: Its' procedureS may
include programs for applying or maintaining access rules,
or,for communicating or analyzing present 'rules or
notices of variances from them.

This staff is responsible for the implementation and
operation of all security controls that are geheralized
across applications and operations. It may be viewed as
a vendor Of access control, monitoring and advisory
serrice to applipations,,and a a vendbi to, and customer
of, operations.

Thp proper functioning of this department or, staff,
and theiintevity of its data and programs, may be vital
to the uniform, timely and ,consistent application of all

.' security controls and procedures.

9.2 Purpose

t.
The purpose of the security function review is, to
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insure that: its facilities and organization are consis-
tent with gOod practice and the needs of the, installation
and applications; its resources are consumed as manage-
ment intends and that using departments are receiving
satisfactory service;that its actions are consistent with,.

'management'and' using department authorization; that its
audit trail is adequate to demonstrate authorization,
accountability,,accuracy and completeness; and that vari-
ances are dealt with on a timely bagis.

This review is indicated whenever significant security
functions or services are, generalized across g depart-
ments or applications such as in time-sharing, to -base,
or interactive environments.

9.3 Approach

Depending on the size of thd installation or system
to be audited, a review of the,security functiOn may be \
a module of another audit (e.g., a DP installation audit)"
or it may be done as a stand-alonetaudit. Security tma be
viewed as an application and audited accordingly,(see
Application Review, chapter 7). The same audit appreaches
and techniques should be used in this audit a discusSed
in the prior audits.

-
9.4 Sche

An outline of the scope of thi. audi t'is as follows:
Mr

.
_ .

General
w

.
* Responsibility jlen.nition

Sitandard Operating Procedures/Users Manuals'
Self-Reviews of DP Security
Education

.,.

`Employee Awareness

Security Administration (Interactive)

Administering Securj.ky CodeS
Monitoring
Reporting

,.Violation
Critical Transaction Usage

Terminal Authorization.
User Authoriiation

.

User Termination-

4*
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\

Access 'Control

DP Resources
Space
Media
Equipment
Documentation
Communications,

,.

Contingency Plaits

Emergency Plan

9.5 General .

9.5.1 Responsibility,

The security function -is generally a staff function
responsible for overseeing and Monitoring DP security.
The auditor must ensure that this function has been
clearly defined.

The security function serves user management by
.adm'iiiistering access rules within. the system. The auditor
should look for adequate audit tools to erasure all admire-
.istrative activity is,as authorized.

°

9.5.2 Standard Operating-Procedure/Users ManUals,

It is the xesponsibility.of the se curity function'to
ensure loca=l security guidelines, operating procedures-\-
and usiers manuals axe written and properly maintained. The .

audit& sh$uld review these documentslaS iblaicated, and
test fcii, cUrrency.

. 9.5.3 self7Revieys or Peer Reviews .

.
, W' ! e

The auditor should request th4SFe@ults of any self-
' 'reviews or peer reviews on the subject of DP security

and the corresponding action plans and progress to date.
An analysis of.°Self-review information will give the

..

auditor a godU insight into the organization and probleMs
identified/ but does'net'relieve him of the responsipAli:ty,
to complete the audit." The auditor may, and shoUld,4upe
the results of the self-reviews,where applicable in his
final 'report as long as the source of. thp information is
acknowledged and the resulting comments are put%iti proper
perspective'.

3., - .
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9.5. 4 Education

It,may'be the responsibility' of the security
function to both cond ct taklor-made education courses
for the,Iine functions and to ensure that these func-
t'ons take full advanf ge pf all applicable security
ourpes on DP security. Evidence of the performance
f.such respons4bilit including class-schedules,
yllabus, and rosters should be reviewed.

9.5;5 Employee AwL.e ass
t

P

This is perhaps /the most important azpect of the
security functioh's job. Because the,subject of DP
security maybe viewed as negative,'the auditor must
determine what the security funCtion is doing to make it
positive and tof maintain employee awareness and concern.
The possibilities inj this'are2 are limitless. Posters,'
suggestion programs,j informal awards, bt=eakfasts, lunch-
eons,'guest speakers and executive management gpeechesmare
'only a foil of the Passible ideas. Insteadof guards only
noting violatiqns, they could leave a thank you note for
securing proprptary data. The Content of the awareness;
pro#amirtlght point out the value of assets and the,
imp 'riance of the employees' role in protecting them.

,

-

In any event, this is an important area. An _effective
DP security program Is not possible withOut-the concern . "
in commitment of. the employees..

9.6 Security Administration (Interactive Environment)

,Generally,%in any interactive system someone,/or a
group, in -a staffdapacity-has been designated the security
administrator. 'The proper performance of the associated
responsibilities is important to maintaining effective
system security. The responsibilities of a security
administration may include:

Y- Authorizing use of system resourcek
'AdmintsteriAl security codes

m
- Monitoring user activity

- Violations or variances
- Critical transaction usage

- Terminal authorization
- ': User authorization
- Data access control
- User security education
- Contingency.plans

,..

143
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The auditor must test the'security administrator's
performance in all' of these areas. The auditor should

''expect to find written evidence to support the proper
execution of thesetasks.

Anarea of the security
that is often overlooked is
administrator should" tiva
standing, and perhaps most
security adminis'trator shOu

.
security practices.

9.7 Access Control

440

administrator's tesponsibility
user involvement.. The security

user involvement, under- -
mportant, feedback. The
coAinually review user

In this audit the security administrator's role in
access control or the monitoring of access control must be
evaluated. Refer to section 6.4.3 for more detail. The .

security-admini4lrator is generally responsible-for
advising managentent of any control deficiency.

9.8" Contingency .P1

' The security administrator's role in creating, imple-
menting, and'evaluating contingency plans should be,

"reviewed. Refer to chapter C.4".4. The auditor Should
insure that proper treatment of the security f ridtibn is
included in all contingency plans.-

9.9 Sumpary

The .s ecurity administrator's job may be viewed 4S
writfng security procedures, implementing them and then
reviewing compliance.. Arty control deficiehcies noted
during a security audit are a direct zeflection on the
security .administrator's job pe4formance:, unfess.they had

previously noted -and escalibed to the right level of
management for resollAtion.

,

10. ,CONTROttEWTESTS/PNETRATION STUDY .

10.1 Concern
Q.

A .

The purpose of this audit is to remlve.fundamental
and recurring problems and expos4res that auditors' have
continually pointed out to management that have not been
resolved. Because bf the types of problems noted in
chapter 3, it often happeqs that management doeS not pay
attention to the auditor's 'concern. Management may have,
an attitude such as, "it can't happen to me".
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10 2 Purpose
1

"II .

Ilia purpose of this test is to dramatize to the
executive management the need for DP security by per-

,petra-Lng an unauthorized act.
.

.s.

10.3 Approach

The auditor may, use his knowledge of DP control
exposure, but should not use audit privilege. At the
successful completion of the test, the auditor must be
able to demonstrate beyond. the shadow of a doubt that the

cocompromise could have been perpetrated by another
employee or an outsider. The auhitOr. must be, able to
prove audit privilege was not a factor.

The chance of success for an)indetected compromise
should be better than 90%, since if the attempted
conipromi-ris discoyered, the oppogite effect of what
was intended will be accomplished, not to mention' embar-
rassmentrassment to the auditor.

Such a compromise plan should be enacted-only with
the concurrence of audit and executive site management.
The test Att be controlltd to prevent the auditor fro
bping_put%in a situation wherehe could perpetratel4a--

,:reaI'.f;saud without detection.
Lid

J ,

1

.i.T11412iidup concluded that this is an effective, but.'
dar4dfaiWapproach that should be well controlled and
carefully planned as a last resort.

It is, however, a highly effective technique, when
done in a truly professional manner.

10.4 Scope

Th scope in this situation. i's"limited only by the
i divid al:s imagination. The following.areas represbnt
po ib' ities for a penetration study. Each of these
poten ial areas will be discussed Briefl;Ton the following,
pag6s, Any penetration .study. is unique t9 the envirdn-
ment-and must be assessed on.i,ts own merits:.

1) App°licgitioh Programming
2) DB/D ystem6"-

p 3) Information security
arms-

10.C1, Application PrOgramming

la%

Ass,ign an EDP-thiditor to application programmin4' with

7-1315



the instructions to attempt to perpetrate a fraud without*
detection by mapipulating program code. The application
to be selected should present a high probability of--
success (e.g., payroll). This approach is equally appli-
cable to a,batch or an interactive environment/.

.
.

, .. / .
..

.

ig.-4,127: Data Base/Data Communication EnVironment
.

.

,

,

BitherLby posing as a Icillwor'actually working in a,
sensitive user area, the au r should attempt to bypass
system and administrative controlein an undetected t

.manner -to misappropriate company a-8seq. This approach
generally requires expending enough tfthe to thoroughly'

,

understand the application and surrounding controls. ,

,

A11,10.4:3 Information Security
-.A

.
,

Thii approach is applicable where the information,

11,

1

itselfis highly proprietary (e.g., research and cleverer
ment environment). Thepilrpose.is to bypass controia
and .cbtai; highly proprietary company data in,an undetec-
ted, manner. The same pproach dan be used tg prove the
vulnerab4ityfef thisfTlata to unauthorized modification
or destri

10
.: "4 /N simple' and effective applidation of

this appro7ge-' might include an auitpr making -after
-hours toiArs i.n terminal rooms lookirtg for a password .'

and /or "a uSer'ls,paniiial carelessly left behind'. Subse-
quent access attlattpts frem a IremotpiTaminal using the
user's manual, a4d sign-on password., will more 'than ,

;.ikely yield' interesting results and proVe the need for
greatWIperAV. ., 0

,
,,,u

' . .

14

,It
W ' % 4 2 , ,.

The k -th thi ioaliproach o o aint'undetected
access to tiptrtant'informati n while "being unauthorized,
and by not4ng'atidlt .priIilege:.i 'Being able todemon-strate that nyone (emE46yee,eor ci-ednef) ls who has access.
to the building, Icould have.Ab,,tai dlanauthorized access

.

to the inforiktion is key.
I <, ., ..1W, 4 ; 1.'l10.4.4 Summary

.

4 ot: .

,

. Unauthorized penetraticps, while.unerthodox, are :_
valuable 'ways to demonstrate theuclitor's.eoneerns to
management, when those concernsgare fundamental,.recurring,
and are not getting management action:. silex4ever, they re=
quire extensive planning, and sometimes, felatively .

extensive devotion of resources wino guaranteed pay- _-
back. Penetration' attempts are also Visky and:prove the
'auditee's rather than the auditor's case, if unsuccessful..
This is, not to mention the ,possib 4ity,of Loss of credit-
-ability: ..

t

. 2
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11. ISSUES FOR THEe COMMUNITY
f

.

The working group concluded thyt there are at past
three issues to which the data processing community must

--"'N 'address itself in the coming years. These issues can be
expected' to have a significant, if uncertain effedti on
the security and auditability of systems. They,46re the
implications of technology advances, adequacy of the
literature and the state-of-the-practice of data
processing.

N
11.1 Implications of Future Technology

...--
.-

There/are several directions that are evident, in the
technology that can be expected to Affect the security
and aditability of data processing in the futuite. These
includft the increasing density and portability 'of media,
'mass,storag'e, and distributed systems.

.

..

As the density with °which wecan record information'
on media increases, the portability of the data goes up. --'This means that the exposure of the' data to 'theft or
conversion will also increase. At the,%ame time, smaller
volumes *(e.g., cartridges for thed IBM Mass Storage System)* 'are being introduced. Large quantities of data can be
recorded on volumes small enough to be'easily secreted..on a person.

,

,

p
' . , - .

,

This tendency is offset in pait by the introduction
of mass storage systems which enable us to move even

, larger quantities ofdata inside the control domain of
- the hardware. The effects'of-this will, include a,reduc-

,
4

. tion in manual intervention with the conc9mitant 4

D ropportunity for error, and 'an increase in -the' uniformity,4
no; consistency, and 'timeliness of contibl. However, since'

more and more data will be subject to a single eve',
data-base back-up procedures will become increasingly-
important.

. ..
.,

: -

#

,,
o.

.S
-

,

*Editor's Mote Othe'r
.

small volume storage devices exist
in the marketplace. The identification of this particular

' one does notikiply,r commendation or endorsement.by the
Nationaa Bureau of. tandards.

... )

A
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Distribution of systems over
9
geography will reduce

the'emouritof resource subject to a single event. It
can be expected to reduce communication cost and improve
response -time. On the other hand, itcannot be expected
that management control will be as uniform or-as effective
over a 4distributed system.

. .

Obviously, some of these technical directions are
inherently positive. All can be dealt with given proper
attention. It 'was the sentiment of the working group-

, that.management needs to'be alerted to the implications
and possibilities of these technology advances.

11.2 'Adequacy of the Literature

It was the consensus of the group that the liter-
ature for auditing data prdcessing.security is adequate,
in the sense that everything is ritten down somewhere.
As might be expected in.a.new discipline, the.1j.teratlitre
Suffers from style and orientation, lack of audience
'sensitivity, Volume; and absence ofauthority.

1

The style and orientation of the literature often
obscures its Content. 'Orqanizatioh and structure is

. .different for each source, Reference is seldom made to
_models pr..structures used in other sources. licit only does
this make it difficult to relate material- from separate

.
sources, but it makes it almost impossible to'.test any

t,,

i

sourCe- fir completenessi.- . : s

_ ...'"

4
r

Emphasi's is often placed upoh examples, implemen-
tations and prooedureS, rather than on objectiv'es',
principles and guidelines. This-places the responsibility.

/411."for identifying and articulating objectivies and principles
on the reader. NA dates the material and obscures its
applicability to new,media-or technology. .. .

-

. Most of.-the m rial in thiS area is written for
managers rathet thaiI auditors. Often this makes the .

% 4

material less useful ti the'auditor. Sae material is
designed to attract ihe.largest possible,audience. Itcan .
lhardly be expected to sexVe anyone well. 'Even that
material which is designedispecifically for auditors -

...
.

may not say so, so-that sygi the material which is useful .

and appropriate, may be difficult to find.

There-is,a plethora oP data beintpublished. While
thismay not appear-at first glance to be a problem,
it paces upon the readerka tequirement to sort the //
readable, useful ,rid applicable from the other ninety
pedent. This process is complicated by. the fact that the----

/-36' 148 .



credentials, experience ana,claims to authority of theauthor are frequently 4,1adequate' or unknown.

The Wotking group felt that..,th'ere is a need for asingle dompendAum produced by a reputable and authori-tative institution. This reference should be developedwith auditor ,involvement. It should,,stressobjectivesand alternative solutions. Thegroup,also saw a need-forthe same materialto be oovered several times, or at leastcross-referenced, once for each of the involved audiences.
11.3 Stateof-the-Practice-

4,The working groupwat extremely critical of the.state-of- the - practice in data processing. Much of what appearsto be audit or security problems in data prOcessing isin reality the institutionalization of.bad practice.While this bad practice may not be serious or risky inoperations, it is extremely serious in systems develop-ment, s

e

This problem was seen by tliegroup as a- management
_failure rather, than a techni al problem. Managers areseen as controlling' process and schedule while neglectingproduct and quality..

"Today's inadequate practice is seen as resulting from''tradition and inertia, from the effect of the tools, andfrom a perception on the part of managers that programmersare resistant to chang..4Today's
practispe,is the resultof the brief)history of programming. lialf of thathistory Wp.spent in relatively slow and expensive machinesthat 'worked on one job at/a time. The practice that wasappropriate or those machines is inadequate for today's

,resource-' g'ing,systems.

6,
Managers appear to be reluctant to introduce newcontrol because they fear that programmers-will resistany chang o the way they'do their jobs. .It is-ironicthat a techn logy whose success-depended upon its abilityto get its us rs to accept change, is now threatened bythe reluctance of its practitioners to accept change.

Th6 working group was unanimous in. its conclusion

.

.

that data processing management must mote with alldeliberate haste to.improve the.btate=of-the-practice in_programming applicatlon development and. system develop-ment. They ,must implement all of the so-called "improved.programMing technologies". They are reminded that thesetechniques are in reality` management tools and nota../
.

.
.

.

-. .
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programming tools,. As such, they must be implemented
by managers and not programmers..

The use of the, new management techniques will require;
and will be facilitated by the developtent,ofnew tools
to support programmers. These new editors, compilers, 4nd
library managers must support the role of managersjn
authorizing, naming,_ reviewing and reconciling. programs.-
They must be xestrictiveand controllable as opposed to
permissive and flexible.

It was suggested that programmers are not as resis-
tant to change as their management perceives them. They
are at least as flexible as their user. L4e their users.,
they will respond and adapt to new management expebtations
and improved tools. ."

.
The most urgent item on the agenda of the data proces-

sing community is to learn to build auditable'systems in'
an auditable way.

7-38
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EDITORS' SNOTE

A brief biography of the Sessio Chairperson follows:

.

Clark Weissman is Deputy Manager; Research and Development Division,,
and Chief Technologist with System Development Corporation. He is

responsible for the corporation's independent Research and Development
(IR&D) program. During his tienty years with SDC he has led.the-corpo-
yation into a numberof advanced technology areas, including "programming-
language technology, operating-system design, time-sharing, and computer
system security. His paper, "Security Control in the ADEPT-50
Time-Sharing,System," which was named the outstanding paper at the 1969
AFIPS Fall Joint Computer Conference, 'is one of the original early
contributions to the theory and methodology of computer system security.
For three years he managed SDC'g'Systems Security Department. He
directed a large number of securityrpenetration analyses for nearlyall
commercial computer systems and a study for the National Bureau of ,

Standards on applications of.the NBS:data-encryption standard. Earlier,
he directed the corporation's ARPA-sponsored research and development
activities, which included several studies relating to the design and
applications of computer networks. He holds a degree in aeronautical
engineering (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, S.B.). He is the
author of the 1962 LISP 1.5 Primer, also published in a Japanese edition
in 1970. He is listed in Who's Who in the West, and has been active in
the,ACM, being a'past Editor of the OS Department of ACM.

4,

The charge given to this session was:

PROGRAM INTEGRITY: What are the auditqapproaches and techniques
for evaluation of program integrity in an-ADP environment? In-

clude consideration of operating systems, data base management
systefis, and application programs.

Program integrity has.beendefined as that state in which the
software is logically complete, and correctly and consistently performs
the task for which ft was designed and no more. It is within this. ,

context that this session should consider the problems associated with
evaluation of program integrity. ,

,...

This sessilm is ,to identify the audit apProaches and techniques .
iP1

audit
currently availaiiie,or needed that would.proNce an effective evaluation
of (1) the contrail, exercised by manageMent to ensure program integrity
during software development, and (2) the operational reliability and
performance assurance of software design and implementation.

0'

'.The consensus-report that follows was developed and reviewed 6,y,

'the'erttire membership of this session.
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Program Integrity Assessment
. A Concensus Report,

Clark Weissman

1. WHAT IS, PROGRAM. INTEGRITY?

Giing to grips with program integrity requires definition and
assessment of both terms--prbgram and integrity. . In the broadest

' sense, a program is synonymous with a system of prograw and includes
control software, operating systems, data base managemt systems, or
applications programs. Furthermore, programs are "organic" in that'
they exist in different forms throughout their life cycle, from'
requirements specifications. and design, to source and object code.

?

,
. .

p

Integrity concerns; foremost, (1) the correctness with which the
program satisfies its requirements, implements its specifications, and
does nothing else. But 'integrity concernsfmore than correctness. .9It
also relate,to. (2) satisfying a trained user's expectations of
program behaVior and to (3) being useful in .fulfilling an intended
mission. Furthermore, integrity requires that (4) the program can be
evaluated 'to establish a level of trust in ;it. All four' laspects of

inte ritymust hold over the full life cycle of the °g

IL
ram.

r.
. .

..
.,

System integrity is a functiorrof the integrity of the program parts.
Usually system integrity is lower than the integrity of. its component
programs; however, if redundant independent, modules are employed to.
check one another's computation, system integrity can Est somewhat
higher than the integrity of the component protrems. i

In summary, program integrity will require management tO' judge the
risks of adeefting 4a, level of integrity for, the given- threat
environment. These factors in assessing program integrity in the.
context of risk are expanded in the balance of this section. T'he

issues presented form a consensus of the'session participants.
o

.154
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2. A CONTE;(1. FOR PROGRAM INTEGRITY

Security_ f a computer 'system increases with'a reduction in (1)
system flaws, ( )lexposure of system assets, and F(3) exploiters. All
protection strategies pursue these goals. Program integrity addresseg
only the first goal--flaw reduction.

-

. 4

However, management can make choices in its protection strategy to
trade reductions in'integrtty for improvement in the other -goals to
reach a balance for a gnen threat or budget level. The issues
associated with integrity are discussed below.

2.1 PrOgrams aNngeWith Time (Life Cycle) )

We, normally thi of prograMT in their final code or operations
stage. Program intelrity, however, must be built into programs from
the beginning of their development. rhgr'ams move through six stages.

__.

1. Organization Mission: The purpose of e system is defined,
and responsibilities are divided mong the component*
organizations.

.- .

. , )
y

. .
)

.

2. 'Esuirements: Mission; retponsibi3ities -are, translated into,
specific system' requa4;ements; i.e what is to be done.;
Functions, performance, Cost, and othec-7117its are defined.

. ; \,

.

1
3. Specifications: Requirements,ar a into system

;-specifications for e'ach, system element--hardwdre, software,
communications, people, f'aci'lities. Specifications define in
detail how requirements Will be met. Specifications exist at

J.... the functional level and dt the component' level. For the
software component, they are called "coding "specs."'.,Ifarious
schemes exist for documentirq_ coding 'specs, including) flow
diagrams, decision tables, table and memory layouts,
mathematical algorithms, Parnis-like modules, and most
recently, formal specificdtion languages: )

-- 'r-- ,
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. 0 4
4. Code: Specifications,are translated into source codg in some

popular programming language,. e.g., . PASCAL,. 'PL/1,' FORTRAN,
COBOL, or machine assembly language, -and further translated'
into run-time object code or micro-code by language compiler
or assembly tools.

, . .

5. Jest 'and Integration: Before., programs are placed to (
production they are tested iaividually and as part of the
total integrated system. This step'is performed in 'addi ion
to the normal ."unit" testing and "debugging" b the
programmer of the original code.

6. Operations and Maintenance_SO: LibrarieS of source and, f
.object code programs are stored for yse in the computer
facility. Frbm time to time, Minor changes are made to these

-programs...by the O&M staff to correct errors, improve,
performance, expand fUnctions and capabilities, or adapt to
new, equipment. Control of these changes is part oof 'O&M
,Configuration-Management. O&M can get out of hand, and
program integrity can suffer, if major .program redesign or
modification is attempted at this. 'stage. Major 'program.
thanes must be viewed' as new software that will ,.replace,
existing modules, and these new'mbdulesstiould be contracted
for as were the,original.programS, beginning at ,the-Anission
and requirements life-cycle stages.

2.2 Visibity of Relationships 1.s Lost Between Stages
.

. One of the more significant/ program integrity problems that
result5from this staging of. software production is he loss, as
complexity and detaitincrease, of.viSible links betwe ,the ''stages.
For example, seldom is it possible to directly relate a module of code
back to .the mission goal, or system requireMent, or even the
functional specification. 'Somehow, the connection gets lost as
functions are distributed, level notations are translated to
lower-level languages, and programs are 'made ,to serve Multiple
requirements. : p.

This loss of. the thtead between .the initial requirement and the
resulting bode becomes serious- when code lust be changed for any

Ibt;
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purpose. The more significant, the modification, the greater is the
need' for comprehending, the interrelations of the parts toward
satisfying the mission requirements. Code patching is a major cause
of integrity loss, for the "tactical" fix often undermines an. unseen

. "strategic" mission design, leading-to even larger problems.

2.3 Program Integrity Assessment is MUlti-dimensional Problem

Determining when to audit and evaluate in thi life-cycle
, metamorphosis of a program is but one dimension of the integrity'
assessment problem. Other dimensions include the relevance and
severity cif the security threat and the methods employed (luring
development to achieve integrity. These,dimensions are treated more
fully in the following sections_

3. RELEVANT THREATS AND THEiR.SEVERITY

0

Threats
)'
result from nature and from man. The effects of natural,

disasters, physical.breakdown5 and human error (by builder or user),
can be predicted in ,service interruption or , accidental information
disclosuft. More insidious, are, the threats from motivated human'
interlopers. We further divide the _human threat into casual and

Ap deliberate attacks. the former group deals with individuals who,
stumbile on a flaw or actively browse and seek flaws they can exploit.
The latter group is .more sopylisticated in reS.ources, planning, and
methods of attack. These de/liberate attack threats are ,carefully
planned by a conspiracy team that creates flaws by modifying running
code or planting' subversive "trapdoor" functions in the system . ".
application, or library prso'grams. "Possibly, the worst deliberate ..-, '.
threat is from an irrational attack by a disgruntled employee. Since
the normal behaviors constraints on the attacker -- exposure and
capture or expectation of gain -- are .Nosent or distorted,.- the
irrational attack cannot be-thwarted by most countermeasures.

4

/
k,

Ranking these threats by the severity of the attack and soOhisticiti..qn
of the needed countermeasures,,(high-to-low), produce the following

.,.....,

4

0
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1. IRRATIONAL ATTACK
2: CONSPIRACY TEAM
3. BROWSER
4. STUMBLER
5.--HUMAN ERROR
6. NATURAL FAILURE'

4. METHODS FOR ACHIEVING PROGRAM INTEGRITY

0,,

It was established by, onsensus of the session that program
integrity, requires the program to be correct, robust, and
trustworthy,. A correct program provides. evidence that, if satisfies'
its mission, requirements, and specification. By analogy to the
auditing of a corporation, the audit of a program's .correctness
requires :evidence equivalent to the -corporation's "ffnancial
statement."

...,, ,
'--A robust" program includes mechanism,to, maintain adequate levels of
performance in the face of unexpected behavior in the environment, as
will occur from user keystroke or procedural program flaws, operator
goofs, etL The corporate audit analog for these robust mechanisms is
the "intefgal financial control' sirstem."

.. _
,

.

I

, .

A trustworthy program is one that is well documented, functionally, not
complex, 'modular, 'relatively short - in leng
rigorousTAistructural architecture? and p
programming practices' and sensiblevitanda
programs is the corporate analog of
accounting principles`."

4.1 Evidence of Correctness,

. .

.

Program validation and` verification (V&V) can be either static
(done on the source code) or dynamic (done' on the running object
code): r

integrated into a

as the result of gdod
The trustwof-thiness of

aving "generally accepted

150
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4.1.1 Static Evaluation

a
A

' Combinations.of the following source code examination approaches
are currently being used by Industry or R&D laboratories:

1. Desigi. Review: .This method 'entail,s a formal meeting of
designers With reviewers (pot associ -ated with, ihe,
deliverable) to scrutinjze the prOduct design against mission'
and requirements. The product design 'should include
narrative .documents, logic diagrams., and functional and
coding specifications. It may include source code 1 for
critical, components. 4esign reviews should be scheduled
milestones for each subsystem-and major component. Results

'must be documented and comMunicated to' alt participants.

Peer Review: The classical scientific method it to invite
Interested professional peer review and comment on the
product at- various stages of ,program life, cycle: Design
review is one *portal-It instante,of-peer

3. .,QualityCoritroliQC): A third party ,'(neither customer.nor
dev6T51560 is committed to check the ,quality of
deliverables during productt Pe cycle. This.- technique

. combjnesi 1 and 2 above in a formal, ,often 'contractual
manner. The QC contractor selected because of its
exper)-ence, tools, personnel', in.suCh work.

. ,.a
'4. CoM filer Checkin : Source-code-to7object -code 'translators

comps ers have always been ised to detect prOgram
error's-as a-QC tool. R&D has s4ggeste,d new emphasis 'on 'this

. technique 'as a mechanism Jon enforcing 'good programmihg
practice. .New languages dgmandi explicit, detailed
declarations of a' programMerls--inteht with,. strong data
typing, restricted program scopes, , rigid modu)e -cplling:

Thesequences, etc., that force istruceired programming.
compiler's for these, language do 'extensive and -complete'
checkin4"to enforce the. language synt6'x and semantics, and in
Some cases generate code for-ruh-time,enforcement of? program
assertions.

8-8
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8. Automated Analyzers: A number ,of, source -code tools are
77/776"re FM perform some of the syritak. and', semantic
analysis of a compiler, but 'do not generate object code...
Such tools are used to produce floW diagrams, reformat Ode

'-to aid documentation; produce' cross- reference listings and
indices%for improved library control and Ose,.and to produce

ctest cases for dynamic evaluation. Newer' uses' are to
automatically- generate-truth assertions atiout'tile. program to
assist in the formal proof of correctness.

, .

J. FOrmalHic.onfl.:_Fordal proof of program correctness is the
TUding edge of the state7of-tne-art. Basically, the method
accepts "correctness criteria" and the,"program" as input, and,
produdes as output a formal prooqor counter example) that
he program satisfies the correctness criteria. In practie,

t technique is iterative at, each' life-cycle stage. At) the
top level, the correctness criteria are a a set ,of truth

. assertions and mathematical models of 'prograM requirements,
'and the program a mathematical ' specification, bosh'
expressed ° in .a "specification language." .At the Thwest
level?'the correctnesscritella are the prior 'level's output
specifications, and the program is the Higher ,Order Language
(HOL) source code. At each level, these inputs--criteria, and

aprograM--are' 'processed through "Verification Condition,
Generator," which .produces a set' of conditions to be
verified. The "verification conditions,," e.g., source --
program and truth assertions, are processed by a "Theorem
Prover", producing a formal mathematical proof ' of
correctness-- asproof that the source program satisfies
the truth assertions. . The process can be manual or
autonfaed. ,A.number of quite'restrictO "programs" have been,
proved both manually and with autori\ated aids, leading to'
encouraging optimism.. However, the problems are great. and
not fUlly underStood, the progress controversial and slow,
and the tools limited and not commerciallyvailabfe. 4A

7

DynamicEvaluation
'

Essentially, this approach "'runs the program and 'sees if it
works. Unlike static evaluation, ,dynamic,evaluation- also tests,'for
errors introduded by the Compiler, loader, operating system"; libraries



p,

and support packages, p4ysical procedures, communication elements', and ..4*
CPU -hardware. Static evaluation tries to exhaust, all program
conditions; dynamic execution involves real time and is practical only-
for selected test cases. Therein lies the basic "art", of testing,
'that is, choosing the best test cases. Many °schemes exist. The
Department of Defense (DOD) testing requires three stages: (1) unit-
testing of discrete modules; (2) subsystem testing of 'the integrated
collection of *Liles; and (3) system testing of the, integrated
collection of subsystems, actual hardware, and real _data. This is. a,

. reasonable paradigm for other approaches:.

4.2 Evidence of Robustness. -

Unlike correctness, little formal theory exists regarding
robustn4ss mechanisms. The best that can be achieved today is to list
tho &methods that have proved effective in existing systems.

4.2.1 On-Going-Testing

6

Testing should not end after'systeadelivery. and O&M commences.
A number'of.schemet have been successful.

. 1. Ixercisrirla: The system` is tested by running silmulated j
operations with known responses tbat are compared against
test results. This is a well known approach in testing IMO
systems in the field. A, modified version , has, seen recent

'applicatton in the commercial sector, where a simulated , r--
)minicompany is established in a corporation's, financial
kcontrol system so that the auditor can easiTY,,,,observe the
:system's0-esponse to test input to the minicompany. The. '

'fliinicompany approach it also .known as the Integrated Test
j'acility,,(ITFritethod.i

\ I ,
.

I P

,
.

2. Flaw H Othesis Method: In this approach, system flaws are
hypothesiZed baS d on anlogout:fl'aws found in other syStems,

n.,
..

and are tested for existence on the object vstem. It is a

cost - effective approach to test .case selection.
..r--



3. Surprise Test: B.aed on the military nspector General'
scheme, the test team arrives unannounced nd runs tests on
the live system. Such schemes exercise e current Jive
system and uncover possible unauthorized versions or modified
operating procedures.

.

. Reasonableness Checks: The system is-tested on its ability
to.*deteCt and recoyer from typical huMbn errors .such,
typographical errors, , out-of-context actions, nonsense
commands (e.g., rewind card reader), etc.

5. Error Rtcata: The ,syttem is teed , on its, abiltty, to ,)
detectTand-- recover oifrom a variety of hardware, '

communications, power interruptions and surges, and program .

errors. Of particular interest is restart, check point,Y,and
roll-back options. k . 4

4.2.2, On-Line Monitoring and Control .

One class of)slIkice found useful in DOD , applications involves
on-line control-by, a. System Security Officer (SSW. The SS(P'' is

concerneewith misuse or subversion of the system: To assist in the x--

detection of these and other breaches of system integrity, the SSO,,ha§
control of 'built-in surveilla ce, monitoring, subverter, and.
journaling softw4e.- These pr rams permit the SSQ to test the)

-environment of the 'system to ensure. proper working order; to ,log
) current activity, and to investigate individual, exception cases. The

conceptS, apply to systems integrity in genera), beyond the, DOD
national security concern. Of particular concern' is the management of
the tystem security-, data 'base of sUbject '. clearances, object
'classification encryption keys, user identifiers (IDs), , and
passwords . I

, , . /,,

\
, 1

4.2,3' Redundancy
#.

) ,

- . \
.

, A popular hardware approach to integrity hps now found liMited
application in software. If-multiple different, algoritlik exist for.
computing a result, these can be compute4 redundantly by different, .

/ ..

.

,,

, A.*
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independent modules, as part of the. operational software, .arld the
results can be compared andexceptions reported (possibly to the SSO). .

4.2.4 Supportrol

Confidence t the'System's robust behavior can
.

be attributer to

.

.

the facility management and O&M prOcedures. :ffeie fall into thrqe
- areas: .

.°_.

1, Code Control: Good program libi-a0es are required to permit
TOTEET7-7Ecess to system and- user code, and to permit
rational change procedures for error correction and software
upgrades.

3
a

2. Error Control: Errors will. occur- and will need to be
. reporte7Wapproprkete actions will need to be taken.

, .
..

3. .0Ocumentation Control: Source pregram libraries are one-"form.
of docuMg77-User and system manuals, hand other forms of
English doCumentation'must-be kept current to the level 'pf
the 'software in use if errors are not to be introduced by
dated descriptions and procedures. -1

,

4.3 Evidence ofjrustworthinets:
a ,

Ttysted software is obtained from a successful blend of factors:
(1) erperienced personnel; (2) organized software development, and ,(3)
gbod tools. Each of these factors May be ;developed in a °variety of/yvs. . e

1

0

4..3.1I People,

r
Skilled people can be.as much as. twenty times more effective ithan,,

less skilled people in the quality , of code they produce.
Trustworthiness of code is improv0 by demonstratilg gOod personnel

.

8
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salection and training practices, and by personnel, experience. The
DOD employs a system of packground inveStigationS to screen personnelft s.uitability to various levels of job sentit5ity..

4.3.2 Software Development

0ne tPusts better-made progr'ams. Sincg a software .product
mirrors its production management, better' production methods yielq
better products. This suggests a trustwarthiness evalilation method,
i.e., scrutiny of development practices yields" insight into product
trustworthiness. The following. ,steps can be taken to perform ad

.-'comprehensive review of the programming practices employed: '4 .

-J

1: Assess the standards, quality control miethods, and management-
controls employed. Are-they well doca*nted, read, and used?

2. Explore methods_ used to make production status 'visible to
management. Are the data meaningful?

. Determine the degree, of autqmation employed to enforce'-stated
management and programming practices.

4: Use an audit team to examine the programs in depth for
compliance with *stated management and programming 'practices.
Are they well do2Umented?

pamin& procedures and history of corrective action to
problems detectethih prior audits,ireviews, .and tests... Was
meaningful action taken to rectify problems and didr,
production improve?;.

,43,3
.

,
.

Good tools plifY. ,skills and can aid all aspects of trust
evaluation, by g ving confidence in the quality, tiogliness, and

--t-- cohtro of program developMent. Along the tools of significance, are:
ti,

04.
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1. Production Tools: LanguSge preprocessor's and compilers, test
.case generators, program production libraries, proofs
verifiers, theorem provers, assertion gen6rators.

2. Management Tools: Configuration controls, status monitors,
,standar177-7175"fity control procedures, error and change
controls, cost controls, module-to-mission linkage threads.

3'.
Documentation Tools: Flow charters, word processors,

. document libraries, and change controls.

4. AuditTools:' FlAw lists,'penetrations analyses, test cases,
T761775717rs, and redundant but independent production tools
to test repeatability (e.g., 'compile a randomly selected
module with the audit compiler and test the object code
produced by substituting it in-the system).

.

5.0 PROGRAM INTEGRITY IMPACTS OTHER SESSIONS

Our broad interpretation of program integrity s a
multi-dimensional problem im Acts the discussions of other workshop
sessions. We summarize thes considerations for each 'session below.-'.

5.1 Internal Audit Standar
t -

It is imperative that int al audit standards reflect .the
guidance presented in this sessio Of particular concern is our
recommendation for agenci s -to perform self assessment (cf. 6.3
Recommendations).

5.2, Qualifications and Training

4idinc program integrity is a complex technical subject,v'auditors
need to d alei upon independent, °experienced, competent, profession 1,
and tech" cal computer science talent.

1651
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5.3 Security Administration

One area often overlooked is the management of system control
data, upon which program integHty is dependent. This 'must fall to
security administration, possibly in the form of a. System Security
Officer, (SSO). Data included in this is described in paragraph
4:2.2, On-Line Monitoring and Control. Furthermore, much of our
discussion in Section 4.2, Evidence of Robustness, is pertinent to
security administration.

A

5.4 Audit Considerations In Various System Environments

We feel-that program integrity comments .herein apply to all
software, regardless of application, including distributed systems,
communications processors and smart terminals;' controllers, and-
microcode.

/'

, 5.5 Administrative and Physical Cohtrols

Themwhole facility management mechanism for controlling access
and changes .to software stored off-line. is a cornerstone of trusted
software. Furthermore, the issues of the on-line System Security
Officer and remedial, actions for backup and recovery impact physical
:lbontrols. We also point out that system integrity, can often be
iaintained at an 'atceptable risk level even with flawed programs, by
increasinT, physical access controls -ta reduce the exploiter
population. This does not preclude natural failure-and human error.

'3.5 Program Integrity

Not applicable'.

5.7 Dai'a,Iniegrity

4

By definition, data integrity does not impact program integrity
. ;since system control data is considered, part of program integrity. On

166
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the other hand, data integrity 'cannot exist without program
integrity. Where existing software.of dubious integrity is employed,
caution is in order, and steps should be taken to reduce the risks
(cf. 6.1 Recommendations).

5.8 Communications,

See pat'agraph 5.4.above
$.

5.9 Post-Processing Audit Tools and Techniques

All of Section 4, Methods for Achieving -Program Integrity, is
relevant.

5.10 Inteahive Audit Tools and Techriiques

A)1 of cton .4, Methods for Achieving Program. Integrity, is
relevant.-

6,0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following consensus recommendations are made regarding the
audit and evaluation of program 'ilitegrity:

6.1 Existing Software

o Be cautious yin assuming program integrity, especi411i with'
sensitive applications. .

o Although limited, tools *and techniques for !)auditing . and.
evaluating 'Oogram integrity do ,exist. They should be
applied via a.careful risk management analysis.

8-16
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o Reduce the effect of the lack of program integrity by
improving physical,- proceduiral, and management control, 'and

. upgrade the O&M organization.

. 7-
° o Reduce the exploiter population bi access controls and user

authorization screening.

o Reduce the asset exposure' by removing the asset from the
system wifen it is not in use. Encryption may be used to
*.accomplish the sarrip effect.

6.2 Future Software
a

z
o Improve the production process with rigorous enfo cement of

good programming practices throughout the progisam's 11 lif
cycle.

OP 'o Assure,program integritftompliance at each development,gtage
from mission objectives, functional requirements, system
specification, HOL code, and O&M.

6.3 Organization Actions

o Each organization must do a self-assessment of its threats
and involvement in the 'life cycle of the programs it uses.
The earlier the involvement, the better, depending on the
degre of concern for security threats.

o Organizations should prepare detailed guide:I-nes for
development or acquisition of existing. and future software,
with consideration given to the , auditability of program-
integrity.

160 dv
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EDITORS' NOTE

A brief bibgraphy of the Session Chpirperson follows:

,.Mr. Leonard I. Krauss is a Manager, Management Consulting Services;.
in the New York office of Ernst & Ernst where he is a consultant -IP-
management:in the areas of planning and control systems, data processing
management,,tand information system security. His system planning and

development xperience inclddes a variety of computer applications far
financial inWtutionS, manufacturers, service companies, and other
organizations. Mr. Krauss was previously associated with IBM' and

-Union Carbide. He-has also beenan officer and director of several
companies and held positions As Director of Management Systems and
14pject Manager for Advanced Management Systems. A.registered profes-
sional indutrial engineer, he has earned the CDP (Certification in Data ,

Processing) and is the author of three popular books: Computer -Based

Management Information Systems, Administering and Controlling the
Company Data Processing Function, and SAFE: Security Audit and Field

Evaluation for Computer Facilities and Information Systems. He holds a

. MBA in Business' Management Systems from Fairleigh Dickinson University
a0 a BS in IndustrialtEngineering from Pennsylvania State University.
Mr. Krauss is a frequent speaker at international management conferences.

r
The charge given to this session was:

DATA INTEGOTY: What are the audit approaches and techhiques for
evaluation of data integrity in an.ADP environment?

Data integrity is the state that exists when computerized data.isythe
same as that in the source documentation andphas not bepn exposed to
accidental alteration or de;truction. It includes -botrdata'accuracy

and data protection. Computer generated, data involved in automatic de-

cision making process should also be considered.

/Data integrc;cy is'an area that has traditionally been addressed by the

/ audit community. This..session is to identify those audit °approaches

techniques that are unique to an ADP environment and have not been su -
jected to extensive coverage' in the literature.

a**

The consensus repor' that follows was reviewed by the entire membership

of this group. It was written by.L. I. Krauss and S. W. Katzke.
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Datq,Integrity Auditing:
A Framework for StandardsDevelopment

1. INTRODUCTION ,

An audit and, evaluation of Apr, security calls for an examination -of-
the system of safeguards used to prevent; deter, detect; and limit the
impadt of undesirable events.

An adequate system of safeguards is one having design, implemental
tion, and compliance characteristics'appropriate to the magnitude of the
risks and exposures assoicated with undesirable events'. Examples of do
undesirable events include: an ADP center file, an unauthorized update
to data Base records, and awillegal tap on a data. communications line.
Examples of explures include: destruction of assets; erroneous dis-
bursement of fun s, embezzlement and fraud, disclosure of personal or
proprietary information, political/military/cbmpetitiv% disadvantage,
faulty decisions, extra operating expense, legal and contractual
penalties, interruption of critical ADP services, and loss-of li`fia

In auditing and evaluating the system'of safeguards for'ADP, there
will be factors that have either a direct or'an indirect bearing on data
integrity. The audit and evaluation of data integrity, safeguards, for ..
purposes of this report, is limited to factors having a direct hearing
and Which-pertain to a particular ADP application selected for examin-ation (data ingegrity-audits are conducted on an application -by-
application basis).

Factors tha have an indirect bearing, for purposes of this report,include physical. ,...operattOnaly admfnist'rative, and software security L Akw
measures which are part of the more general system of safeguards and 7
which are not usually peculthr to any one ADP application. These
general security Measures,are recognized as being vitally - important - -so
much so 4hat it may be virtually impouible to have adequate data
'integrity safeguards for an ADP epplicatiorrin an environment %Mere,
there are sinificant inadequacieS in the system of general safeguards.

Inadequacies in the system of data integrity safeguards are some-
times indicative of weaknesses in the general security system, in much
the same way that abnormalities in'a person's blood pressure and cell
counts indicate a malfunction in some other part of the body. 'The
auditor must be alert to such possibilities and point them out, even.
though the scope of the data integrity examination does qpt encompass
a detailed study of them.

s
. ,

Spectfically,'a data integrity,audft must evaluate the policies a d
procedures t at "directly affect the, quality of all forms of data (e.g.
source, entry; ocessed, and outpSt) in the application systeT under ,

review. As a prerequisite to *a data integrity audit, the auditor

9-3173
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must have a clear understanding-of the definition of data integrity and
the objective and scope of the audit. To perform the audit, the auditor
must first formulate an approach or work plan andthen use appropriate
and acceptable methods for conducting the audit. During the course of
the audit, it is necessary that the definition of data integrity and the
objective.of the audit always be kept in mind.

Section 2 provides a definition of data integrit . Subsequent
sections discuss the objectives, scope,, approach and methods for con-
ducting the data integrity audit.

cr

2. pEFINITION OF DATA INTEGRITY

Data integrity is the state that xists' when data are (within
defined limits of reliability) accurat , consistent,_authorized, valid,
complete, unambiguous, and processed a cording to specifications in a.
timely manner. It is important that this definition be.constantly

;referred to during the course Of a data integrity audit.

, 3. OBJECTIVE OF THE DATA INTEGRITY AUDIT

o

Keeping thedefinitiop of data integrity in mind, the objectiie,of
a data integrity audit of la particular application system is to render
an objective opinion baed op an evaluation by qualified individual(S)
as to the:

(1) Compldance with existing policies and procedures for
mairpriting data integrity

A-

(2) Adequacy of the existing policies and procedures

In addition; as A.result of the compliance and adequacy evaluations,,,
corrective actions may be recommended ti,ehhance the'datainte,grity of
the applicatian_systeM. ,Furthermore, iT is essential that the, date the
audit is completed be recorded since it representsspecific refqrence-
point. Any assumptions about the,state,of the, system's, data integrity
made after this date become lets and less valid as time goes .on.

When conducting the data integrity auditoit'is important that the
bjective bfEthe audit be kept in mind.

I

4. SCOPE OF THE DATA INTEGRITY. AUDIT
e'

1

The scope of the data integrity audit is necessarily broad since .

data associated with an application system exist in many forms and are
' affected by policies and procedures in different parts o,f the system and

-
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in the organization which provides and uses the data. However, it is
not generally practical to tOe ,a data integrity audit include examin-
ations of all related system areas that affect data integrity. Among the
functions that should be included as part of other, audit procedures would
be verifications of:

o Underlying physical ,facts represented by data elements
countsjonfirmation, observations)

o' Software integrity and software maintenance controls
oPhysical, administrative, and operational security

To achieve the previously stated objective of a data integrity audit,
:.the following areas should be evaluated with respect to'compliance and
adequacy of existing policies and procedures anchappropriate recommends -:
tions shoUld be made when they will improve data integrity.

. ,

Reliability of the Data Source. The sources, of data for an auto-
mated application system will vary according to the applic*ion.
They mayrrange from data collected manually.to data collected by
automated data capture devices such as autometicJeller machine
and point-of-sale-terminals. In some cases, source data may be
transmitted to the application system by feeder systems.

Whatever the collection method, it must be shown that the sources
are reliable ones. This requires the auditor to verify that 'a
particular souitce of data is the designated and authorized on&
that t e data obtained it current and timely, that the data is
calitur d as'close to the source as practical, and that adequate,
separ tion'of duties gists betWeen the creation /collection and
'the authorization of source data.

Source Data'Treparifion: Once captured, raw source data must, in
most cases, be prepared -for entryinto the ADP system: Data prep-
aration requites the conversion of raw da a, in some instances
using a codification scheme, and transcri*tAon ofithe converted`
data onto additional source dotuments. Following conversion and,.
6-.ariscription, theAta may be further Converted to a machine-
readable form te.g., keypunching) prior to entry into the ADP
system. In situatiokubere the source data is collected in
automated form or is keyed in directly to an on-line system, the -
data. preparation function may be minimal. Data preparation is
highly 7usceptible.tohuman errOsk. Furthermore, likely
place for the insertion and manipulation of rec ds-for fraudulent
purposes.

To.evaluate ource data preparation controls, it is necessary tO1,-
review the a preparation policiee.as'Well as ,the data 'prepare-
tion proce s and training programs.' The existance of,appropri.-
ate/contr& ords for determining accuracy, aUthorizatio9, and
co#letenes source data retards should.be verified. Alditibn-
ally,,data codification structures,should be reviewed to assure-

4
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A
consistency between data originating from different sources or, .,,, _.,1

-sOurc, documents and to, a sure'accuracy &erring conversion.
,,...& A .

Data,Entry Control. Metho sjor entering data-into the ADP systet
will--v widely-from applicailon to applibation4. In some, systems

dat
util

p ure and entry take p1Tce 'simultaneously through devices
s aes automatic teller machines, point-of7sald equipment, and
optical character readers. In others, keying of .data may take '

place on-line, or in key-to-tape and key-to-disk devices. In some

cases, data may enter the application system through other systems.
Like data preparation, data entry is highly error-prone. It is also

a likely place for the insertion and manipulation of records for
fraudulent purposes. Whenever possible, detection and correction
procedures should be used to prevent erroneous data from entering
and corrupting the ADP system.

To evaluate the data entry control procedures, the auditor should
first review the procedures being utilized, including criteria for
accuracy, completeness, and authorization. Trainiq'pro rams and
plans should 1:4 reviewed as well as instructions for dat entry

that are given to data entry personnel. It is mandatory t review
the error detection and correction procedures and to determine if
they are adhered to.

AP Data Input Acceptance Control. Input data (transactioq, master-
file and data base_maintenance, tables, etc.)-can pass. through
-several Organizational areas as source data is,captued, prepared,
and entered into the,ADP system. In some cases, data enters the A
system through feeder, systems from distributed computational points
of the organization or from outside sources. ,When the custody of
input data changes handt,,, 0 to andlIncluding the point where it is
entered into the applation system-, there should be data input
acceptance control procedures which define accountability for access,
authentication, aod,accuracy of the input data.

As part of a data integrity audit, it.is essential that input data
acceptance control procedures be evaluated at each control,point
where the input data changes hands.. This evaluation should include
a review of input data acceptance control prodecures for the purpose,
of accountability and a review-9f input data access and authentica-
tion controls. In addjtion, the existance of appropriate control
records for determining the accuracy and completeness of input data
records lould be 'verifi d

.

Data ValdatiOn and Error C rrection. Prior to:the use of input
data in an ADP system, theata should be carefully Alidated
(i.e., edited, checked) to detect erroneous data. If errors are /

found; they should be corrected and reentered into the system. /-

Thus; when'conducting a data integrity audit, it is necessary:LC
evaluate the validation and error correction procedures. This

includes a t °rough review of existing,procedures--including
recommendations for corrective action When necessary. In.eases

9-6 12N
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where manual proce res for data validation have been repla6ed by
Automated controls =the automated controls should be reviewed to N
assure they perfo the intended:validation functions. Finally,
controls for hang ing error. rejects, corrections and data reentry
should be rev ed.

.
,

Pro cessing Specifications. A key factor-affecti. ng the data integrity
of an ap 'plication system,s the assurance that data is proces.sed in
accordance with specified formulas or rules. Ideally, these pro-
Nssing specifications should be formalized and recorded with the
systeT documentation. Often ihgsi specifications are informal, not
recorded in any form of documentation,,and are known only by a lew
individuals. In some eases,' :the processing specifications may
exist in a combination of states:

, M1

Whatever-the f rm of the procesSing specifications, they must be
evaluated -es' pa t of the data integrity audit. This evaluation
should inc/dde t e review of all processing speciftdattons and the
review of processing controls both within the ADP system and between
the system components that,can affect the proCpssing. It would
cover control, procedures, and safe-guards such, as those pertaining
to proce1,04g of proper filesosinternallygenerated data, program
sequence; privacy transformations, and access (user identification/
authentication/authorization). In addition, backup, recovery, and
restart procedures shbuld be reviewed as part of an evaluation of
the processing specifiCation ot an application' system.,

..

Keep in mind that a secure. data5ystemCdperates without surprizes,,
meaning that it behaves as intended and according,to specifications,
fails according to specifications, and gives'a predictable response
when it is functioni.n4.as expected as well as.wHen,it is failing.

-Output Controls and D4s ribution Procedures. The Accuracy;
reliability and tim iness of cbmputerized output and the access to
and distribution-of the output to'autfiorized individuals are factors
affecting data inte ity. As part of a data integrity audit, the
internal (i.e, auto ed) controls that ensure -the quality of
output reports and generated magnetic media should'be evaluated,
as should the access and distribution procedures for the qutput. .

In additidn, output forms controLprocedures' shouldkbe reviewed.

Auditability.,:; The ability to Meet the -objectives of a data integrity
audit depepds, to_a:large degree, on the auditability of the appli-
cation system under review. Auditability requires that procedures
and policies are in .place to assure that the information and docu-
mentation necgssary to perform the ,data integrity audit is-availa-.
Ole& timely and adequate. ..hus, asipart,of a data integrity audit,
the auditability of the 07 system should be evaluated.

This evaluation should include a review of the quality and quantity
of data retained for auditing, backup, and recovery purposes, a
review of-the length of time that-such is retained, and a review

. 9-q
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, of the ency and completeness ofthe system documentation.' .in
addition, an audit trail mechanismuld exist anCTts documentation

.....vshould be current and complete. In general, an ,evalUation of audit- '

ability should include a review of poli'des and procedures for .

maintaining information that supports audit objectives.
, ...

5. APPRO TO A DATA INTEGRITY AUDIT .

The'success a data integrity audit depends .upon the thorough form-
ulation of an a roach or work Alan ,for auditing,theapplication system.

. During the d6e opment of the work plan, it is important to keep in focus 0
the definition of data integrity; and the objectiye and scope of a data ...

integrity audit. With these in mind, the formulation of,a work plan

,

should include-the following steps: .4

o Obtain'an'understanding of-the organizationsvmaolicies, procedures,
and practices pertaining to the application system under review. .

/
. , .

,--o Obtain a general understanding of the application system,,includ- 11

.ing factors such as the intended purpose or function, the require-
ments of the user community, the source and flow of input data,
the,prOcessing requirements, the output-requirements and relevant %
time constraints.. _

A,

o °Identify specific data files, inputSt processing steps, interface's
with other applications and outputs Which are utillied throughout ..T.
the application.

. ,.,-

.1

o Identify specific control %atifres or Points that affect data
integrity.

!

. , ,,

Identify potential threats to data integrity for emphasis when
reviewing the appliation. *

v
o Decide upon the,methodology (i.e., a dit tools and methods) that.

will be used when conducting the audit,
ak

.is
o Obtain an understanding of the

'

human factors that affect the appli-..
cation system, jriooluding the human engineering aspects of the

user interface0%'wellas personnel areas such as hiring and
termination practices, employee, moral, vacation and job rotation.

o Obtain an understanding of the hardware, software and systems
.et technologies, used in,the.applicatiOn system.

,,.

o "Obtain an understanding of the training.and continuing education-
.

°. PrQgrams'offered by'the-organization. '

. -

o Obtain a understanding of the-appliCationsystem's deveTOMent,
idplemen1tiotisond-maintenante-conty:ols. .

.

.

.,

o DeCide on the form of reporting the findings, conclusiOns,and
?'recommendations of'the audit. . .

^

. -.
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o Decide on review,procedures for the audit that will assure high

tf
.technical quality of the audit.

o Decid, on audit staffing and prOject control methods-.

.Once the objective, scope, approadi and work plan for-a data.
integrity audit of a ticular applicati n system have been established, 'the audit should be cted using appropriate audit tools and methods.
Following theaudit, a raft,repOrt of findings, conclusions, and
recommendations shoulebe prepared by the auditors, reviewed with
appropriate management personnel, and submitted An final form. if
corrective measures have been recommended, the managers ultimately
responsible for data,integrity should be required to respond, in writing,
regarding pl9retactions.

r-

i C ,-;,

6 . M -FOR DATA TNTEGRITY AUDITING
. -

,:-- vi-v.. ..
.

In cpnducting the audit, a variety of audit tools andmethads* nay
be used to determine the, compliance with and adequacy of the policies
ed procedures intended to insure data integrity in the application
system undeil review. Examples are discussed below: '- Ai

o Confirmation with users, customers, vendcA'Or others-familiar
enough,r.with the data to assure its accuracy,.completeness,_and -

r_consiistency. (Except as a spot-checking technique, confirmation
would be Oft of other auditing procedures. However, the results
of a data integrity audit should be carefully considered,in
decidirg 'the objective's and scope of auditing through cOnfirmation.)

'o Sampling techniques where port4ons of the,data population,
usually randomly selected items, are inspected to determine
the state of the data. Discovery sampling is intended to
uncover the existence of errors. If errors are found, additional
samples may be taken and estimation sampling applied to them.

t. Estimation sampling. is used to determine the extent of erronous
data An a data base by. applying statistical techniques to, a

. "-sample of the data for the pdrpose of predicng the amount of
.contaminaion. Attribute,sampling may be us'ed to select records
baied on inconsistencies in characteristics within the record
itself (for example, an accounts receivable balance that exceeds
the credit limit by 10 percent ormore). It may also be used to
'test a population for the poesence of.partkular characteristics.

rN\
0 it*

A

*Over 25 audit techniques are discus5ed fn Audit Practices report,
i'published in 1977 by The Institute, of Internal Auditors (Altamonte

Springs, Florida 32701)'. This wes one of the reports resulting from'
the SAC (Systehis Auditability and ControlrStudy.

sk
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,

o Parallel processing checks for coyrect of data by the
application'system. With'this techn'que, data processed by the
application system would be processed by an independent program
performing the'samefundtions. -The two results would then be

i
,compared.

. ..2 -

t
/ .

o Integrated Test Facility.(ITF) allows the auditor toContinuously
monitor the performance of the applicatiOn system,by incorporating,
dummy master records into the data ba Once these recordt are
;PPin-place, the auditor can .process t t transaction% against them
by including the test transactions with the live data during the
normal processing cycle. The auditor can then compare the
processing results with predetermined results,

o, System Control Audit Review Files (SCARF) in ves the cement

.. of auditor-designed tests within theappli tiorisystem p ogram

code. During normal processing, the audit tests are performed .

on the processed data. Either processing exception or predeter-
mined sample solution criteria is used to extract the desired
records and write them on a review file. The auditor can then
examine the review file and draw appropriate conclusions.

o Tiding gives the auditor the ability to follow (trace) specif-
ically marked or tagged input transactions as they are being
processedby the application system. It requires the insertion
pf_addftional code intoPthe application system _and_ an extra_

field in the-transactions for the tag: This code generates a,
processing record or qa-tOor the marked transactions which.

. can be analyzed b' the, auditor to determine if the processing

is correct., ,

o Observation of personnel-by visual, electronic or photographic
means can assist the auditor in determining compliance with and
adequacy of existing policies and procedures and in detetmining
erroneous, or fraudulent behavior. . 0 7

o Analysis by interrogation of existing data consists of examining
accounts, balances or other indicative and historY data to de-
termine if incompatible relational conditionsekist (e.g., mis-
matches between the.data and source documents or other records).

o Test decks,or test data can be.used for the testing of new,or
modified applications programs before they are placed in produc-
tion or for testing the application system's processing integrity.'
In either case, a set of tetlinput transactions is processed by
the application system and the results are compared with pine-:
determined results.

,11 slow
r
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o Interviews with management, users and systems personnel on eithef
a formal or informal basis can be used to supplement system docu-
mentation, provide a better understanding of existing policiq

,

and procedures, and.to verify compliance wits these policies and
procedures.

o Programsource code review, for the purpose of a data integrity
apdtt, thould-be used only as a last resorf,. When information
aboUt file formats, processing ,steps and control descriptions is

, needed, it is.better to use other documented .sources such as
record layouts, syttem floW chaks, program logic flow charts,4,
and program descriptions., Analysis of program listings is very
time consuming and generally requires skill in programming and

I detailed knowledge of the specific programming language. In
/ cases where other documeOationjs inadequate or. nonexistent,
program listings usually providdi the most up-to-date information.
Consequently, limitdd review of source code:limy be necessary.

o Questionnnaires are a tradititnl audit,tool for'obtaining infor-,
mation about an application systO and for evaluating controls

'110

to determine adequacy and,compl *ce. They Are most effective
. when tailored for particplar types of applications such as pay-

roll, purchasing, inventory; etc..and provide preliminary
information for a more thor'oughievaluation.;

o Code analysis and mapping'is accimplished bjr a software measure-
ment tool that analyzes a\program during its execution to deter-
mine how many times each RrograMAttatemeni was executed. While.
its original purpose.was to aid program development, mapping .k

. can be.used by auditors to evaluate prbgram operation. Howeve.,,
its use requires that the auditor have a basic level of under-
standing of both the appl'i cation system's- structure and application
programming. . , . . .

'4
o Automatic floweharting software consists of si 4tAare routines

which convert program source statements into flOw!charts which-
graphically describe the program logic. The use of..flowcharting

end
tware makesit easier, to understand the logic of a program
also guarantees that the auditor has a current flow chart

:.. when Ile Is reviewingitheapplicatiOn system. Howeve'r, reading
theeflow charts usually.requires some programming expertise.
Flow charts are most.useful when the auditor is looking at
particular problem areas. As with source code-review, reading
logic flowcharts may beof imited value in auditing for date
integrity.,

.

'4
4If

, 4

I
o Procedural waJk-throughs cAsist of the auditor folldwing the

-

floww.of specific transactions through all'states of die system--

from their soUrce until their processing is completed. ,An'
auditor can perform a walk-through to verify his.understanding
of how the system worksyto check that the system functions as

9-" 181,
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the existing documentation describes and, in cases where there
is inadequate or no documentation, to determine actual system
operation. 'This, method, when ,used in conjunction with code . ) ,
analysis and mapping and automatic flowcharting software; can' /

provide the auditor with an overall understanding-of both the,
manual and automated, functions im theisystem.

o Undercover observations live the auditor a chance to view normal.
system operatigIns. without the system perspnnel being aware that
they are being observed. -This allows the auditor to determine

:'if stated policies and procedures_are being complied with on a
day-to-day basis and,to detect actions that might not be per-
formed if the system's personnel knew they,were being observed.
Suc4actions might include employee fraud or eMbefqement.

o. Surprise visi s, like u ercover observations, allow the auditor
to view.the s tem cm er normal operating conditiOns, Advanced
',notice _o an au n.ds to increase anxiety and induce abnormally
good behdvior in personnel:'

o Analysis of system activity logs, such as transaction, access,
library, operator and.tonsole,logs, will aid the auditor in
evaluating compliance with existing policies and procedures.
Following the analySis of tie logs, the auditor may decide that
the logs are-not adequate for their tntended,purpbse or,.based
upon theltarialY.Sis; that existirig.policiesrand.procedures are not
adequateor not being complied with..

. '\!, 0000-. .

o Continuous monitoring and surveillance software.- Software moni-
'tors are programs which execute concurrently with the application.
system .in an attempt to determine resource usage and systeM -

bottleneCks. Surveillance software provides reel-time monitoring
.of the application systdi in an attempt to detect erroneous or
exceptional events during proc6ising: Specific, examples--of sur-
veillance software are the Integrated Test Facility and the .

System Control Audit Review Files discussed previously.

r.
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. ...EDITORS' -NOTE

A brief biography of the Session-Chairperson follows:

Dr. Jerry FjtzGerald was formerly a Senior Management SystemsCon-
sultant at th tanford Research In'stitute and is currently PreSident
of Jerry Fitz rald & Associates. He has also been a'state university
Associate Professor in business data.processing and EDP ayditing, t
systems engineer in a major medical. center, a senior'systems analys
with a computer manufacturer, and an industrial engineer With a'phar-
maceutica firm. His specialized professional -comPetence lies in:
planning/development of both computer-based and manually oriented
systems for financial/industrial organizations, hdspitais/medical
centellscand eduqattoplInstitutions. His expertise include EDP

amditing/EDP security, anti.data communications. Wis degrtes are n

Industrial Engineering (Michigan State U., BS) Business Administ on

(U. of Santa Clara, MBA), and, from Claremont Graduate School, an in

Economics. and a Ph.D. in Busineis. His most recent publications inciude: '
Fundamentals of Data Commuq;cations, Wiley/Hamilton '(in press), "In-
House Staff Versus Outside Con§ulfants", Proc. of the Academy of Man-
agement, 35th Ann.. Mtg., New Orleans, La., 1975; "Auditing EDP Systems;
Eight Arep of Control", Data: Its Use, Organ4zation, and Management,
Rroc. of Pacific '75 ACM Conf.,; and a textbook,' Fundamentals of Systems.
Analysts, John Wiley and Sons,. 1973: He is, a member of the Academy of

Management. ,

ai-ge given to this "seSs'ion was:

A 4 '4'
,.:

.
.

1

MRUNICATIONS: What are, the audit 'approaches and tech -

ues for evaluation of communications in an,ADP-enViron-
ment? Include tonsidetatioris of hardware,"softwarel Nid,

' protocols: ' e >

Data communications can be simply"defined as the interchange of data
messages from one point to another over-communications channels. Dedi-,

cated or dial-up facilities can .be employed in avariety of network
configbrationt. 'A

,This,session. is to analyze the arious cotmunication environments and

identify the major aspects .t tale auditor Must4consider to conduct '
'-an effective evaluation.. Audit approackes and techniques for /such an

evaluation -s-Tiould be! developed.' dr

. .. 4 { 0 a 4

The consensus report that fallows was.developed and reviewed by'th
entire membership'of this session. ' - ,

:,0
)
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kiUDIT AND COI ROL OF

D4TTCOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS,
A Consensus Report .

n...

/ 4 Jerty FitzGerald, Chairmdu
.0,

: and (alphabetically listed) ..

141

Dennis K. Branstad, Lynne, E. Devnew, Milton L\ erman,
. Robeit Morris, Fred A. StahlKen Suss n

A ,

4

1. INTRODUCTIONV
.

This, paper pn.ebents guide*nes, 'rather than a set iof standards,
that can he utili44,when Ecild4ting a data'CommuniCation searity
audit. If isthe intent of',..tge' committee that this paper form a basis
from which'EDP auditors, either in government or privat4 industry, can
develop methodologies to audit their organizations' data communication,,
network. Furtherlesearch in this area might enlarge upon these guide-..
Tines to devel ©p a set of standards that could be ut114ed=for audIting;
government or private-industry data communication networks.

_ .

Definition of the qecil Date'ComdUnicatiOn Audit
. , 1...

..

...

.,-; 4,'' There-are many types pfaudits that an be performed. .This-paper
adqesses a special of audit that inVollies only those computerized
syiteMs that utiliZe a.dataaommunication network and further is limited

. to the review of the data communications portion of these systems. A -

special. data communications audit involves the end-to-en'd network, and;.. -

all of its associated hardware, sOftware, And people. Ap audit of thia
,

.
.nature Sliouldbe,t'Onducted periodically to determine whether the infort

,oration being transmitted'Over tffe network is being properly safeguarded
.rom its. point of origknatian to its final destination.: 'The-frequency/
of the'audit should-birbased,on.the sensitivity of the data-and appli-
cationS utiliz4mg the network. Additionally, a data communications
audit should be conducted whenever there. is a reasonable-doubt as to '
the oveiall integrity of the network, ,.' _ . .,.

. -
%

tl,
The' Exposures

.',

`Data colunications networks can be subjecdd.to several categories
.w.. 4 ..

. . . .
,

of',xpostre inclUding those po, Which any other business information,
system might be-subjected.. 'for the purposes Of this audit the y;ar-i

eticipants in this"Forkshop identified the exposures to be (these are,
defined in SectiarC3 of. this paper):

-4,

:10-3
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4 c. 7

Errors, and omissions

Disaster and disruptions .

.- .

t Loss
1

of integrity ,,;,

DiSClosur

Defalcation 4
No

r
Theft of resources. 1

,,,. ;

. 1

..Howto Audit a Data .Communications Network
. ,

1
It is assumed that the EDP auditor conduCting a clan communications

,audit has a general understandineOS how data coirimuni t' n systems op-
erate, i,e., how messages are trdnsmitted-over communication links.

1 I .

. 1 ' --\;t is the opinion of the c ittee that a data communitationaudit
AhLld be conducted as a tranSacs on flow analysis: Transaction flow
analysis is a technique of tracing a transaction or group of transac-
tiOns from the point of original.Otry (the terminal), thro gh `the data
communication network, tothe corlIPtiter. Using this techni a, the au-
0tor is able to evaluate the f14.7 of trihsactions,_the ha ware/soft-

. w0e, the transmission media, and in sopeocases, the manila interface
-controls that involve the people. ho runs the network The committee be-,
lieyes that it'4is wise for the alOitor'tb trace th. -low of transactions

___ _

- -
s sting at bott4ends of the netw/ork (tepanal and cdtputerl and to rec-
onile the findings. The audit should be conducted the gengral data

.

communications system, as well,as for each sensitive application using
, ,

the data Communications network. '---

I

4

/;-----

ca

To assist'w the audit, this aper depiets a matrix t matches
.the various resources (terminals,-distributed i i c munich--

tion lines, an- 4'the like) with the' ement.ione xp urea (er-
%

' rors and omissions, disaster/disruptio ,'..lobs of integrity,, and 'the

like) so,the auditor can determine which resource may be skibject to what _
type:of exposuxe. The resources are ed beloc.4:and re. defined in
Sectiog 3 of this paper (Figure I depicts the resources from terminals Oa.

0 , /7"conuterYfv4 ''. 0 %

/7
P .

t) 1.. '
r7 .44. Terminals

4h. . .

'Distributed intelligence

Modems'
,.-'

) ,
,,,

, ',.0

Local 'loop
) %

6 Lies': dial-CP, point-to; point,'multipdint, and loop. °

'1. .

'1

I
I I

41t7

'Mu:ltiplexor, concentrator, switch

Front end'

Computer

.
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4
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Local Loop,
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.4
Software

People. .

The safeguard matrix.(Table 1) lists resources down tie left-hand
"vertical axis, and the exposures across the top horizonAl. axis. Within
each of the,'cells of the matrix, various safeguards are listed' that the
auditor should consider when re ewing_the security of the network. The

. safeguardS are listed below are defined in Sectipn.3 of this gaper:
LA.

4
(. Physical security controls

(2) Audit trails

(3) Back-up

(4) Recovery procedures
.

(5) Error detection/correction

(6)' Authentication

(7) Encryption

(8),, Operational: procedures

(9) Prevqntive maintenance

(10) .Format checking,

Initrance

3 'Legal contrat .

in la tion/diagnos t ics

. (11)
-Ai

(12)

(1.3)

(14)

(1.5)

(3.6)

X17)

Training /education -

DocumentatiOn

Testing

Repor g and statistics.

. .

In cbnductirtg,an audit, any rliource that ,is sub-ject,to-an exposilre
should havesome type, of safeguard that the'auditor must consider.. In .:.

doing this, the auditor would "walk through" the datacommunications
network and evaluate the safeguards listed. for each specific resource
versus its esposure with regard to the speCific application, system.
This is an important point; the auditbr should use the matrix to review
the communication security in light of each of the specific applications *-
that-are utilizing the data communications 4etwork.'

r

a Limitations
alp

This pape 'is intended to be a basis for further re search that may
lead to industry/gwernment standards for conducting data communication .*
audits. The matrix of resources versus exposures shoulchbeutilized'..

li
,i

.1

6 *

,'
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Table 1'

a

MATRIX OF, SAFEGUARDS TO AUDIT A DATA` COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

'7\__,

, . Exposdres ...

) .

- Resources

_JErrors
& duds-

sions

Disasc
ters &

disrup-
t iors

Loss of
integ-
rity

Dis-
closure

,

Defal-
cation

Theft
of re-
sources

'TerMinals ,

y-4-

---

2,3, 5,
9,1.3

1,3,4;
8,11

1,2,5,
60,13

1,2,6,
11,13,,
17

1;2;6,
8.4 :,.

"

1,2,6;
17 ,,

t
DisriAuted In.
telligence '

, -

2,13,
6,9,10,
'13; I A,I.

1 ;3,4,
8,11 '

'

1,2,5,
6,8,1-3,
16

. \
1,11,,
13,16

-,

,

.1,2,8

_

1

.
,

.Moderns -

.

..-3,5,'1,
1

,1,3,8, 1,13 1,11;.
13

1 1

.
Local loop' ,-

,,,
re ,-

3,5,9,
13r ,o-

1,3,8.

--...
.1.,5,6,
7,13 ....13

.)q,7,11,
.

..

,

Lines;( dial-uP3.5f9,`...
point-tOsrpoint,-,

mutipoint...& lirp

.,_, 1

13 ,,

4"

3,4,8;
17 ..,

5,q,7,
13'

1,7,11,
13. '

, .

.

..

MUX/CONC/stritch
.r.1.

3,5,9 1

13,16.1
f' .`

1,3,Ei
11

..

1,2,3,
4,5,-6,
7,8,13,
16

1,7,11,
13,
-

1,,,6,
8

.

1,2,6

.

ro. -e nd;

.
'4).

;t0
13,161.;-,-A,
17

,

'9,..

5 1 ,2,e,
4,5; 65
'8,10,
l-16'

, 7,1 5 ,
16

,2;6,
8

1,2 ;6 -

. .

Computer
.14.-

.

I-...4,...,v-.

2,3,4,
5,8,9,.
10,13, '
14,15,
1.6,17

-.
., 4,

"41.
.

.r .

'1,2,3;
4r5',6,
fi,10-;
'13,16'

1,1,137
16' .,

'

1' 2,6,
*8

7

1,2,6,
17 A

1

...

i

2k7

1:115

'
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/
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. Table 1 (Conluded)

,
.

.

/Resources

Exposures

Errors
& orris-

signs

Disas-
.;,-,ters &

disrup-
tions

0
Lovts of

inieg- .

rity

4

Dis-
closure'

Defal-
dation

Theft
of re-
sources

gbftv.we

.; 415,16,

3,4,5,

8,13,.

17 .

1., 3,47

11,15
O r,

,

110,3;
475;6, ts,

8,10,

13,1k

1,7,134.
16 , :

6;78) ''''

"12,15,

16,17,

''

1; 2', 6*,

12;14:-

.

Fc

People
. ,

1,2,5,

4,6'8,

10,11e

p;14:-----
15,17

'.1,3,8,

q1,12,
15

%15,16,

*

1,V; 54

§,8,11,
0;14,

17

1,2,6,

'8,12, .

'13,14,

17, (''.

..`

t1,2164,

8, 1.17-----1

12,17-

/
-

... /
2 14,

,

review each, ap131ition system that is currently' using the 'lath. commUni-
.

cation network., The user- is advtsed that theta are apme basic limira-
ions. that must be recognized, These diinitations_are as follows_:.

4.

The safeguards listed in the matrix are intended only as
guidelines, not as standards, at.d s4s.`uld not be consIder,gd
al lusive with regard to a specific application' system.'

afeguards ltsted will assist ip Making a data- comtun-
icatiOns .system secure; it musL be emphasized that security
is. relative,, not absolute.

4 4.

Safeguards list may not apply in all application, situa-
tiqns, and, therefore.' a general knowledge of data commun,
ications is assumed.

The. safhuartrcontidered imply the state-of -the-art.methods
in use at the time (1977) this paper was written.

1

1
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2. USE THE AUDIT MATRIX

To conduct a data communications security audit using the audit ma-
' trix, the auditor should first become familiar with the committee's def-
inition of resources, exposures; and safeguards;

4
x

,

The auditorauditor should then, for ,each resource utilized'by each sensi-
tive-application on the system, follow a four-step procedure:

.

Locate the resource on the -left-hand vertical axis..

Read across the row identifying each potential exposure-.

Consider ,eactiNutential slerfegikard for applicability, given
the specific pfiTicatioriHeing run on thedetwork.

For. each applicable safeguard,.evaluate whether the current
. implementation (4 the'safeguard is adequate.

The matrix can? addition lly, be used to audit a. general data cam-,
munications system'. The'prdce ure, although basically unchanged, would
be followed to evaluate System,resources and exposures as they apply to
the total'gSlstem...,

4

I

4
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3. DEFINITION OF R);SOURCES,
EXPOSURES; AND SAFEGUARDS

1*-Resources

.The following lb resources are those resource's that constitute anend-to-end data communications network (review Figure .1). This, section .defines each of the resources that are listed on the matrix-(Table 1):

Terminals -The devices used ,for input, and/or output of (Amt-
- puter recognizable information.

-

s).Distributed IntellfgenCe-rThe 'provision of capabilities-for
error detection dfid7oi Correction, authentication, message
,forMatting, data validation and check sums, protocol, and
any other logical and arithmetic function for validating
the integrity of the, data transmitted from the ,terminal.
Modems - -Modem is an acronym for MOcIptor/DEModulator.
The function performed is conversion of the data signals'
from a terminal to 'electrical formsacceptable for trans-
mission on thj.parEicular communication lioks.einployed and

, Vvice ver4a:

Local Loop--The Communications facility betWeen the'cus--
, tomer:s,premises and the communications carrier central
office. The local loop is assume.;'ca tO-'be metallic pairs of
wire.

Lines--The common . itarria facilltes used ad links in..the
,.

communications network between central offges. These in-clude terrestrial and satellite facilities. ..
.

, - Dial7Up: 'The switched telecommunication
network and the

various s ices xovided therein,4efiefll, WATS, CCSA',
(Common C ro Switching Arrangements).

.

- Point-to- nt Private Lines: Dedicated leased facili- '
ties betw n two endpoints.

N. 1- Multipoint or Loop fo,tifIgured pSvatrUne: Dedioged -
leased facilities.shared Among.severaF(Iteater than na,two) end points.

0 at,

Multiplexor, Concent-oTTgidSwitch-7

-L Multiplexor: A device that combines, in one data st eam,
several data signals from Independent end points.

Concentrajor: An intelligent multiplexor.

- Switch: A device that allows interconnection between any ,

two lines connected to the switch:

co.

10-10
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Front -End Processor-7A devite that interconnects the commun-
ications lines to the computer and performs a subset of the

'

following functions: ) ti

= Code and speed conversion
.

- Protocol ,

Error detection and correction,'

- Format checking

- Authentication

- Data validation' )1.

-- 'Statistical data gathering. k'

Computer--An electronic data processing device /referred to
' here oily for its communications processing capability.

Software--The instructions in ,the computer that cause ,the

communications application processing functions,to be'per-
formed:

-People--The.individuals respodsible for inputting data,
operating and maintaining the_equipment, writing the soft-
ware, and damaging the data communications environment. .,

0AJ

Exposures

The following six items depict, the basic areas of exposure that are
fisted across the top'orthe matrix. This section defines the basic ex-.
posures.to which a data communication network is subjected:

Errors and Omissions -- Inadvertent or naturally occurring
problems excluding those resulting fronvdeliberate or .ma-,

licious actions: They include but are not limited to:'

- Inaccurate data

Incomplete data e
- Malfunctioning device's, lines, or software.

- Disasters and 7DisTuptions (natural and manmade)--The"de-
` struction ar'tempOray breakdown of the personnel or .fa-'

cilities reqUired for the communication °system to func-
tion..tion. This reSultsfrom natural and manmade disasters
such as:,

*..
- Common carrier breakdown.

- Public utility breakd4wn.

HardwreisdftWare breakdown.

- The. occurrence of a series of events each witlOW.
probability causing catastrophic loss.

1 0-1 -,
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Loss of Integrity- -The condition that exists when t
tem, including its hardware, software; data, and configu-
ration is.Sot in one-of its intended states; i.e., it has
beeri subjedted to accidentalo,fraudulent or malit.iious'ac-

, tion or destruCtion. Mere disclosure is not included in

. ,

thig, defihitiOn. (ErrOrsand.bmissionsIdere treated sep-
arately in this maErix.)

.DisclosureThe unauthorized exposure of sinformation....

Defalcation--The intentional-breach of the. integrity of a
system or its data.by.an individual, or a group of indi-
vidukls in a.position of,trust or performing their assigned
,tasks..

Theft of Resources - -The use of the facilities-Or services'
of a system for other than the intended purposes.

Safeguards

he following 17 safeguards are the major categories of safeguards '
41.-

that an auditor should consider when reviewing the.secgrity of a data
.communication network. This stcti,on defines each safeguard. It should
be noted that security measures applied todata communication networks
'an be costly. Itis of great importance theta realistic and pragmatic
evaluation be made of the 'potential threat as well as the possible safe-

.

I
guards for countering the;threatto ensure a cost effective application
of-these safeguaids. The.auditOr should conduct a threat assessment
with regard tqa Totential loss of 'the application involved, the proba-,
bility of that loss, and the cost of providing an adequate safeguard:

.

(1) Physical Security Controls - -The use of locks, guards,
badges, sensors, alarms and administrative measures to
protect the physical facilities, computer, data 41,,m-
munications, and related equipment. *These safeguards

.

are, required for.:4141-qnitor4ng and control:for. and
the Physical. propkctiori%iof the computer and to, protect
data communica *quirkt from damage by accident,
fire, and environment4 4Zard/ both intentional and

unintentional in natUrrA2,These safeguards are employed
to detect, deter; prei7eat) and report security expo-
sures. 'Audit consists of determination of existence
of Speclific physical security treasures, effectiveness
of their functioning, and testing of reliability.

(2) Audit Trails--A chronological record of system activi-
ties that is sufficient to enable the reconstruction,
review, and examination of the sequence of environments
and activities surrounding or leading to each event.
Selected journals or reports include:

- Computer 16g-on/log-off

Physical access log-in/log-out

10-12 ,
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- ResOurce allocation an&use

-.Reconciliation of igO
t

uts to o/ufPuts

FreUency of specific events

- Forward and backward tracing'

Netwgricdfilization.'

This'safeguardis employed to detect, recover, correct,
or report security exposures. Audit consists of.deter-
mina'tion of reasonablehess, completeness, and 4ope.0

0) Back-up-.-The availability -and protection of resources
to be used to replace'or duplicate those used in normal
operation. This includes operational and written.pro-
cedur s for regular revie update, and testing of
back up resources, This safeguard _is. employed to pre-
ven loss and to correct or to help recover from(er-,
ro s. Audit should determine appropriateness Of back.:

techniques for risk involved.
.

6(4) ecavery_Procedures--The actions, ,procedure s, or sys-
_terns used to restore resources td'normal. Operational
capability in a.timely/ cost-effective manner. Audit
shduld determine workability or feasibility of re-
covery procedures.

t

Error Detection /Correction- -The techniques,. procedures,),

or systems used to detect'and'correct.ernors by meth-
ods ,such as echoing, forward error"correct.ion, and aur
tiomatic detection .and retransmNion methbdologies. ,

ThU may involve validation throuth'selective algo-
rithms, parity checks, check. sum, qtr.' This safeguard
is used to detect and correct errors. The auditor,
should detelmine limitations of techniques, procedures,

,,or systems. . .

0

(0) Authentication--The act 0 identifying or vetilimehg the
identity, authenticity, and eligibility of a termihal,
message, user, or computer. Authentication devices are
used to detect, prevent, and deter exposdres. These
include but are not limited to:

- User passwords

Keys.

. /- Badge's

- Message sequencing

- Terminal/computer call bask_

- Network protocol

Encryption.

10-13 /
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The auditor shbuld determine existence and commie eneps
of the 'safeguards.

1

,

.

- (7)' Encryption--Transformation of data to hide is o iginal
coptents'or pretient its undetected modificilt The

;considerations are:
,

- ,Specified precisely to meet some stanOrd, the

.

NBS Data Encryption Standard.
:

.

4
. :

Matched to vulnerabilities Incharacteristics of the
. commtnication'syste% and the data involved.

- Various ways'to encrypt, e.g.) link-by-lin or end-to-
end. .

- Requires administrative procedures to se -ct keys to .

be used, dictate' when to change theft,, an control their
distribution.

- Integratesintosystem deiign in future = pplications
when justified by the appropriate cost risk analysis.

- Add communications overhead to distribute keys, ini-
tialize and synchronize devices, and ecover from
communications errors..

Auditor should -- -first evaluate vulnerabilities of system
and dam, review the objective-s-of the encryption sys-
tem, and then measure the effectivness,of the,physicalle

' and administrative procedures supporting encryption;,

0 ^

-(8) Operational Procedures-7The administrative regulations,
policies, and day-to-day activities supporting the se-...,
curity safeguards of a data communication system such
as;

.
' -

- Specificatiop of the objectives of ADP security for
an organization,'esOecially as they,rplate to data
communications. ,

4'

,

1. . *
- Planning for contingencies Of security "events;': in- -

.

cluding recording of all, exception conditions and
,Activities. .
, .. e

o,
.

.

c'

- Assure management that other safeguards are imple-
mented, maintained and audited, including.bAkground .

checks, security cleaOnces and hiring of people with
'adequate security-oriented characteristics; separa-
tion of dutieS; mandat4Y Vacations. , 1-.. .

.
_

a

Develop effective safeguard for deterring,. detecting)
.'

.

prevefitin, and correcting undesirable, security'
eventk. .

. -
.

-

,.. ro

, ,

- Cost effective, Oftin resulting'in rela'ted benefits ..

.

.

such as better effitcdencr, :improved re4ability, and
. ,

..

economy.
/ 1

. , ' ,
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Auditor should look for the existence of current admini-
strative regulations,oecurity plans, contingency plans,
risk analysis, personnel understanding of management ob-
jectives, and then review thq, adequa4 andtimeliness of
the specified procedures in satisfying these.

(9) Preventive MaintenanceScheduled diagnostic testing:
cleaning, replacement, and inspection of equiPMent to
evaluate Its accuracy, reliability, and integrity. This .

includes:
A

- Develop schedu es for testing and repair.

- Ensure that mai tenance.personnel are given. the time
and resources'to deter or prevent failuFes ofequip-
ment.

4

- Keep inventory of replacement partsr, based on failure
statistics, such as Mean TiMeBetween Failure (MTBV)
for each device.

- Neel) maintenance records and analy e them for recur-
ring problems or statistically une pectad security
exposures.

- Perform unscheduled replacement or'testing for spe-
cific devices 'to detect unauthorizd modification
("bugging," etc.). This reducest e l.kelihood of
failures during critical periods a d, as a Iby-4
product, detects unauthorized modi ication of re-

,.

sources.-

Auditor should review maintenance sc eaules,f records,

inventory..of parts, "downtime," cost-to-repair-or-
replacecharts, and compare these with those of sim-
ilar. systems.

(10) Format chetleingA method of verify'

A reasonable through checks and balan
tomated verificatton systeM to dete
using metnods such As range checkin

" record counts, alphabetic character
field separators, etc.

Auditors should evaluate areas wher
be used and,verify that,adequate ch

g data jas being

es. Develop au-
t data entry errors
(numerical fields)',

,in numeric fields,
;

forMatIchecking can
cks,are'made.

.(11/ 'InsuranceFinancial protection age nst major losses.
Insurance is used to share d potent al or actual, loss
and to protect against or recover 'f am major disasters
by bvdgeting resodtces, over tWlongterm.

Auditors should evaluate whetlier prOtect,ton may be more
easily obtained from alternative safeguards, and that
major catastrophies will not expose the organization to
unacceptable 4

1 O- 1, ys..r...; I
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(12) Legal Contract- -An- agreement for perfo, nfing_ a Specific
' .service on a specific costing basis

4
generally incurring

specigIc liability. Examples in de bonding, conflict
of interest agreements, cleara "a, nondisclosure agree-
-ments, and the like. Other xamples-include:

- Agreements establisqi liability fof specific security
events.

1,
1 a

4.-

.
- Agreements not o perform certain acts er a penalty
will be inc. red.

. I ,

4
v
Auditor ouldireview the legal document fdr adequacy

,.

.

and pr ecItoe afforded. -

.
.

(13) F. t IsolatibreDia nostics--The techniques used to as-
ertain 010 integrity of the various hardware/software
canpoWents cOmPrisingthe.total data communicatiohs.en,"

k\tity:. These techni es are used to audit the total-en-
viropment'and to isoI te ,the' offending eleMents either
on a periodic basis or upon dqection of a failure.
ThOeftechniques include: 1>

-Diagnostie software tkputines

7/Electrical loopback
.I- /Test message teneration

idministrative affd Personnel procedures.

4 uditor should review the adequacy Ofthe techniques
sed for.fault-isolation.,

,(14) {)'raining/ cation -- Training and education of eniployees.
, serves boff to aid in preventing problems and in cor-

recting them when they'have occurred It serves to
clearly define responsibility and to f'amiliarize em-
ployees with accepted procedures.

Auditor ,should review ongoing educational polities.

` Educaiion also includes raining in the wh,s7-inclUdini
why security, and-co rols,are important to the prgani-

' zation. The poten 1 repercuastUristif a failure and
the.need to folio procedures or observe controls should
alsb be addre'ssed.

Auditor should ensure that management i5 aware of the
,negd and" advantages of education and that training is
used on a:continuing basis..

(15) Documentation--Documentation is precise description
of programs, hardware; system donfiguraWin, and pro-

I" cedures intended tp assist in prevention or problems,
,,identifying th,e causes of problems, and recoveri3Orom,
. the.problems. lt^should be sufficiently detailed to
Assist inreconst,ructing 'the system from its parts.

1 1.111 6 1.90
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Auditorshould determine Chat documentation exists to
the extent required to meet reasonable anticipated n&eds.

(16) Testing--The techniques used to validate the hardware and
software opwatiTI to ensure integrity. Testing, includ-

ing that of perso net, shourit undover departures from
specified operation.

Auditor should determine that testing exists to the extent
required.

(17) Reporting and Statistics--The gathering and reporting of
infOrmation.which defines the usage of all facets of the

.data 'communications entity. The generatiOn'of exception
reports for management including:

- Traffic statistics

-- Maintenance statistics
° .

- Error performance

Terminal usage by time and activity.

Auditor should'determine that reporting and statistics
+exist to the extentrequitedeo mee future planning needs.

O
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;
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EDITORS' NOTE

F

A breif 'biography of the Session ehairpers9n follows:

Mr. Richard D. Webb is a Manager In the Executive cffice of touCtle'
Ross & Company. He is responsible for research and development of.EDP
audit Olicids, EDP audit techniques, and EDP audit training. He had

A signifiCant.responsibilities on the EDP audit team that investigated the
Equity Funding situation for_the-Trustees in Bankruptcy. He has design-
ed and implemented audit software packages andhas been a finandial and
cost acCounting systems consu ant. Mr. Webb is a,Certified.Public AC-
countant (IL) and_a member of h American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants wherehe is Chairm of the Audit Software Specifications
Task Force; a member of.the C mputer Audit Subcommittee; and a member of
the Computer Audit Techniques and Approaches Audit GuideRrojett Teem.
He was also a member-of the task forces that drafted the AICPA audit
guides'entitled, "Audits of Ser/icetenter Produced Records" andi"Audi-
tar's Study and Evaluation of Internal: Controls in EDP Systdms." He is

e member of the Board of Directors of the New York Chapter of the'EDP
Auditor's Association and a' member of the New York Society of CPAs, Mr.

Webb. received _his BS in accounting from the University of Minnesota.

.

The charge _given to this session was:

POST-PROCESSING AUDIT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES:' What are the post-
'proppssing audiS. tools and techniques apilabld or needed for the
effective use of the various system0ournals and logs iron audit

,,,

of Computer 'security? .

fr
,

Many different logs and journals are produced, or can.be produced, that
provide important information to the auditor evaluating"computerssecu-
rity. Two of the major problems that the auditor often encounters are
the overwhelming volume of 4nformatiomand inadequate analytical tools..

This session isvtb-COnsider the type of information.needed, the most
effective and efficient method,ofcapture, and the tools and techniques
required fof analysis. 'Consideration should be given to what tools are
currently available as well as Itorse needed tp be ,developed.

The folloWing is a consensus report initially c viewed by the entire
group.

11 -2
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POST PROCESSING AUDIT LS AND TECHNIQUES
.

. %

. ,
. c,. , t:

, ,

1 1
.

. .1. INTRODUCTION- s,

. . . . .

This paper sutmarizes".the discbssions and conclusions of.the
session dea1in4.yJith post processing audit tools and techniques. Tie
group consisted of a mix of_external and internal auditors, security
specialists and,computer ociented generalists. Early in the .

' deliberation'it yes. agreed upon.to develop, and. adhere to an Outline, to
ditcuss some-basicdefinitions, and to agree on a scope for a/security. ,

- audit. < . cla ,

.
,eased on a common understanding of the scoe of the 'problem, we /

v.

agreed to;look at available data by dividing the total systeminto
system access, input, prbcessing , and output areas, We would attempt to'
determinetypical security audit information requirements1 i.e.-what

'' - information ,would an auditor need in the pOst-processing environment to
perform 6 security audit, and what information. might be needed that is

0

usually not availaple in today's environment. /Next we would assess
existing tools and techniques, and identify needed techniques. - . ,

The authors wish to acknowledge. many contributions made during tile , 1

Miamj. meetings and' constructive comments made during the review of -,

several draft versions of this paper by L.,Deege, P. M. McLellan, Rt
.,Stone, and M. J. Sopko. H. Robinson arranged the original session but
was, heweVer, unable to attend because of a last zinufe emergency. He
did'howewer contribute to drafts of this paper.

by 1

A. J. Neumann
N. Statland Y.

R. D. Webb

°.
z 1

,
.

., . *
,

The post processing activitips.of the auditor are presented ilete in
.the context of a security audit and inclilde confidentiality; iAtegrity, .

and availability 9f data. They alio include the s;legree of-compliance -

with approved procedures. Our'discu'Osion waskintended to-encompass
t environments ranging from those requiring very little security, to .

environments at the 'National Security 'level. Alsb, the. context of the
discussion does not specifically address or exclude audits where the!
objective is an opinion on: thb financial statements; system efficacy;
system -efficiency;.or whether the results of'the sygtem are used
effectively. -..- ,ft4

r."

2. 'OBJECTIVES OF A TYPICAL SECURITY AUDIT

11-3
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General, objectives of such a security audit 're agreed to bo the
, determination .of the existence, scope and adequacylof rontrea.s in light

of the level of information protec'tion. reguired by the pature of the, ,

systems "

Several.specifid objectives were noted:' '

a. Determine that all transactiops,were Completely processed and that
they were *processed once and only once. (uniqueness of transactions).

b. Determine that each transactiod is complete, accuratq and authorized.
(completeness, 'accuracy, and authorization controls. for trantactio s,
i.e. transaction integrity).

c. Determine that processing was complete, accurate, and authorized..
(completeness, 'accuracy, and'authorization.controls of pkocessing, f.e.
processing

'1

O. Determine that distribution of processing results was made only to
authorized recipients. (distributibh control). :

e. Deterfttine that arata and the required use of system resources were
'recoveca.b. ('recoverability control).

f. Determine the ability to detect4and analyze secUkity'violations.
(detection and analysis capability, i.e. violation control).

.

It was understood that the auditor would have to first " understand
the system" being audited in order to. work towards the stated
objectives. Discussion of security audit 1M to formulation of the
following definitions.

3. DEFINITIONS .

.- . C./ .,

. "b;)mputer Security -- The protection of system data` and resources
.. ,

from accidental and deliberate'threats to conficentiality,-integrity,
And availability. // 4 - ,

\
--

440\\\-

Computer Security Audit An examination of computer security
procedures and measures for tie purpose of evaluating

.-(
their,adequacy and

degree-of compliance with established policy.
. .

. .

Note: This.definitiOn covers coMPaer security, xVher than data
/ .

. AO

1 security, which is included in the broader concept. It was felt that'the'
0 definition of security audit in PIPS PUB 39 dealing with data security

only should be broadened to the definition.given here.
.

.

. .
.

, Post Processing Audit -- The post-fact o analysis of input, processing,
and output inToriHn forthe purpose of validating compliance with ,

'\ 11-4
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a
'c . ..

pre-determined system requirements including those Or security.
.

--..--, '
.

Log. -- P\chroRologttal-regord of 'data elements representing specified
actions taken for specific purposes dUring system operation. "Date
element" is usedlhere in its broadest"sense to include application data
as well as system,perfoimance related data etc.

. ,

. - , ,
Tools vs. Techniques A technigae.is a

.

method of accomplishing a
. desirbd'Objectiive; thus a technique,may consist of procedures thI°

cOntain'several tools; or a teNinique may empkby.several,tools .

alternately. For example audit software is a tool that can be used in
s'-many techniques. .

. .

Transaction -- A collection of dat67about an event. It mAy be processel
or rejected, but from an auditors viewpoint-should always beirecorded.
The term is used here in its broadest sense from an operator.action at a
terminal served by d computer to a financial transaction or a textual ,

message. --* _-
:

.. .

P t 1
k. , A .-

.
".4. SCOPE OF POST PRdOESSING AUDIT

,

While the scope of a post processing audit extenc4 beyond the EDP
system proper and Includes review of manuals and automated controls,.this
discussion, deals only with techniques, and tools covering theTEDP 'system
-propet; That is-the audit CoVersproCessing of transactions from tWle
eime of initial conversion of date through intermediate processing
stages and telecommunications to the delivery of output. The mode of .

processing.(that is, on-line vs. patch) was not considered-to'be a
limiting factor, though several ofuthe logs di cussed may be appropriate
drily in -one or the other mode. The auditor is assumed to hdve",
sufficient knowledge of oysteds_to be able to judge the impact oksysteM,
pesfo ance on security and also to effegtively4Seview manual areas
prior ,conversion,and subsequent to output. 'Figifte l'sh6ws in

diagr atig form the. scope of .poSt-processing sagurity audit.
4

1:.7%

O 5., INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS,.

Achievement'of.the objectives'of'a-security audit generally
requires information aboa the following areas: ACCESS; INPUT,.
PROCESSIbTand. OUTPUT. The tauditor should review each of thy' areas and
l ook for information detail in a log showing the following five basic
types of information labelaed : WHO, FUOCTION', WHAT, STATUS, and TIME..
(These are illustrated in tables"i-through 4).

.

f*
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ACCESS

r.

I TOOLS.)

AUDITOR'S
:OUTPUT

1

AUDITOR'S
CONCLUSIONS

0

FIGURE 1: POST PROcESSINdSECURITY AUDIT
;
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-
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. TABLE I: SISTEM,LOG ACCESS INFORMATION

e.4

4

WHO FUNCTION ., WHAT STATUS TIME

\

USER ID ENTRY
,,SYSTEM ID
& DEVICE ID

SUCCESSFUL/.

UNSUCCESSFUL
DT

USER -ID
-

EXIT/ .z

RELEASE'

SYSTEM ID,
& DEVICE ID

N ,

. DT

D=DATE

T=TIME

'

TABLE 2:1NPUT LOG INFORMATION

WHO. UNCTION /WHAT STATUS TIME

,

-TASK ID

.

REQUEST

TO JOPEN

'FORI,READ''

.

RESOURCES

I.E. FILES,

DEVICES,

PROGRAMS

DATA

SUCCESSFUL/

UNSUCCESSFUL
.- - ,

uT
H

TASK ID 'READ
FILE, DATA

, DTS111

.,

USER ID ENTER TASK ID , " DT,

a

DliATE SN=SERIAL

T=TIME'

206
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TARL.E3: PROCESSING LOG INFORMATION

WHO : FUNCTION WHAT 'STATUS TIME .
14

TASK ID.
-

.

VALIDATE

,

TRANSACTION
TYPE

CONTENT '.
. N/A N/A

TASK ID
FORMAT'

LOG

RECORD

TRANSACTION
.

VALID/
- INVALID

,

D-T-SN'
EACH .-

TRANSACTION

TASK ID
.

COUNT &
'SUMMARIZE

II N/A N/A

TASK ID
FORMAT.

LOG

RECORD

Tel( COUNTS
& SUMS

N/A

. ,

D-T-SN
.

TASK ID
,

bPDATE MASTER . N/A N/A

TASK ID SAVE'
MASTER FILE

LOG-

NORMAL/
ABNORMAL

.

D-T-SN
OF

TRANSACTION

TASK ID
,

SAVE
. ,

PERIODIC

BACKUP FILE N/A . 'D-T-:-SN

TASK ID .._.COUNT &

SUMMARIZE

DATA BASE

LOGICAL Fla
FOR EACH

TASK

NkA D--T-SN

5'

X11 -8

D=DATE SN=SERIAL #
- T=T111,11E.
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TABLE 4: OUTPUT OG INFORMATION.
WHO FUNCTION WHA STATUS k TIME

TASK/
USER ID

REQUEST

, WRITE

(613DWTE)

FILE ID

DEVICE ID

'.

SUltEss Hi/
UNSUCtESSfUll
DEVICE /STATUS

CHANGE

TASK ID WRITE
(UPDATE)

.

DEVICE ID
----FILE ID
MACHINE OR

HUMAN
READABLE

COMPLETE/(--

INCOMPLETE

.

D- T.

,'
.

,

I

2
11

ti

C>0

4

D=DATE..
Zr =TIME

,
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A .

k
WHO identgies ye_cadse or initiating force of a transaction. The

cause may,be.a"Person or a process, manual tasks, /or g program.

The .FUNCTION, is descriptive of a processing action such as "entry",

"request to reAd",'"validate", "count" ett.

The items'labelled sOAT'idehtifi objectS of the processing action.
They may-be files, devices; programs, or data elements.,

a -

The STATUS information'refeis to the function and the associated-
cause and objects. An action may be complete or incomplete, correct or
i.ncorrect, etc.

d., .
. k,

V
-

.

TIME
4P
provides a date-time stamp associated with the recorded action

and status. It provides 15asiC'time information which can.be used to
determine audit trails, and in general to trace system continuities. In

some cases a transaction or record serial number will be associated with
a, Aate.time stamp.

.
,

. .

. .

.

"Tables-1 through 4 show typical, information requirements in tabular
form. These tables are not all inclusive-and should not be considered
complete in any way. They do illustrate a train of thought, and indicate
a methodology which, could be used, to check security information
requieemerits available in existing) systems, and those to be specified

, for future systems- NO time sequence is to be implied by the position of
the rows in the various tables. Each line in these tables forms a basic
record of information pertainingAtcYsecurity,,which maybe recorded or
logged and then processed at a later time for security audit, Urposes.

6. TYPICALLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION
k

In most existing systems a variety of information is available for
post--processing audits. A variety of lOgs are prepared routinely for-
accounting purpose's, system maintenance and for system 'performance
monitoring. &console log may routinely record and print out coded
system malfunctions in terms of error messages and times of occurrence.
An event log might also record terminal ID and user ID of successful
system entries. It, may also.record,unsuccessful entries and associated
passwords used on that occasion. Every user command, the,time of the
command, and terminal and user.Mmay also be _togged. From an EDP .

department accounting standpoint there should be records of the progra4
or job run, the various measures used in billing (connect time, CW,
time, resource units etc.), the user or organization ID, etc. Some of

this information is useful for:secUrity audits.

'' 11-10 2 0,3
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,Security related information should include time of actioN,\ type o
action?, recorctof unauthorized passwoFds used, resource control,, and
'ot* her,means used in the violation. . ,

-
\

r\s' I.

\ \
'.7. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTEM

The next paragraphs Elludtrate security information requireie ts in
the:context of an electronib,funds transfer system. Figure 2 show a

V sytem b1oCk diagram, major system components,.alid various logs us d for
-.security purposes. A pmbir of Fet it terminals are Connected-to a
regional communications cohtrolier. Several of these contro.1ers may be
connected to bank camputefs Or to ach othet. Records and logs are
maintained at the communication co trailers and at central bank ' ' .

ters., I 3,

e controller maintains a re erence log and a journals 'Four major
software functions ate postula ed/for the central computer: the ,,-

operating system, and the inpu , processing and output functions4 All
of these maintain appropriate ogd and records for security'purpa4,.

r

. A '.
I .

, , .,
,..!,,,

7.1 RemoteTerminal'Procedures' :

e. '4,':'

.

.,
, % Jo-

ProCedures at the remote terminal are designed to build up security
inforMation in,the various logs. A customeris identified by.a personal
identificdtion.numberto restrict access to appropriate file segements.
A transaction type may be entered, which permits validation of the
terminal use for the partiCular type of transaction. A further check
May be made on the terminal identification, which may be hard wired,

. .

Additional'euthorization codes may be required to, permit-credit
operations,' adjustments i.e. returns, andchigh value debit transactions.
Each acknowledgment of a transaction is identified with a sequence
numBer,wh'ich is generated in the terminal.

1 /

./ . .. ,

7.2 eps'age Security at the Switching Computer.
,

Messaged are forMatted into message headers and the message
content.

0
/ q.2.1 Message Headers: A header usually will contain the follOwing

.,information: c

-Originating terminal'ID
Message -type designator
Priority code
Message sequence number(assigned at each terminal)
Routing - .indicator ,

.;

.

° Message character count
r
..

.3*
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RETAIL.
TOAINALS

A

REQUIRED PROCEDURE

4

REGIONAL
FRONT-END

CONTROLLER

B

ANK C O'M P U T

OPERATIN
-SYSTEM

C

-

EDIT/
ALIDATION

.

, D _

a

i

I

1E

.

OUTPUT

'

.

.

PASSW D *
TABLE

4-

BU D -
. TR V ,

f ;kg ION
'CONtROL

16i-A Ls

I
BUILD

. MASTER R.

FILE/CONTROL
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, e

.

.,

I

,
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4,,
..,

TRAP ,
PROGRAM
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1
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.

4,
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FIGURE 2. SECURITTC NSIDEI ATIONS RHIN EFTS-SYSTENI ARCHITECTURE
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7.2.2 Message ac wledgment and release. After validation of the
message charaete count, the Switching computer is accountable for each
message until the'the:receiving unit e.g a,terminal, host computer or
another Switching4center,acknowle.4es.receipt'of the message. If
. message count,'orgin br destination codes are invalid, retransmission
is reqpestedusing the,same message sequence number.

14"1.2.3 Ledger balancing. By maintaining's list of input and output
_actions for each message, ledgers are maintained in a;.continuous state
of balance,

7,3 communications Proaessor Logs 4r

,

All ; Message header data'are,maintained on the reference log, while
mespage,contents are stored on'thesjournal log.

7.4 Bank Computer Functions and.Logs

The input function primarily deals with validation and editing of
the transactions: A transadtion log is maintained. The, operating system
Maintains a system access log, the-processing function maintains a
master file log, while the output module maintains periodic back up
files, which, may be used during system failures to reconstitute records,
and files. 144 5 shows data.required by to system log. Sign-on and
file entry wd.uid require useof encrypted pasvordsrwith associated
indicators showing which files, devices, Pro W0 may be used. Table'6

,shoT4 data requirements for-editing and validating of input
transactions, while tables 7 and 8 show data requirements for processihg
and updating, and for output.

4 .z
8. POST PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Several post-processing.techniques Were_identified by the working
group. They are presented here by area and witfioUt guidelines for use
in specific circumstances since use Of a specific technique would
require the auditor to consider sev al'factors such as timing and cost.

2f,

8.1 ACCESS
0
,.'

\.,

4,a.1:1 Unsuccessful accesses. List_all unsuccessful accesses by level of'
`security in order to determine who accessed, and why atte t was
unsuccessful. Determine frequency and quantity. Determi e
characteristic patterns and compare ta" authorization tab This would
aid in detection of unauthorized users.

1i-13212
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COMPLETION OF TAKS18,3 WILL ReouikE USE OF'A STORED, - D=DATE
t-b' -iNCIPHERED PASSWORD WITH ASSOCIATED INDICATORS OF T=TIME

. .. WHICH FILES;;DEVICES,-PROGRAMS, EIC.,THIS TASK MAY USE -----

'A "TRAP" PlibGRAM SHOULD BE USED TO NOTE OCCURRENCE OrUNUSUAL
. TRAFFIC PATTERNS. .

TABLE 5: 'OPERATING SYSTEM- tr-
SECURITY ACCESS CONTROL LOG DITA

WHO , FUNCTION WHAT; STATUS
I

.:
TIME

SUBSCRIBER
, ID _ ,

I

SYSTEM

. DEVICE ID
,a. _

SUCCESSFUL/
UNSUCCESSFUL

,

D4:
. ,

SUBSC.F1IBER

ID,
RELEASE ,. SYSTEM

DEVICE 10

,

SUCCESSFUL`/

NSUCCESSFU L

l'otT\

,

SUBSCRIBER
, . ID, -

ENTER

.

TAS ID

TRANSACTION,
TYFE

SUCCESSFUb,

UNSUCCESSFUL
..

2

n.'..

#,

, .,. ,

-

..
' TASK ID

.

.

4

REQUEST

TO USE
(ACCESS

FOR READ)
6

RESOURCES

I.E. EKES,
DEV?CES,

PRO

PROCEDURES

AMS,
L

''',

.

. .

.SUCCESSFUL/

UNSUCCESSFUL

,

.

DL-..T-./.

"' .,

/r

t
..15 -

4-

4

a

10



'TABLE 6: SECURITY kEQUIREMENITS/DURIN.G
EDIT/VALIDATION QF INPUT TRANSACTIONO -

WHO FUNCTION Y 'WHAT 'STATUS TIgE

TASK ID. -. _
VALIDATE--

.

fR_AlcISACTION.,-

'CONTEM: Tt',',
.N /A N/A ,

,..,..

/'
-TA SK ID
: ',

.

FORMAT/
WRITE LOG

RECORD-
,

1 . .

TRANSACTION

''-*
:.

.. .

.41/A l.ID/

INVALID

D-4 !.
(TRANSACTIIIN
SN IINCI.J161 NG

TERMINAL) e,

TASK ID

COUNT & ADD
TO CONTROL

*-11:3TALS

MAINTAINED
FOR EACH

TERMINAL BY
TRANSACTION

TYPE

.

.

TRANSACTION
& SELECTED

DATA

ELEMENTS

,

- .

N/A ,

,

, .. ,

..
4 ..

°N/A.

'.!

. D=DATE T=ONIESN=SERIAL #

',TABLE 7: SECURITY REOU-1-kEVIEN4$.1)U.RiNG
.PROCESSING/UPDATE OF DATA

WHO FUNCTION WHArt-j4 STATUS. -. TIME ,

TASK ID UPDATE' MASTER
-
. FILES

1N/A .....- N/A -,
..

TASK ID
.

SAVE .

7
:

COU T & ADD
TO ONTROL

OTALS

MASTER FIL.
BEFORE/AFTER '

IMAGE RN LOG

MASTER FILE

RECORDS

SELECTED, DATA

ELEMENTS

0' FIMAL/

ABNORMAL

11-T
'

TRANSACTION
SN ,

D4--
;MASTER FILE

. VN .
,cl

TASK ID

j-.
,

N/A

.
.,.

°

11-15
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1:1;--DATE' 4N=SERIAL #

T=TIME #
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-TABLE 8: SECURITY RQUIREME TS DURIN-G
OUTPUT OF DATA

- WHO . FUNCTION \ WHAT SiATUS TIME

.<

TASK ID

,I? FORMAT
SUMMARY

;RECORDS PO'Fi_

TRANSACTION
& MASTER
FILE -LOGS, ,

i'

RECORD

COUNTS 8c°

.ONTROL'

-VITALS 'OP%A. 4

SELECTED

DATA ;

ELEMENTS

\
%

NIA
--

P

\. ,. .

. .

,

DT
SNVN

TASK/
'USER ID-

REQUEST

WRITE/
UPDATE

..
4.-; Hu

ID

DEVICE ID
. .- 4

SUCCESSFUL/ "
UNSUCCESSFUL;`

DEVICE STATUS'
--,

11-41

TASK ID

.
,

,, WRITE/
UPDATE-

IN-PLACE
.

DEVICE ID

'FILE ID
FOR MiACHINE

OR VISUAL

.READ

.

-COMPLEiE/
INCOMPLETE

. ..
--4

F

:-DT ,i
-

IASI I(1-, , WRITE
PERIODIC

BACKUP ,FILE

/
- N/A

.. .

DT=
SNVN

11-1621
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8.4:2 Successful accesses. List all successful entries to determine
gage patterns.' Compare successful entries to, authorization table.

.7"

8.1.341g continuity check. Establish a;log,continuity-check to
determine when thesystem did no"indicate that it.was in Ilse and check',
against procetsiqg schedule. All.untactivity.ted breaks in system activity.
thould be explained. .

8.2 INPJ
.. .

.. .--,: ..T ;.....,*,.. _

-..
..

...I : ,,-,

.

ip..
.

Techniques 1, 2, 3 apply as shown in ACCESS.

8.3 PROCESSING

Here a'variety of techniqUes can be used to Check processing
integrity and security .

8:3.1 Manual Checking..Manital-checking of a selected set of previously
processed transactions On be used to verify res its produced in.ate
actual, tpreviout processing cycle..

8.3.2 Control 16tali. Indipendent determination of the control totals of
Actual files by means of audit programs permit checking of totals
against reported totals produced by the system.

8.1$.3 Test Data.System test data can be used to produce control totals
or-results that are to be checked ag-ainst predetermined totals. (base
case /test decks y - %

.

, .

, ..

8.3.4 Integrated Test_ Facility. Here the auditor selects specia.

transactions to be processed against auditor controlled flle,segments or
'records. This method is Used fwalpently to test.. selected processing
paths of on-line ptoceisinstystems. This may be done on a regular or=
unscheduled basis, and provides a deterrent to fraud since the ITF may
be Nsigned to. be transparent to programming and operations.personnelj,
They woltd thus not be aware of ongoing security audit-- fisting.

8.3,5 Tagging. tagged transactions(i.e. transactions to which special
codes have-been assigned bythe auditor) can be traced through the
processing of live production runs, imorderto examine intermediate
processing results. .

8.3.6 Extended Record Maintenance. Extended record maintenance can be
used to add and maintain transaction records within a master file, that.
can be used to provide the processing history of a master file. In-line
data collection provides samples ci; 4ata,*or stratification as an
extension of the application program.

4

11-17 ,
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8,3.7 Tracing. Tracing can be used to document use of program moduleSk,

or program instructions to process specific transactions. It is used to

verify process logic and to identify unused portions of coenputer

programs. ''\
e

. ,

8,3.8 Mapping., Use of-program analyzers permits mapping of all object
'program M4idules included in the load image library to determine, what

special conditions lead the execution of each prograin module.

8.3.9 Recompilation. Recompilation of the source/statement version of
the program, and processing of the 'resultant object code'against a,
recent set of treqsactions can be done. A comparison of the two sets of

results may lead tb evidence of. improper processing. %Additionally the
current source program can be recompiled with the resulting object r

module mechanically compared to the current production module °resident

in the library. This technique would identify modifications to the
object module not reflected irk the source code. Once the source code

logic has been proven, an auditor controlled copy could,be maintained
for subsequent comparison with the proddction version to, detect program

modifications.--

8.3.10 Parallel simulation. Parallel simulation programs using selected

application logic,-calculations and controls, relevant to specific

auditing tests can be used to reprocess selected actual transactions.
Critical calculations can be verifted by processing in another language.,

Depending upon, complexity and the degreeo5 flexibility:,

available, generalized.sOftware package could be used to parallel the .

operfatio of a system.

8.3. Retrieval Programs. Record retrieval prograis can be used to
select transactions that either meet specified selaCtion criteria, or
are selected as a_result of statistical sampling criteria. Printed.

reports can be produced which can be used for further analysis and ,

investigation..

8.4 OUTPUT /

/- -The following potL-processing techniques are used in checking

//1 system output.

8.4.1. Output LJibisting. List the outputs and verify disposition of output;

including schedule compliance.

8.4.2 Authorization Listing. List authorizations (as in input).

The post-processing techniques listed in the previous paragraphg

have ,been suuiarized and related to the security audit objectives) in

Figure 3. It appears that fewer techniques are available for
distribution control, recoverability and violation control, than for
uniqueness and integrity of transactions and of processing. .

11-18217
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9: NEEDED TECHNIQUES,

A.
d

_Techniques could be developed or improVed in two areas, e of
logging security audit data, and analygis and manipulation o _logs.

()

4%0

,9.1 Logging methods ,.
, .0,

Security of the secuattPQg-n 'S"="totbe.established....5courity
data should be conside fo' .ericrYption, i.e. passwords and critical
logs should be/Kotect fibCtulatithorizaccess.

peturity149.1,can be abl't ished using one or more of the following
methods:

The simplest method_w*ld be to use the present operating system
software. Thi&would provisde only minimal'protection because it is .

dependent dn'the operating system and the people who'control

A spec*purpose-device, i.e.Na tamper proof, secure, recordi
,

microprocessor,'actstepeci-al. instructions contained in all
,programs could also be used. Such a device would all activit ,

including use Of'special-contr61:,programs (e. g. "super-zap"Y, that
normally leave no trace on the systems?log. Similarly such a devIce
could record all calls to program libraries.

.

A complete. hardware monitor similar to a cockpit flight recorder,
with probes at critical control points throughout the system is another
alternative.- It cou ovide a complete security log, with a.proper
level of protect independent of the system being monitored..

9,2 Software Tools
_

6,

It was the consensus of the group that much can be done'with
existing techniques, and that no new techniques needed to be developed.

.
.

1
Existing audit software could be made easier to use, and degrees of

#

improvement could be made. Also existence of software,capabilities needs-
to be publicized, many auditors do dotkhow "what" is available

..,"Where".

- Available tools appear to be too cumbersome to use, and Often are
primitive. For example, certain procedures des8ribed earlier, though
having common objectives, generally require complicated programminsto
accomplish their goals using todayls tools. Higher level software to
.access logj for audit purposes could be developed.

-_ ,-
.y.

k'dements in th AVarious tools are often not coordinated, e.g.
. .

trading artd.Mappi Vhese techniques are generally appropriate to be
.

used together, and cilites could, be developedso that they could pe
used-together. -

,

11-20 - , __,,41
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10. aCNCLUSIONS ANii'RECOMMENDATIONS''

. Information should be published for the benefit of auditors on
"what."-audit tools are available "Where". That is, a catalog of to61.s
for security audit should be developed. This catalog would provide
detiild of componentsiandyould be indexed according to'tethniques,
hardware, and software required to use the tools. Commentsabqut the
level of,difficulty would aldo be included.

-
Security log data should be built into new systems during their

development. Secdrity Oriented personnel should paticipate in planning,
development and design of systems, to insure auditabil-ity.

Secure logging hardware components should be explored, to provide
tamper-proof recording capability for security audit puiposes.

" I
Q
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EDITORS' NOTE,...

<41

A breif biography of the Session Chairperson follows:
.

. .

Dr. Hart J. Will has been'on the Faculty of Commerce and Business
Administration at the University of British Columbia since 1969, first
as Assistant Professor and currently as Associate Professor of Account-'
ing and Management InfOrmition Systems. kis teaching and research in- .

terests lie in: MIS analysis; design, audit, control and security;,da7, , .,.

to base management and administration; and audit software in general
and ACL (Audit Command LanguageLin partitular. He'has worked, con-
sulted, taught, and published extensjvely_in.Europe and North America.
His activities intludei Chairman of U.E.E. International Symposium
on Computer Auditing Legal andjechnical,Issues, St. Augustin, Ger- ... .

many: GMD, June 18-20, 1975'and Editor o Legal and Technical Issues of

rt:
Computer Auditing, the Conference Proce dings; visiting Research Pro=
sessor, Gesellschaft fuer Mathematik a d Datenverarbeitung (GMD), St,_ A
Augustin, Germany 1974-75; founding chairMan of an informal,DBMS Worklillm
shop; 1976777; and currently Associate Editor .of INFOR, Canadian Jour-

- naf of Operational Research and Information Processing 1977. His de-
grees are; Diplom-Kaufmann (Free University Berlin),Ph.D. (University
of Illinois at Urb46a-Champaign).

0 .

a

The chawge given to this session was:

INTERACTIVE AUDIT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES: What are thd.nteractive
audit tools and techniques available or needed to permit on-line
auditing of compter security?

The Institute of Internal Auditors considers internal audit a managerial
control which functions by measuring and evaluating the effectiveness
pf other controls. It has become increasingly difficult in an ADP en-
'vironment for the auditor to fulfill.tbis'resporisibility in drespod7.,
sive way and continue to audit on an after-the-fact basis. The speed'
of processing alone requires a different approach.

This session is to explore the audit tools and techniques that can be
applied today and 'those that are needed.to be developed which will per-
mit on-line evaluation of data integrity:.

.

The consensus report that.folloWs was developed and reviewed by thee
entire, membership of this session.

12-2
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Interactive Audit Tools and Techniques
A Group Concensus Report

Hart J. Will and group members

. 1.1 - Introduction

1.1:1 Interactiveness

1. EXEeUTIVE.SUMMARY

rr

In an audit context, interactiveness is usually interpreted as on-
line coding of audit programs, although the interactive audit prbgramming
feature is available only in relatively few systems. Another dimension
of interactiveness is on-line audit processing ina human-machine dia-
logue in terms of free-format audit investigations )of a computerized in-
formation system In regard to computer-security, some'use has been made
pf gathering on-line system performance information (SMF, time-sharing
session data, etc.) for purposes of near'real-time monitoring and cYrrtrol.
Yet'in a compilter communications system whch 'is itself highly interactive
and where usenf data base tethnolbgy is predominant, -the requirements
exist for increased capability to use the computer...also as an interactive
audit.tool.

V-

.Research and Development
. .

. There are many existing computer audit to ls and techniques.that are
being used on a partially interactive basis., Interactiveness is gesir-
able in the development and maintenance of performance. The working
group believes that research and development is needed with respect to
true interactive tools and techniques. Tie report includeS some examples
,of possible areas for further study.

1.1.3 Subject Areas
. A*. .

. .. .
et ...

The following subjects are of interest to the group:,
-Interactive,use.of existing'audit tools and techniques to increase.."
audit efficiency. ,-

-Development'of neitools and techniqUes in order to facilitate the
performance assurance process in general, and auditing in particular.

-Development and use of techniques to increase the auditability of
,,

computer sistems. - ,

1.2 Summary .

.

' 1.2.1 Performance Assurance ,

j-'

The summary framework As that of performance assurance, which is

12-3
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defined as the aisurance'that a computer system is performing its intended
functions elrlin/a specified degree of accuracy, timeliness, and data se-
4jrity, and.-thal it is not.performing unintended functions. Performance
assurance iq the domain of several different kinds of people,.and,incrude
the Certified Public Accountant, senior 6rganizational managgent, inter-
nal auditors, the quality 'assurance function and operational management.
Basic definitions and objectives are covered in section 2. Section 3
describes the perforMan4efassurance function in terms of four activities:,

-Project Control objectives
-Information'gatheLjng.
- Analysis and 6veitation,
-Test,ihg

.-(

1.2.2 ExiStOng Tools and Tedhniques

Existing tools and techniques that' can be used interactivelyare
discOssed,ih section 4.4. .

°

'1.2.3 Needed. Tools and Techniques . N.
I-

*, .

,,-
.

, .

Additional' needed performance assurance tools and techntqUes that
should be qutte useful'in the detectioil of malfunctions of systemS pro-
cedures or-control are discussed in section 5, It is possible to identi-
fy symptoms'rplating to data or program errors,tanomalous activity, ac-
cess control breaches and any attivity that exceeds'pre-determined thres-
holds. 'The following categories of tools measure these symptoms:

- Near real-time error detection'and correction. .

-Monitoring Of adequacy of controls. l °

-Measurement of deign accuracy-.
-Program modification control..` 4..'

-Monitoring, 'of ,f system troubles or activi,--- ,,,iry. 1

^A
.'0

.

1.3 Use of Interactive Tools and Techniques

The working group has iqp.tified two major categoric 'of uses for
interactive computing. They a interactive audit programming and inter-
active audit processing. These aredefined in section 2. of the report.
In the case of interactive audit programming, thebehefl-ts to the auditor
in developing his audit programs are similar to the benefits in develop-

.ing and debugging any computer' program,. Interactive audit processing
provides interactive access to report data/files and interacttve execu-
tion ofan audit program.

Interaitive access to repOrt data/files refers to the interrogation'
by the eudinr of report data/files which have been stored by the system
controls an files for this purpose. Examples would include frequency
counts of various lypeS of transactions on specific data ,fin attempts to
penetrate security functions.

Jriteractive executiyi of an audit program refe6 to the stepwise ex-
ecution of an audit program providing the auditor the opportunity to ex-
amin,p intermediate results in-line and base the next execution step 'in

12 -4



the program on,thoserTntermedi to results.
10

The working group has conc uded that interac .ye technique's for au-
'dttng has not been wide spread., The reasons identifi d include: (1)

Interactive audit programs are nOtfwidely available an audttors are not
accustomed tooperating in this mode. ,(2) -Interactim access to report
data/fies reqUires that controls 'be built into'systems to collect these
data and to create the report fileS, The neded controls
formalized sufficiently to provjde for exte ded auditab ity. (3)

have not been
In-

teractive
\

exec4tion of an audit prog\-p requires new setware design for
the auditor tO use. Few such processors exist and those that do exist
have not received sufficient acceptance and-exposure.

1.4 Benefits of Interactive ToOls and Techniques

A number of benefits can be derived from the use of interactive
tools and techniques to facilitate the performance assurance function.
Since their cost effectiveness has not been fully expldred,,, furfher re-
search and evaluatio is warranted. ,

Interactive tools and techniques facilitate the focusing on system
or controlfunctions in as much, detail as is needed (ZooM,lense effect).
They allow the review Of events in near real-time, througcontinuous Up-
dating of audit trails and recorded eVnts. This provide§ thcapability,
to:

\. -Screen for file status conditions.
-Determine exception conditions.
-Summarize relevant Aata or conditions.
Display unusual conditions.

O
They may improve audit effectiveness by providing additions capa-.

bilities for determining characteristics and usageof controls.

They may increase or improve the efficiency of audit by alloying
more immediate return on audit effort.

They imprqve timeliness of auditing through provision of immediate
feedback and allocs, corrective action to occur without delay, thus, reduc-'
ing exposures. I

They reduce clerical. effort an dil fteparation and allow the 'au-
ditor to devote more time to pro ssional effort and analysis. ,

,

1.5 , -Further Deliberation and Research ,

-, ,i
.. _

The group feels that further deliberations and research are required
in the following areas: .

,

-t-7.
- Specification of design and performance requirements for interactive
audit tools and techniques.

. -Designs of interactive audit tools anti techniques for interfaces
( with operating systems and data base Management systems.

- Behavioral 'audit research to study audit behaviorin an jnjeracti'7e ....

1 k5,,
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human-machine mode Of operation.
-Development of a comprehensive audit and control theory to guide
RerfOrmance Assurance (PA) professionals in their, activities and
software designers in the development of appropriate audit tools

-and techniques.

11

Goal

2. GOAL, OBJECTIVES, DEFINITIONS

4

The development of an auditing approach for the use of on=line or in-
tractive techniques. to achieve performance assurance in computer systems.

2.Z :Objective's .-14 ... .

-Define the scope and r,quiremets for interactive tools and techs
niques.

-Review and define a itability and control characteristics'ift,com-
, ,

puter systems.. .
. .

-Describe toils and techniques'available and specify neededohes.
,-Develop criteria for the use of these tools in,specific systems

eapironments and define the required interfa4s (e.g. with Data
Rase, OpeNting Systems).

) '

, .\

,,12.3 -Definitions

2:3!1 Pdrformance Assurance
(.

, ,
Assurance that a computer systemAs, performing its intended functions

within a specified degree of accuracy, timeliness, and data security; and
that itis not performing unintended functions. Thelemelof accuracy
depends on the critical nature of the applications, and files Imaster
files, transactions and programs) as determined by management criteria.

,

2,3.2 Interactive Tools and Techniques.

Tools and techniques that provide both interactive audit programming
and interactive audit processing support. As such thefacilitate immed-
iate access toor uses of live files (master files, transactions and Oro-
grams) and to performance assurance data. This includes interactive ac-
cess o application and control files as well as continuous dialogue be-
tween human and computer systems. (See Figure l.)\:t

2.3.3 Interactive Audit Programming

, Ks'

. The development of a computer audit program by means of a language,
i.e. the auditor gets immediate feedback,ftom the language on syntactic.
errors .ncf preferably semantic errors as well 7 such that the audit pro
gram is instantaneously debugged and ready for immediate (or deliberate-
ly delgted),test and/or execution. Antonyms: generative (complier-

, dependent) programming, host language programming.,

"712-6
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2.3.4 interactive Audit'PrOcessing .

. ,
.

, . .

Interactive, Audit Processing performs immediate, interpretive execu
tion of computer audit program steps and-whole audit programs against on )
line files upon issuance' of simple, often terminal- initiated ComMane.

, j
-Antonyms: Batch audit processing,.Off-line file processing.

...

.
t..

2.3.5 Interactive- Auditing , `.a
, .

, Interictiveauditing is Aependent on interactive audit programming
and interactive audit processing facilities as part of a "selfcoRtained"
'audit softWare syStem which can be interfaced with client information
systems of diver$e designs. . 4

Antonyms: Batch auditiq. .

.,

. .-

2.3..6 OR-Line Auditing

Refers to the capability to auditin an int6-active nner.
.4 .

2.3.7 Auditing of On-Line Systems
-..

,
Refers to the capability, to audit both,thesystems themselves and

their controls where the dominant mode df prpcessing is on-line (e.g.,
airline reservation system, real-time process control, data,entry systems,
etc!)

2.4 Performance Assurance Functions.

2.4.1 Model A,

In order th leneralize the term "auditing" the group-decided to il-
lustrate the previously defined term 'performance assurance functions" !,

as shown in figure 2.

:1
INCREASING.

INVOLVEMENT

f
CPA ,

INTERNAL AUDITOR

QUALIT1L.ASSURANCE FUNCTION

OPERATIONAL AND LINE MANAGEMENT

.6PERATING
SYSTEMS /PROCEDURES /CONTROLS.

PERFORMANCE

'ASSURANCE .

FUNCTION

COMPONENTS

PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE FUNCTIONS .

PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE.' 4

Figure 2
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2.4.2 CPA-FUriEfi-Ons *

, To review, evaluate and test an information system and 'its contents'f

in performing an objective, independent examination in order to,express

an opinion on financial statements.

'Internal Auditor Functions

. '"..to ensure that data is processed accurately and.that assets are be-

ing properly, safeguarded.

2.4.4 Quality Assurance Functions

To monitor and develop standards to ilsure efficient'and effective
management and utilization of computer resources.

2.4.5 Operating and Line Management Functions

4.4

To provide continuing evaluation of the development and effective-
ness of management controls and degree of compliance therewith. Controls

should be rev4ewed for:
,f-Effectiveness'

- Completeness

-Consistency.

3. PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of the performance assurance (PA) function, as previous-

ly defined, is to determine that a computer system is performing its in-

tended functions' withinq specified degree of accuracy, timeliness, and

.' data security; and'that it is not performing unintended functions. The-

other part of .the definition mentions that the level of accuracy depends

on the creitical nature bf the applications and data as deterMined by man-

agement criteria.'

,
In illustrating the activities of the various groups involved with

the performance assurance unction we decided, for the pill-pose of our

deliberatibns,, to identify he following:*.

-Setting PA objectives
-Gathering information ,0,

-Performing PA analyses and .evaluations
-J:lasigning and performing PA.test procedures.

These activities are-used in the next two sections for cross - class'

ification purposes'with existing and needed PA tdolsand techniques This'

way it'becomes possible to illustrate how the various tools and techniques

can be used by- professionals ;involved in performance assurance activities.

12-9.
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3.2 Setting Pb3ectives

There are two types of objectives to be considered in Performance
assurance. The first type of objective relates to the nature and purpose
of the performance assurance testing (audit or testing objectives). -The
,second 'type of objeCtive refers to the system to be tested. A system
cool objective or set of objectives'are established as the basis or
the framework to use in developing the 'system, procedures and controls
for by-system elements (applicatibns). The system control objectives
descObt whatthe system is to do, i.e., in effect, the goal to be accom-
plished. The objectives are developed from criteria set forth by manage-

ment-for that particular are$.

A development teat, f9rexample, in designing a systet, in establish-
ing the detailed procedures, and in determining the type and extent of-
'interhal controls'to tie built into the system, can relate the_procddures
and particularly- the internal.controls back to the objectives.

In situations where system control objectiQes have Ueen defined, they
may be also useful to the performate assurance group in evaluating the
controls used in the specific system application. An end result of any'
d...esign and implementation of a System, procedures and controls should in-
clude a set of documentations detaining and describing the user and the

/- computerized internal control techniques built into that particular ap-
.plication. This "statement of internal control techniques" is extremely
important to the performance assurance fundtion and could be a standard
for all systems.

3.3 / Gathering Information

The information.gathering phase of a performance assurance function
can be described as the obtaining of all the necessary information and
data needed in order to review; to evaluate 49.y, to establiSh systems, pro-
cedures, and controls. The material AV be gathered includes,for example,
the statement of internal contro techniques, detailed or summary docu-
mentationt.narrative description. of the systems and procedures, flow
charts, authorization listings, and similar data. If this type of infor-
nation and data is not available, it becomes-necessary fqr the performance
assurance group to develop or prepare the material for-analysis and eval-
uation. Once the group performing the performance assurance function is
-required to create any or all of ttie data required, that group performs,
in effect, function that the systems development group-should haze per-
-formed. The exist ce of theoaterial,described above is extremely im-
portant to the pe armanie assurance function and could be a standard.for
all systems.

3.I PerfOrming PA Analyses and Evaluations

The analysis and evaluation'process culminates in the design and per-
formance of tests with respect to the systems, procedures and controls.
These tests may in turn, lead to further analysis.and evafuation.
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.Two factors influence the analysis and &valuation activities: the-

- critical nature (materiality and importance) as well as the complexity
of the'system application.. Testing of an application becomes,more exten-
sive and more sophisticated when an application is critical and complex.
In these situations, it,is important for the various groups involved in
performance assurance to''be aware of interactive tools and techniques
that are available for usen on-line testing and in testing of on-line
systems. With kpowledge as to When and how they can be used,in the test-,
ing process, audit programs can be prepared and executed interactively.
The available flexibility allows as to focus the testing on important .

control areas, on risk areas, and on the proper balance bet(een compliance
and substantive tests.- In addition, the test programs can be prep-alto'

to utilize non-interactive tools, and techniques where appropriate., (4,

3.5 Designing and'Performing PA Test Procedures

Based on the analysis and evaluation of the system, its procedures
and controls it becomes necessary to design and test the key controls
that are being relied on. This activity can be performed in the follow-

ing steps: -

\- Select the verification technique.
-Determine if computer assisted techniques will be used.
-Prepare and.perform the test procedures.

.. -Review test results and determine if further tests are 'required.

3.5.1 Select the Vetification' Techniques

0

In general, two approaches can be applied in veifyi,pg'contrpls and
processing: .

. -Test of results: Select one or more key files or outputs of pro-
cessing and confirm the results.
-Test of processing: Perform specific tests of the ritical

processes and controls directly.

3.5.1.1 Test of Results 4 /
1

4 /) .

Verification and testing of results is usually peff,ormed by.compar-

_isons of results with independent files, organizations,Dr physical items
or by reasonableness tests.' Examples of the former would be comparison .
of computer records of personnel pay rates and inventory balances to in-
dependent personnel department files and to 'physical/inventory counts.

i, Examples of the latter would be tests of values.witV expected ranges or
comparisons with similar information.such as budgets and replts of prior

periods. ,

3.5.1.2 Test of, Processing

Verification of processing involves- ecific tools and techniques

discussed in the next two sections to test pecificAflanual and computdr

controls and processing stdps. For example the snapshot techniquf re-

, sults in a list of each step of a computer program as if it is being pro-
cessed and the status of key data elements as they are being,modified,

12-1J,
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3.5.2 Det ,:ine if Computer Assisted lepniques Mil) Be Used .

. . v
Use of the computer will depehd on:
-The nature of the control. Supervisjng,for exampf is a control G.
primarily Itestedby observation",or by review of do mented super-
visciry actions. Integrity tests of a.data base m , conversely,
requirg-the -use of.e computer. .

,

. fhAtilability of computer files and processing time..
, Cost justifications..
"-Computer skills to develop a computer l'')ogram, if needed.

,

3.5.3. Prepare and Perform Test Procedures

The preparing and performing of the test procedures are themselves .

subject to controls.. The controls must ensure that the programs and pro-
cedures are designed to achieve the desired test objectives and that the
procedures and files are used as specified. Commonly, compliance and
"substanttve4tests are distinguished although they tend to overlap and the
same test may be applied both for the systems and for the data tests 're-

.

spectit(ely.

Substantive auditing relates primarily to the financial statements,
as of the end of a fiscal year. Substantative-tests are applied to the
verification of dollar values and financial balances' rather than the vert
ification.of internal control. Their extent ts:governed by the relince -

On'internal controls as determined by compliance tests.
A

3.5.4 Review Test Results arid Deteismine tf4Purther Tests Are Required

This step is an analysis and evalultion function to ensure. that the
test results are valid. it assumes that the test methodology, pi.ocedures
a'hd results are documented for subsequent, independent review in a final
.evaluation of controls and related reliance and exposure,

The end result of performanqe assurance isthe determination whether
444to what extent reliance tariff? placed on_IA system and the results
of system processing. While the cdnciuSions reached by.the.separate
grou0s_may differ to some ext nt, thti each review the results of the
testing to estimate sys't'em` r iability in reaching their respective con-
clusions. ,

)

4. EXTSTING PERFPRMANCE ASSURANCE TOOLS AND. TECHN;IQUES
.

..-
.

445

4.1 Introduction . 114
.

,
-

, .

In an attempt to review existing performance assurance (PA) tools
. and techniques in the context of the previously identified PA fUnctions,

traditional batch and tnteractive'tools and techniques were iden-Oed.<
leately: These are summarized in Figure 3. -I.

.., ,,...

.
C.,On each of,these, brief comments are oered in terms of advantages

12-12,
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and disadvantages, 'although no attempt is made to exhaust the classifica-
tion Possibilities. The major purpose of the exercise was to identify
gaps for needed PA tools.and techniques that are discussed in section 5.

4.2 ,Batch PA Tools and Techniques

4.2,1 Utility Programs

1

Programs provided by or acquired from hardware 4dors and software
companies to facilitate efficiency, utilization, monitoring and documen-
tation. Because of the vast number of these, a short list may sufidciii
to illustrate the variety of these systems:

-SMF' (Systems Management Facility)
Automated Floi4Charting' Systems,
-Data Dictionaries, : .

- Program Dictionaries
- Library Systems for data and programs
-HMBLIST (utility, to detect IBM 0/S modifications)
-Comparison systems (source to'object)

a. Advantmes
1. ,May be available at no or low cost. -

Provides additional facts for auditors and allows the audi-
tor to probe into computer systems beyondlia_datafile and '

§d transaction orientation.
b Diwdvantages _ .-- -

May require additional, technical expertise,'(i.e. operating
systems, DBMS, etc.)

2. Not tested and implemented as 'audit tools".

4.2.2, Test Decks

.Hypothetical transactions and work file records designed to test the

controls and accuracy of program logic.
a. AdVantages

1. Provides.a highly specific test of individual control fea-
tures and exception conditions.

b. Disadvantages .

1. Difficult to develop and maintain test data.due to program
modification.. .

2. Requires special computer runs, unless a test module is avail-

, able. 4

.3. Seldom comprehensive enough to p
r
ovide An.adequate test of

reports and statistics. An audit standard should be that
test data FS-Meyer posted to live files. '

4.24:3 Audit Modules 0 .

,,

. .

. Special audit subroutines are sometimes contained,in application pro-
grams to perform specific audit' functions such as an aging.of accounts,

or to eliminate the impact of test data on the printed reports (see 1TF

on the following page). .

A. Advantages ,
.

.

12-13
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1. Provides for the execution of special audit tasks if required.
2. Can be "triOered" at any time. .

b. Disadvantages' .

. 1. Require expert programmling and, depending on the design,
--gpecial operating procedures.

2. May be invoked by non - authorized personnel:
4

4.2.4 ITF (Integrated Testing Facility)

Means of passing test transactions through a computer system simul
,taneously with live transactions-without adversely affecting live.,tiles
or outputs. A, separate set of outputs, including statistics and reports,
are produced fora minicompany. This not only ensures that the.test ma-
terial-does not jnterfere with any outputs concerning the real company,
but also enables the auditor to.check that statistics amend reports are
being prepared correctly.

a. Advantages -

1. Testing in a live environment routine)y.
2: No special ruoning time required.
3. No effect. on live records.

4. .Provides reports and statistics.
b. Disadvantages

-1. Difficult to produce and maintain a complete set of test
.data.

2. Requires special programming to integrate the test subsyttem
with the live system.

4.2.5 Test Dati Generator

A computer method to generate hypothetical transactions for testing
purposes.

a. Advantages
1. Automated development of test transactions Bnd work file

records.
b% Disadvantages

(See Test Decks)

4.4,2.6 Snapshot

Technique of capturing the status of data at a particulirApoint in ,

time of the-producing cycle, e.g., triggered by specific transaction types,
' that are0eKtified by "tags" (tagging).

a. Advantages
, 1. A good method for a very specific purpose.

2. May reduce "logging" requirements.
Disadvantages,

1. ReOiees frequent monitoring by auditor'to avoid "overrtag-
: ging".

2. "Ny be too limited for general audit.a0plications and may
affect proper "logging" procedures negatively. .

. 0

4.2.7 Tracing

12-14.
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A technique to Identify thesequenceof actual exceptions of pro-. ,

gram code, triggered by specific transaction types - identified by "tags"
- on conditions (as 'under Snapshot)

a, Advantages WP

(as under. Snapshot)
b. Disadvantages

1,(as under. Snapshot)

4.2.8 SCARF (Systems Control Audit Review File) .

Incorporation of auditor - determined reasonableness tests into nor-
mal data processing applications for the purpose,of tagging and/or ex- ,

tracting,exceptional data into audit files.
a. .Advantaget

, 1. Continuous exception reporting (see Audit Modules)
b. Disadvantages

1. Processing time

4.2.9 Audit Software Packages
..,0.

High-level, data processing languages to.provide data access and
computational manipulations in addition to speCific.audit functions such
as aging, confirmations; sampling, etc.., The functions performed by the
various software packages are not all'equivalent in terms of

- capabilities, i.e., computation, sampling,' compares, etc.
- interfacing, with data. i.,e .,* DBMS and file structures);

.--efficiency of execution i.e., running time, auditor preparation,
,etc.) d .

a. Advantages ,.
1. Provides independent data gatherin-g'and analysis of data

files. ,,

. .

2. Improves efficiency of.auditor time and can assist in ex--
panding the scope of audits.

3. .Provides access to the entire qniverse*of data
b. Disadvantages .

1,., Processing time can be longer than use of standard program-
ming languages.. _

-A standard should be that all audit-software packages should be restricted
to a read-only mode. '"

4.2:10 Parallel Simulation
4

It is a means of testing computer application processil4 by using
the same inpuf data and files as the application systems and attempting,
to produce the same results. The simulation results are compared to,
"live" results confirming the results of computer applicationseprocessing
or identifying areas of descrepancies for further analysis. ilk

a. .r.,,,Advantages

0. Compliance testing of application programs can be performed
With live data without jeopardizing files.

2. Applicaft6n program functions tested 'can be analyzed pri-
. marily throbgh non-technical user documentation (eiror and

. 12-15
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balancing procedures).
b. Disadvantages

1. Requires good knowledge of functions performed.
--2:. Time required to develop simulation program.

4.3 Interactive PA Tools and Techniques.

The group identified two interactive audit tools availab) date
and suggests that these,be further studiedAnd eyaluated: We .a' o

followed-two additional leads to what were supposedly other, existing .

interactive audit tools, but these proved to be unsuccessful.

4.3.1 ACL (Audit CoMMand Language)'.
.' *6

ACL is available in two versions at the University, of B.C. in Van-
couver, B.C. The first is running under the Michigan Terminal System
(MTS Operating Sygtem) and is usli

research. ,The IBM version runs under
extensively in 'teaching (both academic

and profesSional through CICA) a
the IBM/OS/VS1 system and is used b(internal and external auditors as
well as consultants. As-the first fully interactive audit language, ACL

`represents a' pioneering effOrt to combine fhp'various performance assur-
. 'ance functions into a single professional Oser language. 1-1°*

4.3.2 NAARS (NationalAutomated Accounting Research System)

NAARS has been developed jointly by the AICPA and Dead Data Central,
Inc.* It is possible to search interactively (through a computer terminal)

, the.full text oftthe financial statements,ffpotnates and auditor reports
from the published annual reports to shareholders of over 3,500-companies.
Other files accessible are various AICPA publications as wellas federal
securities law and federal trade regulatioris.

5.' NEEDEOERFORMANCE ASSYRANCE TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

5.1 . Introduction

The mentioned performance assurance (RA) tools and techniques that
are in existence to date are, in many cases., quite useful i,n an auditing
situation. However, these tools are ih many 4nstances little utilized
by both auditors and quality assurance personnel Their potential may
be unknown, or their applicability /to performance assurance may not be'
obvious. In some instanc4s the tools are designed for another purpose

hardware or software/thonitors) and th0r appllbability to security
or performance assurance is not/intujtivelx-obviou's.

),

The folldwing sUbse'ttion describes and explains categories of needed
toolsanatspeeifieshequirement5 for their:design and development,

;
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5.2 Needed Tools and Techniques
_ .

i .

. .. .

The tools and techniques described below can be utlized'in two ma-

jor areas,' Detectio of malfunctions or inadequacies.of systems, proce-

dures, or.control n be accomplished interactively through monitoring,

trace or test fa ilities. It ids also possible to measure the "health"

of a.system looking for symptoms such as excessive errors; anomalous ac-

cess,to a sensitive file or excessive changes to a given program, This

is analogous to the tests, probes and data gathering performed by the
medical profession to diagnose, disease and requites analogous judgments
by PA profesSionals. :.

5.2.1 NearReal-Time Error Detection and Correction' .

The tools in this category are useful in detecting and when practi

cal, correcting errors in computer syttdms-as they occur before any"dam-

age"-has occurred. Examples of damage include the incorrect automatic .
V:k

disbursement of large'amounts of funds in a funds disbursing system or

false feedback in a process control system. These controls are oridnted

to the operational system "in the whole ". It is assumed that the hardwat.

and Individual system modules have al eady been tested and verified, but :-2" '(---

IC

that failures may occur latimNre'vario s subsystems are operating together
0.,.,
.:

as a larger system.. We submi that th following tools are needed:
.

- Interface Data Monitoring and Testing - routines that exist to test\
data at each interface between modules in a system in terms of range( -;

limits, and validity Of fields. 11

- Threshold Detection - hardware and software monitors to ensure var-
iant and invariant characteristics of systems to detect and immedi-

ately abort in 'cases of unusual usage patterns. ''

5.2.2 MorTitoring.of Adequacy of.efintrols
I ..

The tools in this category provide for the on-line testing of, the

predetermined and specified controls that have been built into the sys-

tem.' They pemit the auditor to perform tests on the operational system
to detect potential trouble spots. Wesubmit that the,following tools

are needed: .

- Software Behalvior Monitoring - these routines would exist in a,dorr.

mant state ip a system and Nhe invoked by,an auditor would begin

monitoring, the behavior of spec ied software modules-in terms, of

accesses,,inputs, outputs, and fre uency,of usage. 4. -_.

-Configuration Auditing - through access to this routine, the audi-

tor.ean instantly get information on the current configuration pf

the operational system for particular use in large :teleprocessing

systems-.-, , .

-Interacli've Tracing - routines similar to 'generalized .debug packages

can allow an auditor to step through the operational cycle of a sys-

tem, monitoring both changing data values and syndhronization of 14:c
, events, and making Modifications to data, values to verify the ade-

quacy of controls at the module 'interfaces. .

- Artificial Load Generators - routines'to permit the- auditor "to gen-

erate controlled amounts of transactions and input data,to test the

12-107,
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system'under varying,conditions of loading.

5.2.3 Measurement of Design Accuracy

Inthis section we address stools and techniques for s'pecifying and
documenting systems and control,s, It ispossible to verify system speci-
fications againstsfunctional requirements for systems as well as system
controls,

We submit 'that the following 'tools are needed:
/#equirethents Specification Languages - computer languages for spe-.
cifying system reqUirements to permit verification against function-
al'requiremel'qi

-Control. Featut? Specifications - formal methods for pr6grammers to
docUment control features such that auditors can "easilyll'understand
their apPlicattons,,functio-n, and anticipated performance.

5.2.4 RTram Modification Control
. ..

.

The tools in this category would permfit the auditor to verify the
adeqUacy of the procedures for controlling program modifications through
on-line testing.

.

We recommend the following tools:

-Program Modification Detection -.check sums and similar routines
can be used to detect modification of systeths, applications and

. control -software.

-Program (Modification) Audit Trails- through interrogating a par-
ticular on-line file the auditor courdlget complete information on
every program. In addition:At should be possible to recognize
- changes to a par, ular program, including whomad each change,
when it'was he p oPlem thatcaused the_change, and when the
modified program be ame operational

5,2.5 'Monitoring System Trouble Indicators

The tools in this category would permit n auditor to interrogate{
files containing information bn the elecutio of and,systelrcontrol og
various security features% The recommended needed tools a?b:

.

-Utilization Frequency Monitoring - provides frequency information,
on-line,'concerningaccesses to any priviledged module, device,.

-'data, and transaction...

-Utilization* of ContPOI and Security Features - intrrogation of this
file would allow an auditor to obtain information on the;utiliza-
tion of 'any security, control; error detection,cor error correction,
feature in'the syttem including frequency of usage and results of
execution; an expmple would be information on data before and after'
execution of an automatic error, detection feature.. '

4%9
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w PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE FUNCTIONS
. .

,

.

TECHNIQUES AND , .,

TOOLS -,

,

Control
'ObjeCtives

,
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,Gathering

.

.

l &Analysis
'Evaluation

.

c
.

':, Testing

Com-

pliance
Sub-

stan-
{five

,

1:, Batch PA Tools
.

.

' X,

,

. X

-

X

& Techntques
a. Utility Programs;',.

,-- Documentation
Plow Charting c- X

r
X ' X

Acce'ss Authori-
zation Table

.
._

X

,

,

..

X $

Data Dictionary X X X X
r

Program , L

Dictionary X X X . X

Compare - Source)'

Object Programs
,

4

,

1 X

.

Xy - X

Check Sum X X , X

SMF /
, X X

b. Test Deck X

c: Audit Modules X a X X '

dt ITF X

e. Test Data Gene-
rator

.

.

X' . X

f. SnapsHot X
. . X

g. Tracing
_

--. ,X s .X

h. SCARF r X x.

i. Parallel
'Simulation

.)
.

,

A -

X X

j. Audit Software
'Packages

_

..- X X .

-

X ,. . X

, .

X

2. Interactive Tools ''
.

..

.

.
.

X

& Techniques
.

. 1a. ACL.

b. NAARS .X - .. X*

PA TOOLS & TECHNIQOES_BY PA FUNCTION,

Figure 3

de

Figure 4 summarizeqthe tools and techniques we feel are needed to
fulfill.the various perfbinance assurance functions. A sepArate column
"control" was added to indicate that some of these tools and techniques
may also be used (already) for internal control purposes. Auditors .

shoyld'be aware of them to recognize their potentjal'benqtt in the. in-
formation gathering Ainction,in particular.-
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PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE FUNCTIONS
.

TOOLS AND,
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.
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.
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.

X
-

r
Control sp9.eication .- X ' X

.

l NEEDED PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE. TOOLS AV TECHNIQUES

'Figure 4

0

.,. 6. SUMMARY AND.RECOMMENDED FOLLOWUP

6.1 Introduction

This final section provides' oth a brief and general summary of the
recognized need for interactive audit tools and techniques and offers a
Jew recommendations for, appropriate folNup on thesubject..

6.2 .Need for Interact/11.4trjeols and-Techniques

In spite of the apparent lack ofowayenes s of interactive tools and *-.
techniques for performance assurance unctions, the group recogniZes the
need far such tools and tries to summa ize theit benefits in the execu-

,tive 'summary (see,section 1.4). . '.,,,.- - . ,

.

1
e

. . .

The existing tools listed in section 4.3 deserve the attention of
all professionals working in the performance assurate field 'and should
be discussed andstudied in greater depth.and detail.

---.----. ,

In identifying needed tools an technfques'(see section.5 the group.
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trl to broaden the outlook of all PA professionals and-hopes to stimb-
late urther discussion both on the auditability of. modern information
sys ms and on the ways for performing comprehensive PA audits.'

-

6.3 Recommended Followup

The .group feels that further deliberation and research is required.,
We would-like to pursue the following topics as early as possible and ask
for support to discuss them:

.s.
-Design criteria for interactive( PA tools and techniques. .

-Interface designs of interactive PA tools aria techniques with oper-
ating systems (OS) and data base managementsystems pBMS).

-Behavioral audit research to study interactive human-mactine.behav-
ior in the cOnteid of performance assurance.

-Development-of a'tomprehensive audit and control theory to guide
PA professionals in their work and software designers in the 4Fvel

. opment of PA tools and techniques. \

6.3;1 .Design Criteria

Since a few interactive PA toolsand techniques exist, it is possible
to consider them as prototypes which deserve further study and evaluation
by the large number of, professionals active in the performance assurance
field. It,may be possible to adopt some of the existing tools or-become
.feasible to specify design and performance requiremedts for future sys-c
tem.

6.3.2 Interfaces

All inte*tIve PA tools'and techniques require an interface wikh the
operatigkele.and?any of their will require an interface with the sys-
tem perfatmi4 142taiw management functions. Yet, hardly any PA pro-
fessional is,i100-0VD-1 the_design and "standardization of OS and DBMS:-
Differences fdISelncilDBMS or inherent weaknesses of any one of these
may make the'interi-gcing pf PA and audit -.functions inefficient or

ineffectivp.group therefore urges all professionals-to recognize
the neeefor feasible interface designs and urges them to get involved
in deliberations-concerning these important interfaces.

6.3.3 4Behavioral Research
. .

Behavioral research is needed to determine Which audit.software
functions are valuable as interactivefeatures. Since audit requirements
vary with projects and with time,.some interactive tools may be relev6nt
.only in certain int6nces. Furthermore, under certain conditions the 10.
audit tdol used may.havefan effect on the procedure anralso on the con-
clusions.readed by the auditors. It is therefore necessary*to recOg- .

nize that the audit approach may be dependent on the tool used, and yisg,
"versa. PA functions may become much easier or much moreAdifficUrt, un-
less the ,interplay between auditof-s and their tools'is recognized and
studied -in considerably more depth than was so far possible.

<me-
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6.3!4 Theory
A

4,

It has bec e feasible to develop a comprehensiNie audit and control
theory, for the p formance,assurance functions, because it is now possir-

. bJe to monitor interactive human-machine behavior in the PA context.
'Consequently, it.will te possible to guide PA professionals in their
tasks and to develop "intelligent" PA tools and ttchniques, thus making
the performance of the various PA functions covered in this report more
and more convenient and. effectiite.
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APPENDIX B: EVOLUTION OF THE WORKSHOP AND PROCEEDINGS

a

1. INITIATING THE WORKSHOP

The National Bureau Of Standards initiated Task Group 15. (TG=15)
within the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) progr.40 in
1973 0 develop standards in Computer Systems Security. TG-15, chaired

by.Dennis K. Branstad of NBS, was composed of representatives from
private industry as well as Federal, State and local governments. In

March of 1976 an informal task team on Guidelines'for Computer Security

Auditing was formed within TG-15. It was chaired by Robert G. McKenzie
of the General Accounting Office ancl,had Zella a. Ruthberg as the NBS
liaison person. Its mission was to be two-fold: 1) to convene a

workshop on'security auditing that would consolidate thd state-of-the,-
art'Information available in the fieldand define areas fOr future

research and 2) to adapt.this iiformatiOn to the needs of Federal agen-

cles in tlie form of.Federal.Information Processing Guidelines. The In-
.,
v tational Workshop on Audithand Evaluation of Cothputer Seburity, which

took place on March 22-24,1977 in Miami Beach, Florida, accomplished the

first of these two tasks. Since TG-15 was terminated as a formal,c6m-
mittee in the Spring-of this year, the second task is expected to be $c-
complished by a working group convened for this purpose and will result
ih a FIPS Guideline publication by the National Bureau of Standards.'

2. PLANNING THE WORKSHOP

. ,

Under Robert McKenzie!s direction and Zella Ruthberg's assistance,
the TG-15 task team worked on developing what was hoped would be a pro-
ductive format and a comprehensive set of topics for the workshop. It

Was an,informal group consisting of Peter S. Browne of Computer Resource

Controls, Adolph Cecula of the U.S. Geological Survey, Robert H. Court,-:
hey of IBM, Frank Drefs of HEW, Robert V. Jacobson of Chemical Bank,
John 'Panag000s of EquiEable Life, and Harry Robinson of Metropolitan
Life..2 Inputs on possible topics were contributed by'the task team
Members as well as requested and received from William E. Perry Of the
Institute of Internal Auditors, Robert L. Stone of the American Insti-

tute of Certified PubAc Accountants, and Keith Dorricott of the Canadi-

n Institute of Chartered Accountants.
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2.1 Workshop Format
,.

The fbrhat decided upon was a relatively small invitational,topic-
area workshop that would cover ten major areas of concern in computer'
security audit. Each topic would be handred'by an interdisciplinary'
growup of not more than ten indiViduals. It would,,be chaired by a recog-
nized authority in that area and staffed with-a broad range of experts*
mainly selected by its chairman. A concerted effort would be made to
obtain representation from both the audit and computer communAies. The
jot; of Recorder f the varSous,sessionsogas assigned to task-team
members and NBS.pe le. During the Workshop the Recorders were respon-
sible for capturing anddistributing in printed form. major ideas
developed in their sessions. Some Recorders,, by mutual agreement, did
Much more than that. A few task team members'were to be session coordi7

. hators as well as prov.de a pool of back-up attendees for last miiute
drop-outs. Robert.McKenzie was to be the General Chairman and Zella
Ruthberg the General Vice Chairman. This last arrangement provided the
vehicle for the excellent support giveri this workshop by bothGA0 and .

':NBS. 4,

Eath .session was to spend over two days developing a Asition paper
On their topic. If no consensus could be reached a majority and minori-
ty report was requested. The last afternoon was,set aside for the
presenttion of conClusiOns,by the-chairman of each session.' The
results of these discussions would be published by NBS in a Proceedings.
It should be noted that this format was patterned after the highly sue-r

pes ul NBS Workshop onData Base Directions held.in October of 1975%,.

2.2 .Workshop Topics and Chairmen
."1

It'was recognizea that no set of topics could be selected to cover
the maip,areas of the subject and also be mutually exclusive. There-
would be unavoidable overlapping with any set of topics: The act al,.to
pie selections by the task team were ultimately made from the Point of
view of covering the major considerations in any computer security au-
dit.

4

The topic, areas and the selected chairmen were as follows:

,INTERNAL AUDIT STANDARD William E. Perry 4
Institute of Internal Auditors

QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING C '0. Smith
4 .U: :S. General Accounting ,Office
iggcuRin ADmiNisTilizow..., Blake Greenlee
)

Citibank.

-AUDIT CONSIDERATIONS INNARIOUS

.
SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTS

, Carl H'a er
'1/,Univac

I.

'ADMINISTRATIVE AND PHYSICAL

B-2 2
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l
CONTROLS W H. Murray.. 1

'IBM, '- ,

PRWRAM:INTEGRITY Clark Weissman
4 System Development Corporation

DATA INTEGRITY., Leonard I. Krauss ,..-
.

Ernst & Ernst
COMMUNICATIONS Jerry FitzGerald

Stanford Research Institute
POST-PROCESSING AUDIT TOOLS
'AND TECHNIQUES Richard D. -Webb

Touche Ross & Cd.
INTERACTIVE AUDIT TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES Hart J. Will

University of British Columbia

2.3' Pre-Workshop Session Activities

Each chairman, with guidance from the General'Chairman and Vice-
Chairman, then proceeded to fill hi's session with a balance of individu-,
'als from the audit and computer communities. A more elaboratesdescrip -

tion was written for each of the session topics and distributed to all
Prospective participants,toenable them'to come tothe workshop with'a
-clearer idea of the subjetot. of their session. Sessicin chairmen were
asked to request and distribute pre-workshop position,statements from
their participants.inorder to stimulate their group to - formulate some
of their ideas prior to the workshop. Many participants prepared such
pre-workshop statements to that in general the convened sessions were
'aple to progress very rapidly. Each sesiiondhairman was given,complete
;freedom to'structure his session in any way he felt might be productive:
This proved to be a useful tactic since it gave each chairman and his-
Attendees the latitude of being- able to operate in a manner they were
most comfortable with. k

AT THE WORKSHOP

After the keynote address had set the stage for the activities of
.this Workshop,'the individual sessions each met separately for'two and
one half days to develop their, thoughts on each,of their topics. Each.
,session had a Chairman; a Recorder, and four to eight attendees. They'

, were supplied with a folder for each, containing a copy. of FIPS PUB 39
Glossary of. Terminology for Computer Systems Security"), the Canadi-

an Treasury Board Guide on EDP Administration entitled "Security in an
EDP Environment," plus various writing materials tonake things con-
venient. The Workshop officeat the meeting site supplied the sessions
with continuous typing and xerox services to expedite matters. On the
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last afternoon of this. three -day effort the attendees again met as a
single group and each session reported its findings. At th'e end of the
Workshop eight of the sessions submitted a rough draft of their report
,and two submitted_detailed outlines.

1

4. TtIE SESSION REPORTS

The session attendees were given g.great'deatof latitude.in pro-
ducing their session reports.with the result-that no two reports were
prodseed,in exactly'the same way. In some cases the writing of,the re-
port was divided among all the attendees at that .session. In other
cases an individual or a small group from the session wrote the
In most cases the written report was reviewed by all the members Of the
session. Although the attendees of each,session' were given the option
of producing a majority and minority, report, all; groups Produced only
consensus reports.

.

0

In presenting the.reports inthese PrOceedings, the editors intro-
duced an Editbrs' Note at the beginning of each report. This contains a
brief biography of the session Chairman and g statement'or the complete
charge givento that 'session. Included at the end of this Editors' Dote
is a brief statement concerning the manner in which that report was pro-
duced.
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